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The expand.on of the educational system and opportunity in Kansas 
in building facilities• in professional preparation of teachers# and 
in the faith of the people in.education is. too apparent to require 
supporting evidence. !he advanoement of this o ommonweal th of ·less 
than three-score and ten years of age in educational provisions is 
most inspiring. Attention 1s here invited to two recent oommentss 
"More pupils were enrolled in high achoois in each of the 
.following states in 1926 than in the whole nation 1n'l670:. 
California, Illinois, ·Indiana, Kansas, Massachusetts, Michigan. 
Minnesota~ Missouri, New Jersey, New York, Ohio. Oklahoma, 
Pennsylvania,.. 'l'ems, and Wisconsin." 
"---tor the United States as a whole in 1926 there were 
32 pupils in public high schools ~o each i.ooo population. 
This number varied from 57 in.Kansas to 13 in Georgia. While 
this variation between states is greater6 perhaps, than it 
should be, the nation as a. whole is making real pr~greas to• ) 
'vard providing its children a sUffioient number o{11eara ot schooling to prepare them for euooessful living." 
"Kansas is the leading junior high school state in the Middle 
West. In 1925-26 eleven Kansas cities ot the first class had 
t\venty~six junior high sohoolsJ .f:t.tty•seven cities of the second 
olass and twenty"six oities of the third olass had one junior 
high school ea.oh. The total is 109 intermediate schools with 
about one thousand teaohers and forty thousand pupils. In no 
other state in the Mississippi Valley has the movement gained 
such ~eadway, spreading so regularly and uniformly runong 
communities located evenly throughout the commonwealth." (2) 
These comments were not written by Kansas. But, U eeoondary 
eduoa.tion is valuable. if the junior high school idea is correct or 
a mark of superiority, Kansas is m.a.Jdng splendid .progress so far 
as this pa.rt of the educational' system is concerned. 
(1) )iesea.roh Bulletin ... ·N.E.A., Vol •. VI. No. 11 Pages 12 and 14.--1928. 
(2) Lyman,. R.L.--The Junior High Schools of Kansas City, Kans. S11 R. · 
Mar. 1928, P• 176. 
THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL MOVEMENT Ill KANSAS 
Chapter 1. 
THE RISE AND PRESl~NT POSITION OF THE JUJUOR HIGH SCHOOL. 
The past fifteen years have conatituted a definite growth period 
of that new unit of the educational system. of Kansas. the Junior-
High School. Fort~ Scott,. only• seemF.J to have had even the germ of 
the movement to say nothing of the foundation of the institution be• 
(l) . 
fore 1912. This period of development and extension of the Junior 
.High Sohool in Kansas seems to follow rather than precede a. similar 
development among some seoond.a.ry schools that pioneered in the movemen'b 
(2) (3) 
in the n etion as e'Videnoed in the writings of Briggs and .Davis. 
the Kansas Educational Directory of 1926~}927 lists Junior 
High Schools as follows: 
Number Enrollment 
First Class Cities 26 12,702 
Second n n 56 12,855 
Third " ff 26 . (not given) -
Total 108 
From the Twenty-Fifth Biennial Report of the State Superintendent 
ot Public Instruotion of Kansas on page 279 the following sum:nary of 
high school enrollments 1a given: 
(1) H.P. Study••The Junior-Senior High School Movement in Kansas•• 
The Kansas Teacher, January 1917. 
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(2) Thomas H. Briggs•-The Junior High Sohool••Boughton, Mifflin Co. 
1920~-Chap. II-·The Development of the Junior High Sohool, page 29. 
(3) c.o. Davis--Junior High School Education•-\Vorld Book Co. 1924-·Page 27. 
Average Daily Attendance 
Junior High School a. Second Class Cities 
b. First Class Cities 
Senior lligh Sohool 
a. 1\1'10-Teaohor Schoola 
b. Second Class Cities 
o. First Ola.es Cities 









· The advancement of junior high school pupils to· senior high school 
standing 1a attended with some· 1oss ·in numbers. The Twenty•fifth . (1) ' . . ' . ' . 
Biennial Report sh~'s for the ninth grade or Kansas high schools 
9,260 boys and 9,779 girls lVit)l additional junior high school enrollments 
in the ninth gra.de of 3,978 boys and 4,, 185 girls as compared with 
'7 ,015 boys and 6,944 girls in .the twelfth grade fox- the school year 
of 1925·1926. these numbers ~otal 271 192 for the ninth grade and 15,959 
i'or the twelfth grade. The tw:elfth grade enrollment is 58. 7% of the 
" 
ninth grade enrollment. 
Possibly the present tv¥el,fth grade class wa.s slightly sJnQ.ller 
than the present ninth gre.de 'Qlass when in the ninth grade, The 
Tvienty•tourth Biennial Report,gives the ninth grade enrollment for 
1922-1923 as 261 566. ' ' ' {3) 
From another source we have the tollmving tactsi 
(1) Tvrenty-tifth Biennial Report•-fhe State 'superintendent of' Publ:lc 
Instruction of Knnsas-•1925-1926.· Pa.ge.387. 
( 2) Twenty-fourth . Biennial Report•;o-The Sta.ta Superintendent of Pub lie 
Instruction of Ka.nsas"-1923~1924. Pnge 380, 
(3} Frank M. Ph1llips•-Statiat1cs of State Sohool System~~Bulletin 
No. 39, 1927. Bureau of Education•. page 2. 
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. The first column of £:1.gure)f; shows that tor the United States 
in 1926 in public elementary and high schools. 2.76% of the 
enrollment was in the kindergarten,,· 16.18% in the first grade• eto. 
·' ' 
The oumula.t iva percentages ot the second column give the percentage a 
of pupils who a.re enrolled in that g•~de or grades lower than that 
grade. 
fhese ~o paragraphs show the tendenoy of smaller enrollments 
in.the higher aa compared with the lower g..-.ades, The.re is an abundance 
of evidence to show 'soma dropping out of school on the part of pupils. 
In soma.places more pupils are entering the lower grades than did in 
former years. 
Since there a.re some Recognized Junior,High.Schools in Two-or more 
Teacher schools the enrollments from which are not counted in Table 20 
. ' 
ot the ~iennial Report, it soerns at least a reasonable assumption that 
approximately one~third of the senior high school pupils of Kansas 
will attain that standing through some: f9rm· or Junior High Scho~l • 
. The Junior High School enrollment: is · 17 tS19 and the total · 
enrollment of all publio Junior and Se~io~ High ,Schools for the: 
state is 811568. Kansas is ranked fi~at among e.11 the states ~ 
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number of pupils in public high school's to eaGh 11000 in total population 
in 1924. This table or figures would similarly rank Kansas first and 
without a close competitor in the number of pupils ·in Junior High 
. (1) ' 
Schools to each 11000 in total populat~on in 1924. .. 
The Research Bulletin of the N.E.A. Vol. VI, No. 1 on page 12 
gives Kansas a. Junior Bigh School enrollment of 22 1824 and a total 
public junior and senior high school enrollment or 103,18'1 with 57 per 
thousand of population. Kansas ra.nka first in this respect among the 
states of the, union. For the nation the publio high school enrollment 
per thousand of population is 32. 
SOME LEGAL ASPECTS OF THE 8.rUDY 
In Kansas the junior high sohool developed as a functioning 
institution before legal provisions were made f()_r it or legal sanction 
was given. lt arose in J:"eaponse to an educational need. Yea.rs later . 
the law approved the junior high school. The following synopsis of 
Junior High School Legislation is explanatory ot legal evolution relating 
to this school. 
(1) Department of Superintendence--Fitth Yearbook-.•1'he Junior High 
School Curriculum,,·· 1927, pages 24•25. 
(1) 
, JUNIOR llIGII SCHOOL LEGISLA.TXON 
(Like' many publi() institutions. the jtmior high Qehool in . 
Kansas has, been dependent on end. intluence4 by log1s1at1on• 1'he 
, following quoted legal sU?ml1tlry indicates. a tardy legislative, re• 
cognition, of jun tor high schools. ) , 
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To date, the junior high school has been given but little . 
statutory mention. , tt would seem, however. that the 1917 legislature 
had ,in mind this type of' ,.chool. , Section 1, chapter 2841 Session 
, Laws or 1917 (seo. 5201 School Laws of 1923). p!Jrtain:lng to courses 
of study• oontains the followint? provision: 
" The rural high schools herein provided for shall follow the 
course of study prescribed tor rural high schools by the State 
Board of Education, and said State Board of Education may extend 
the course of study so as to include a. two-year course equivalent 
to the course of study prescribed by the State .Board of Education 
for the .last two years in the elementary schools." (R.S.72-3510.) 
, Then aga.:tn, .section a. cha.pter 299,, Session La.vis ot 1915 (sec. 81, 
School Laws, of 1923) pertainillt; to teachers• life eertifioateo, contains 
the f'ol lO'aing provisiont 
"Each person who has , completed a. standard f our•yea.r high sohool 
course approved by said institution as referred to in section 1, and 
who has completed the .freshman and sophomore .courses presoribed by 
the faculty a.nd approved by the State Board ot Administration, shall 
be ent~tled to a life certificate to tea.oh. in the elementary schools 
and the junior end tvto-yearhigh schools or the state of Kansas.n(R.s. 
72·1334.) 
Also, section 72-4101. Revised· Statutes of 1923 (seo, 111. School 
Lmvs of 192~) relating to the State School Book Commission. has the 
following provision: 
"Tha said State Sohool Book Co:mmisaion may adopt, print, or publish, 
as in t.heir opinion may b,a desirable or practicable. other textbooks 
in addition to the books enumerated above and may approve textbooks 
in subjects not enumerated, above. for special courses, to meet the 
needs and requirements of the courses of study prescribed for use in the 
publio schools• including the high schools of the state." 
{l) The mater!al under this heading is ta.ken direotiy from the Jiliiior 
High School Manual--Sta.te Department of Publio Instruction-... 1925• 
pages ?•S v1ith the addition of one paragraph~ 
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Abo, section 61 chapter 296• Session Laws of 1915 (sec~ ·702, School 
. Laws of 1923) pertaining to the State Board of Education. contains the 
following , provl ~ion: 
"fhe board shall prov.id.a courses of study for the public schools 
of the state, including the common or district schools, tho graded 
soho~ls, and the high schools." (R.s. 12-102.) · 
Also, Circular,. ll•Y, sent out ~ran the Department of Education .. 
gives the follcwring concerning junior high•sehool certifioa.tioni 
"No school will be designated 01• recognized. as a. junior high school 
if the teachers of such'department do not hold certificates based upon 
60 hours (2 years) 0£ college." (This :ts not retro'~~ivo.) · · 
NEVf JUNIOR HIGB·SCHOOL LEGlSLATlON 
Fonnation of Junior High Schools. 
Section l, chapter 240, Session La.vis 1925., providesi 
"Ahy board or education or board of any school district in this 
state is hereby a.uthoriz,ed to provide. tor an intermediate sohool or 
junior high sohool, \vhioh shall be called a 'junio~ high ~chool • and 
\vhich will include two or more of the first three yea.rs immediately 
follovdng the first· six years or sohool instruction, The State Board 
or Education is authorized and directed to prescribe a course of 
study for each year of such junior high school and provide regulnt:lona 
for teaching therein. and the State School Book Oommtssion is hereby 
authorized and directed to approve or adopt suitable textbooks therefor." 
(Published March 20, 1925.) 
Folloi.ving the direction of the 1925 legiilature, the State Board of 
Education;, on April· 71 1925 ad.opted the following regulations concerning 
junior high schools:' 
0 to receive recognition, a junior high school may be maintained 
only in connection with an accredited senior high school and shall 
consist of tho seventh• eighth and ninth grades. 
nNo parson shall be eligibl,e to teach in the junior high school, 
ll.s defined above., who has not completed at lea.at sixty semester hours 
of standard college work. ~he lligh•sohool supervisors n:re directed to 
require reports from junior high school organizations in the same 
ma.nne~ now required for the senior high sohool .organizations ... 
Minutes of. ~ovemba~. 81 19271 State ~ard of. Education, Paga 1057 .• 
nMovedthat.the .Juniorhighsohool shall consist :or·the first 
two o:r first three· yea.rs immediately following the :first six years. of 
school instruction and sha.11 have its work departmentalized, similar. 
8 
to the senior high school, and. its ourrioulum.dirterentiatedo. this 
motion supersedes.the action of the State .Boa.rd of Education on April 9, 
1925." 
Fl:'om the forego~ng it ,appears that.junior high schools can only be 
organized 1n school systems. that maintain a tour-year accredited high 
school in connection with the grades. However,. section 7, chapter 284 1 
Session Laws of 1917, gives l"Ural high school$ the same privilege. Its 
provisions ~e as follows: 
"the rural high schools herein provided tor shall follow the course 
.of study provided for rural high sohools by the State Board of Education, 
and said State Boa.rd of Education. may extend the ooul"se of study ao as 
to inol ude a 'bvo-year course equivalent to the course of study pre ... 
scribed by the State Board ot Education for the last t\vo yea.rs in the 
el~entary schools. n 
No legal authorization can be toiul.d for forild.ng a· junior high 
school in connection with a community high school district. 
The report of the of fioially reoognized junior high schools of the state ot 
Kansas for 1926-1927 follOW's1 
State ot Kansas 
Department of·Eduoation 
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS 
The follcw1ing is a list of the Junior High Schools, composed· of. the 
seventh. eighth. and ninth grades given reoognition by the Sta.te Board of 
Education for the year 1926-1827. the classification is bas.ed on the 




























































Alexander Hamilton Jr. 
Central Intermediate Jr. 
James Allison Jr. 
Theodore Roosevelt Jr. 
Winfield 
The Recognized Junior High School list tor 1927-1928 1s just 
available and differs from. the above list only by these additions 












the administrators of 46 of these schools report dates of 
organization as follor1st 
Year No. Or&anized 
i912 l . . .... (Garden City. Probably Fort Soott was organized 
















No date 1 
46 
Xhis development finds Kansas at the conclusion of tha school 
term of 1927-1928 with 61 Recognized Junior High Schools-of which 19 
~ are in first ola.as oities 11 24 in second class cities, and 10 in third 
olass cities. The change in the_ conditions controlling -recognition v1ill 
probably greatly increase this number for 1927-1928. l~.ia also safe 
to suggest that a large number or places have the esli(Jntials of the 
Junior High School except as to the required three yea.rs in the organi• 
zation and that pupils in these sohools.are having ell the benefits 
of this improved educational unit. foo. some few schools. may have 
tailed to s:Jnd in the required report and therefore tailed of 
qualification on the reoognize_d li td; £or this reason. 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL IN U.S. 
The junior high school is .a. twentieth century product. It is the 
result or combining the recognition of the need of.an improvement with 
high purposes and keen intelligence. Comparatively• thia institution 
11 
pi .. obably repres~nts our bost educational oonst~uot!on to date~ During 
the first deoa.da ot this century there was telt a growing need of an 
adequate and improved eduo~tional institution.to replace the then exist-
ing p1·o"itision for the eduention of pupils in the seventh and eighth 
. (1) . . . 
grades. Briggs devotes a chapter to the Need of Reorga.nba.tion of 
Schools in whioh he sets forth eleven distinct criticisms ot the old 
(2) 
order. Davis reveals some interesting facts in regard to the earlier 
forms end instances of develo~nt of this institution:• The idea seems 
to ha.ve caught, hold during the first decade of the twentieth century 
to be follovred by a cautious development in the second decade. and. this 
in turn was followed by a startling extension in the numbers of such 
schools in tho present decade. 
(3) 
From the Fifth Year-book we seoure such significant statements asi 
nustng the figures given ive mt1y say that for every 1000 persons in 
Alabama. 13 pupils were enrolled in. public high schools, while in Kansas 
45 out of every 1000 persons vrere enrolled in high schools. n 
"Junior High School enrollment increased 927 percent between 1920 
and 1924." 
This same Year-book reports for the year 1925•26 a total of 879 
junior high schools. In 1923•24, the junior high school enroll.m."3nt tor 
tho nation is reported as SS3.417. Ot these 17.819 ~'\:Jre credited to 
Kansn~ with the larges.t enrollment per thousand or population in the 
junior ~gh school or fL"lY state in the union. Why has Kansas accepted 
the junior high school idea in such a s1gnifioarit way? 
(1) Thomas H. Brigge--The Junior H.s.--Boughton, Mifflin Co. 1920 Chap. 1. 
(2) C.O.Da.v1s-•Jr.H._s.·Eduoation••World Book Co. ··1924 Chap. 2c 
{3) Fifth Yearbook-Dept. of Superintendence .. -Chap. ~. 
1. The junior· high school seems to be past the· experimental or · 
temporary stages or grmvth. The instit.ution is. here to stay. 
' . ' . 
2. Kansas has. 1n fU.'teen, years, ta.ken a lea.ding place in the 
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establishment ·and maintenance of junior high schools. Administra-
tors· of aohool systems. in 106· cities claim that 'bhey have the 
junior high aoho.ol organization, !his organization i$. quite gener• 
all;y found in cities or the first class and in the larger· cities of 
the seoond class• Attention has ~en ce.lled rather widely to the 
acceptance of the junior high school idea in Kansas and to our 
tendency to proportionately. large enrollments in seoon~ry education. 
Kansas as a state ranks first in this regard. 
3. Junior high sohools in Kansas v1ere operating. successfully for more 
than ten yea.rs before complete and.ottioial legalsanotion vra.s 
given to the establis~ent of such schools. N()W there is adequate 
legislation with subsequent anti supplementa.ryregula.tions of State 
Board ot Education t~ put .the law into etf~ct~ve operation~ O~ the 
basis of legislation andregulations. the State Board of Education 
has given official recognition to 53 junior high schools. In 
general these schools were established since 1912. fhe largest 
numbers established 1n any yen.rs according to reports were seven 
tor each of the years of 1923 and 1924. 
CHAPTER I:t 
WHAT IS THE JUllIOR BI.GB SCHOOL? 
(1) 
Koos in his recent publication says the following: 
"In only two respects do the administrative features approach 
identity, and these are in the mode of assignment ot work to teachers 
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. (departmentalization or sem1•departmentalba.tion) and in the manner or 
advancement of pupils (promotion by subject). Sometimes it inoludea 
seventh and eighth grades 1 so:rnetimes seventh, eighth• and· ninthj. sometimes 
·only a. single gradeJ and, again,, as many as four grades. curricula tor 
junior high eohools take a wide variety of forms and represent several 
typ~a. Stand~rds in the 1election ot teachers vary greatly from 
community to coltununity. Admission requirements, methods, advisory 
systems, disciplinary and social organization, and buildings and equip• 
.ment range through 'Variation upon variation. In taoe. the junior high 
school is hardly the eame thing in any two communities~n 
. (2) 
c.o. Davie devotes a chapter in his publication tot "What the 
~nior High School :ls. In that.chapter he uses the following materialS 
on the pages designated: 
On page l: ttin 1918 the lforth· Central Asaoo.lation unanimously 
approved the following declaration ot principle: Resolved, That the 
term: Junior High School. as used·by this association shall be understood 
to apply only to schools· including the ninth grade combined with the 
eighth grade. or with the eighth Md seventh grades., in an o,gan~te.tion 
distinct .from the grades above above and the grades below." · 
On page 7: ••the !forth Central Association Commission on Secondary 
Schools said, under date of March, 19l9t 
ttA junior high sohool is a. school in which the seventh, eighth, and 
ninth grades are segregated in a building (or a portion of a building) 
by themselves, possess an organization and administration of theit' 
own that is distinct from the grades above and the grades below, and 
a.re taught by a. separate corps of teacher, Such schools, to fall 
within the olassitioa.tion of junior high schools, :must likev11se be 
characterized by the i'ollowingi 
l. A program of studies decidedly greater in scope end richness 
ot content than that ot the traditional elementary school. 
2. Some pupil choice of atudies, elected under supervision. 
s. Departmental teaching. · 
4. Promotion by subject, 
5, Poovision for testing out individual aptitudes in academic. 
prevoeat1ona1, and vocational work, 
a. Some recognition of the peouliar needs of the retarded pupil of 
adolescent age, as well as special consideration for the super-normal. 
7. Some recognition ot the plan or supervised study. 
(i) Leonard v. Koos-·The Jiitiior High Sohooi--Gliin & Co. l9~7. Po 10. 
(2) o.o. Davis--Junior High.School Eduoation--World Book Co. 1924. 
(l) 
Davia on page 6 quotes trom Dr. Charles B. Johnston the following 
passage which he characterizes as visionaeys 
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"The junior high school is the name we have come to associate 
with new !.dens or promotion,. new .methods ot preventing e,limlnation, new 
d~ces for moving selected group's through subject matter at different 
rates, hiGher oompulao:ey school age, :new e.nd thorough analysis of pupil 
populations •. enriched. oourtUHJj <Varied'. ourrioulum. offerings• scientifically 
directed study praotioe, . new. schools tor fl.ll . sorts or eduoationalguidance .. 
. new psyoholcg1cai.charaoter1zationa in approaching the para.mount school 
problem o.f individual .,differences, new school year. netv sohool .day,. new . 
kind of ·ol&.s$ exer~isef ,riew kind ot labor•tory end Ub~ary .. equipm~nt ~d 
. utilization, end new kirids ot ultimate oo:rrmunity service .•. " . . . . 
on page. i:s the authOr. ~on~lude.s as toilows t · · · ·. . ... · ·. . .. . . 
"Finally••to sum., up the· @sv1e.r to the question, :mutt 1s a. junior. 
high school ?-.-it may .be saict that a jUnior high school ts a, scho.ol . 
. that comprehends the .follovd.ng factors: '. . ' 
(l) A separate organbation of the seventh• eighth, end.· 
· ntnth grades, or ot at leaat two ot these grades. , 
(2) A separate building in which to house these grades. · 
(3) A separate staff or teaoher$ and supervisory officer« to 
administer the work of these grades. 
(4) A program. ot l;ltudies differing graa.tly from the course ot study 
to be found. in .the U.ke-bumbered grades o:t' the. traditional 
. school in America. . 
.(5) .A partial o:r complete departmental organization of subject• 
. . matter and .teaching. 
( 6}.. ,The organization of a limited number of ourrioula; each contain• 
. . ing. group$ of variable and of constant eoiirses. 
(7) A definite• effective plan of educational and wcatione.l guidance, 
defi~itely and . effectively administ.ered. . . 
. , (8) Certain elective studies., to -pe chosen by pupils under guidance .. · 
· (9) .sooialbed rec;ta.tion periods~ 
· (10) Supervised .study periods •. 
. (11) .Promotion by subject.. . . . . . .. 
. (12). Methods ot instruotion differing notably from thEt tnethods 
· . employed .in the grades above and in the. grades below.' 
( 13) The organization and administration of student aotivitie s in 
aooorda.noe with the needs and interests of adoleQoent pupils; 
regardless, of the praot1ces prevailing in the grades above or 
below. 
(14) The organi.zation ot the school year. the school.week, the school 
day; and·the school hour in such. a manner as to produce a sohool 
disoipline, a school spirit. and a school accompliabtnent that 
find justification in and through the principles of psychology, 
physiology, sociology, and pedagogy, regardless of the bias of 
tradition, the demands of partioulari1ed life callings, and 
the requirements ot the senior high school and colleges. 
(15) The admission of pupils to the school on the basis of what is 
best for each individ,ua.1, without 1.lndu.e regard to the conventional 
school work he has mastered, · 
(1) Charles H, dohnston-Ecluoa.tiona.1 Administration and Sttpernsion•• 
Vol., 2, pages 413 .et seq. 
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(16) The.recognition of individual dit'terences in capacities, tastes, 
. . . and purposes .in. the organization and. oondu()t. of class work. 
( 17) A new name. · . . . . 
(1) 
From the consideration of the functioning ot the institution. Briggs 
o~ page twentl'·six ·of his book suggests· some ai,~nifioant principless. 
"What program, t'hen.,. is forced Upon the schools by this combination 
of principles and facts? Clearly an intermediate period of education, 
beginning one or two years•betore the law releases any pupil from 
study, e.n intermediate period in which the schools shall attempt at 
least five things& first, tor1continue,, in so far as it may seem wisES 
and possible, and in a gradually diminbhing degree", cmmnon, integrat• 
ing education; second, to ascertain and reasonably satisfy pupil ts 
. important immediate and assured future needs1 third, to explore by 
means of material 'in itself worth-while the Interests, aptitudes, end 
capacities of pup11SJ fourth, to reveal to them. by.material othervrise 
justifiable,. the poss1b1U.tiea in the major fields of 1earn1ngJ and 
£i£th, to start each pupil on the career whioh, as a result ot the 
exploratory courses, he• bis parents. and the ·school are convinced 
is most likely to be of prafit to him and to the State. When these 
ends have been accomplished, the law '!.DAY release pupils from compulsory 
attendance at regula~ day sohoolsi sufficient information ha.a been 
gained to make the election of future study not only "intelligent. 
but also attractive, and each type or higher sohool or curriculum 
w~ll receive the pupils for whi~h it y1as established.. . 
FUHO'?XONS OF !BE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
Since under the general topic of Presentation of Findings and. 
in other parts ot this study considerable consideration shall be 
given spaoifio aspects of the problem ot the functions ot the 
junior high school. attention here will be called only to some ex• 
(2) 
cellent materi~l by inolu ding SOllle pages from the writings ,or Spaulding. 
No other sources will be drawn upon at this stage of development. 
!ha follo\ving fonnttlationa are from his boo~• 
(1) Thomas H. Briggs--fhe Junior High Bchool••Houghton, ti.fflin Co. 1920. 
(2) Francis T. Spaulding-•!he Small 'Junior High School-~Harvard Univ. 
Press--1927. , · ' , · 
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Chapter II, The Functions of the Junior High School, pages 15,. 16., 
••The Small Junior High School by Francis T. ~paulding. 
FUNDAMENTAL OBJEOTIVES.•In spite of wide differences in the phrasing of 
definitions. there seems to be general agreement among writers on the 
subject that these pu~oses are represented in a grouping of two or more 
of the grades between the seventh end the tenth, inclusive, to promote: 
I. An organization of subject matterwhioh -shall 
A. Continue the training begun in the elementary school in those 
elements or habit, knowledge. and skill v1hioh should be a. 
part of everyone•s equipment. . 
B. Ofter to all boys and girls an insight into the most important fields 
ot human interest and endeavor, as a be.sis to·ri 
1. Clearer underetanding of their duties and privileges both as 
individuals. and as ll1elnbers of society, and 
2. Intelligent choice ot their future aotivities•voca.tional 
avocational. social. recreational, religious. c. Offer to all boys and girls an opportunity to begin training directed 
toward the activities tentatively chosen. 
D. Provide tor those pupils tvho must leave school at or before the 
completion of the junior high school period training which aball 
fit them so far as possible for immediate entra.noe into a suitable 
vocation •. 
E. Make possible the progress of each individual at the rate best suited 
to his needs and capacities. 
F. Emphasite in all subjects of study those elements most directly 
associated with pupils• present and future activities and interests. 
G., Preserve e.t each stage a proper balance between the various elements 
in the pupil•s general training and his specialization. 
ll. The employment ot teaching methods to a.ocord with present knowledge of 
adolescent psychology, individual differences, and etfeotive teaching 
technique, 
III. The provision of social experience, both within and without the recognized 
curriculum, which shall fit the individual to become a generously co-
operative member or society. 
IV. The establishment of a system of guidance which shall aid the pupil to 
determine intelligently . 
A. Bis future lines of activity, ot whatever sort. 
B. The oours~ of training neoessary to fit him for 
such activity. 
c. Bis relations with others with whom he comes, or may 
come, in contact. 
l? 
Chapter II. The Functions ot the Junior High School. Pages l'T-16-19. · 
--The S:ma.11 Junior High School,. by Francis t, Spaulding. 
Clas a 1£ied according to the purpose to whi~h they chiefly contribute, 
those practices which have found most general aooeptanoe are probably the 
following: 
I. In the organization of stibjeot matteri 
A. The revision ot all subjeot matter to eliminate unnecessary material 
and to give emphasis to those topics of greatest interest and 
value to the adolescent boy and girl. · , 
B. The organization of subject matter on the b~sis of year or half• 
year units, ea.oh worth while in 1tselt, even t,hough followed by 
no further study ot the JJUbject. 
o. the introduction of general course's (including "survey" a:p.d "try-
out" courses), covering the fielda of 
1. Literature. 
2. Language. 
3. fhe social studies. 
4. Mathematics~ 
s. Science. 
6. Foreign languages. 
7. The arts (including music.) 
a. Home-making. 
9. Business and commerce. 
10. Industry (for both men and women workers.) 
11. Agriculture. 
12. Oooupations in general. 
D. Provision tor ~radua1ly increasing election of subjeots. 
E~ !he introduction of promotion by subject. 
Fe Admission to specially arranged courses of study, regardless ot 
regular promotion. of pupils who can profit better by the work of 
the junior high school than by that of the elementary grades in 
which they ordinarily be placed. 
II. In teaching methods: 
.A. Gradually increasing.departmentalization of 1natruct1on, with the 
employment of more men teachers. · 
B. Classification or pupils by ability, as determined by study ot 
l. Intelligence test scores. 
2. Achievement test soores. 
3. General school records. 
c. Supervision of study. 
D. the 1ntroduotion of sooia.lized c1aaS1Jork. 
E. the use ot the problem-project method. 
F. Emphasis on the objective measurement or accomplishment. a. Interpretation of achievement in relation to ability. 
Chapter II, The Jhm.otions of the Junior High School (Continued) 
III. In the provision of social experienoeJ the introduction of 
A. Clubs and special student-aotivities. 
B. Intramural athletics. o. Student cooperation in school govermn.ent. 
IV. In the establishment of· a system of guidance1 the introduction of a 
systematic program of guidance, in addition to that af'torded by the 
subject-matter offerings ot the school,, involving 
. A. The systematio use of intelU.gence and achievement tests• 
B. fhe appointment of advisors definitely responsible £or the 
guidance of individual pupils• 
o •. The securing of all possible information relating to pupils 1 
interests. a.bilitiea;1 and needs" as shO\m through · 
· l. Their general school records, . e.nd 
2. Observation ot their out•of•sohool activites and 
·environment. 
v. For the better accomplishment of all the purposes of the junior high 
school: · 
A •. Inclusion in the jUn.ior high school organization ot grades 
,. seven, eight.I and ni.ne. 
B.,. Sepe.rate housing of these grades. 
o~ The organization of a separate staff of teachers.and the 
.. provision of. special supervision tor these grades. 
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SUMllARY OF CHAPTER II 
1 •. The.junior high aohool cannot be completely defined. in any 
terms •. It does not need to be defined in order to be utilized, .Near• 
ly all authors atte~t to define the institution in terms of improvement,. 
{• 1, ' 
of objeotive.s,. ot t~ot.1~ns, o~ or values tor the. purpo.s~ of arriving at 
a better understanding or' it or or securing increased educational opportunities. 
2. The legal definition of the junior high school as given in 
Chapter l sets up grades, departmentalization• and differentiated 
currioulmn a.a a basis of recognition. fhes.e are brief and not compre-
hensive. However. the form ot the required report suggests that the in-
stitution shall do much more than meet these requirem.entso It is this 
larger meaning 0£ the junio1• high sohool whioh educational wri tars are 
seeking to describe, The school ia a synthesis of so .many desirable 
educational factors that it defies rhetoric. 
3. The junior high school 1s that part of our public school system 
, which usua~ly includes grades 7 .. 5 and 9 or soma oonseoutiw' combination 
of two of these grades •. This 1S our respon ea t~ the new understandings 
or child life and ohi'ld nature,. which is a conscious attempt to adapt 
aduoational agencies to' the total nature or those to be educated. and 
which functions by providing more adequately for the needs of adolescence. 
individual differences, exploration. guidance, social maturity. and the 
physical, intellectual, and spiritual dev~lopment ot youth. 
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CHAPTER III 
PROBLEMS CONSIDERED AND PROCEDURES USED., A STATEMENT OF PROBLEMS CONSIDERED. 
In general this study· concerns itself only with the tifty•three 
recognized junior high schools ot. 1926-19271 .. the c01nplete list of which 
is given elsewhere •. ·These .were given recognition and were published 
ns the raoognbed junior high schools because of having complied with 
the rulings of the State Board of Education~ The following phases 
or the junior high school development problem. are here considered some-
what in detail: 
l. An evaluation ot the purposes or the junior high school as it 
functions in Kansas commun.i ties according to the jud€,lllent 
or the administrators in charge of these schools as evidenced 
by vote on fifteen standard purposes. 
2. A survey to determine the number of times mentioned with 
support of these fifteen purposes in seven junior high school 
publications of various dates. 
3. A .formulation ot principal advantages and disadvantages of the 
junior high sohool organization as compared with the eight-four 
organization was derived from the expressed opinions of the 
administrators of th.e reeogni zed junior high sohoolS;., 
4. For the purpose ,of comparison a check was made from the principal• s 
annual report off'the subjectof'£erings in twenty junior high 
schools of first and second class cities and a similar oheok 
was made for ten small city junior high schools.,. 
5. From Bulletin Number 18-·Wiohita Public Sohools--enrollments 
of tour ot 'the intermediate sohools and subject enrollments by 
grades were placed in table form for the purpose of shawing 
pupil distribution by subject in these well established junior 
high schools. 
6. From the annual reports of the superintendents of cities of the 
first and second class tables were compiled showing a.'Vera.ges of 
salaries, tuition. and average daily attendance per teacher. 
7. From those same .. eports of the superintendents of cities of the 
first and second class actual subject enrollments were compiled, 
totaled. and compared by percents. · 
In this study the writer has attempted to get a .view-point of 
the hist~rical setting. the conditions .or operation, the philosophy 
underlying; and the adequacy of the machinery for carrying f'orvrard our 
comprehensive program ot junioi- high school educati(.>n in Kansas. 
For these purposes it seemed beat to limit,.consideration to those 
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· institutions o.f£loially classified as recognized junior· high schools 
though many others ~ertainly tlmotion on a plane of excellence that means 
full opportunity tor boys and girls enrolled 1n these schools. With 
so muoh excellent material and so many soientifio studies dealing 
entirely with the curriculum recently• it has seemed wiSe to omj.t any 
consideration of content ot subject•offerings and also to omit any study 
of :coats. 
To what extent are school·a.dm1nistrators more or less definitely 
responsible for the Kansas junior high school as it is! While ma.ny 
faatora significantly condition the development and offerings of e. 
school, oa.n we say that the administrator is undoubtedly a major factor? 
If so, do not the findings presented herein raise some pertinent questions 
as to clearness ot aim,, the points of emphasis, and the amount of agree• 
ment in purpose& or those in charge of our j1lnior high schools? 
PROCEDURES USED. 
In assembling data, the following Inquiry Sheet was used. It was 
sent to each superintendent and prinoipal of a recognited junior high 
school. 
I!iQUIRY SHEEf 
Subject: THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL MOVEMENf IN KANSAS. 
Brune of J.H.s. City ---------------------- -----------------------Pr in. or Supt. Date of Establ-1-shm_e_n_t_o_r~·-J-.-H-.s-.---- • 
------~ 
Please :read the following.fifteen statements carefully. fhese are 
accepted SPECIAL PURPOSES OF THE JUNIOR HIGH SOUOOL. As.your Junior 
High Sohool !s·organized and administered to what .extent do these 
funotion? After you have read these you are asked tor an evaluation as 
instructed later. · 
"Special .Purposes of the Junior High School .from an 
. analysis of Statements of 59 Public School Admini-
strators and 20 College Spaoialists Published Since 
1920."-•From Fifth Year-book (p., 20•21) .... JJepartment of 
Superintendence. · 
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(After reading carefully the fifteen purposes with explanation immediately 
following place o, la. 2, or 5 in spaoe.) 
( ) l. Meeting individual Differences of Pupils-Enabling Pupils to 
- Follow the Line$ of Their Interest and Ability, 
(....;_} 2. Prevocational Training and Exploration Resulting in Wise 
Choice of Later School Courses and Lite Work. 
(i.:;;_) 3. Counselling or Guidanoe••Bringing Pupils into Contact with 
Influence that should Give Direction nnd Purpose To Their 
Lives. 
( , ) 4. Meeting the leeds of the Early Adolescent Group. -
(_) s. Bridging the Gap Between Elementary· and Seoonda.ry SchoolsJ 
Proper Coordination be~en Lower and Hig~er Schools. 
( ... _) 6. Development of Qualities of Good CititenshipJ Preps.ration of 
Pupils to Play a Larger Part in the Lite of Community. 
( __ ) 7. Providing Opportunity for Profitable Self-Aotivity-Early 
Development of Leadership4 Individuality• and Initiative. 
( ___ ) a. Retention of Pupils Beyond Compulsory School Age. 
(_) 9. Continuation of Common Education or Regular, Scholastic or 
Academic Training. 
( __ ) 10. Rounding out a Com.ple~e Unit of training Beyond the Elem.enta17 
Grades for Those who ?AUst Leave Early. · 
( __ ) ll. Introduction of New Subjects into the Ourrioulum. 
(_) 12. Affecting Economy of Time in Education., 
( ___ ) 13. Stimulation of Educational Advancement. 
( __ ) 14. Beginning of Definite Occupational Training. 
( __ ) 15. Giving Opportunity for Earlier Preparation for College. 
(Please I~olude and Evaluate Important Addi~ional Purposes.)· 
(DlSTRUC~IONS FOR COl1PLETING.THE BLANKS.) Before each of the ~rposes 
stated above 'there u' a space ('' ) for- 1our ·evaluat'ion of that Pur-
pose as it functions in youriJ[~Jf;s. Place one .of .the follo•ving responses 
in each spaoei O; l~ 2~ s. ' " 
Please think now of th& operation of your 'Junior High Schoo1. to what 
ex.te.nt.- in your judgment, is ea.ch of the' above· Purposes functioning? 
· · ' · ' a. If slightl1 or negligibly• pla.oe 0 in the spaoe. 
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b. If .to minim.Um extent yet actual• place 1 in the space. 
c. If to miiiimtti extent, place 2 in the space. · 
d,. It. to maximum extent, place 5 in the epaoeti 
.In a'telegrapl.Uc message state.the prinoipal advantage of the Junior 
·High Sohoo1 owr the 8"'"4 arrangement • ' 
--~-~-~-------~--~-----------~---------
In the same way. its disadvantages o'Wr the 8-4 arrangement. 
--------------------------~-------------{Following for Junior High School Principe.ls only.) 
Xtt which grades do you haw an educational . . · 
·guidance program• and in which grades de . - - - - - .- - - - - - -
you have e. vooatione.1.guida.noe program? - ~ - - - - - - - - - - -
1. • ' ................ - .............. ,_. .... ,._ ....... 
Is Vocational Guidance done in Special Cluses or coordinated with some regular class work,?T __ ._ 1"."" ____________ "1" ________ _ 
In the spa.oe below or USJ.ng the oaok of the sheet if needea., please 
explain clearly your eduoational and vooational guidance program. 
Mention grades. nature or work# end results. 
--------------------~------------~---------------------------------------------
-------~--------------------------------
---------~---------------------------------------------------------------------(Please enolo~e any blanks used for Guidance and a Program· or Studies.) 
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In addition to these sources ot in~ormation. through the courtesy of 
the state department of education, the annual reports of the superintendents 
ot cities of the first and second class. were used. ()the~ information was 
obtained from the Junior High SchoolPrinoipal•s Report •. Recent articles 
and books ir1ere used• A careful- investigation wa.s mad$ ot the files ot the 
Kansas Teacher from l9i3 to the present. Fl'om these were. copies several 
,. 11 • 
articles whioh appear in the appendix to this .study. 
This . investigation is. ot the survey type. Considerable portions 
of the study consist or reporting opinions. Throughout. only the 
simplest statistical technique is used. 
S'.[11!MARY OF CHAPTER III. 
1. Why has· Kansas responded to the junior high school idea 
so sig~i£ioantly? . What do Kansas sohool administrators consider the 
principle purposes ot this institution 1 Are these purposes recognized 
e.nd supported by junior high sohool authorities? Wha.~ are the 
advantag~e and disadvantages of this institution as compared with the· 
older 8-4 type of organization? Which subjects are contained in 
the organization and in which grades are they offered? What about 
pu:P;i~subjeot enrolbnents~ these are some ot ~ur problems. 
2. The finance problem and curricular problems are not considered. 
3• By means of an Inquiry Sheet, carefully worked out and approved 
tor the purpose, much information was ae~urede, Publications, official 
reports, and other sources supplied ··additional material. 
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CHAPTER IV 
PRESENTATIOM OF FINDINGS. 
ID) in~ioated in the Inquiry ·Sheet the fifteen purpose~ of the 
,' t ' ' I ' • ' , ' ' 
. junior high sohool w~re listef if the order in wh1~h they appear on. the 
sheet. In the Fifth Yearbook they are listed as nspeeia.l .. Purposes of 
the Junior High School from an analysis ot Statements of 59. Public 
School ~dministrators and 20.college Speoielists Published Sinoe 1920." 
This analysis seems to have been pretty carefully made and to have 
ranked the purposes in this order of importance. fable l gives the 
estimated value of ea.oh of' these purposes by our junior high sohool 
administrators ot Kansas. These evaluations are then used to 
calculate a new ranking of thes~ special purposes a.a they e.re 
operative in Kansas junior high schools. as organized and administered. 
(l) :Fifth Yearbook--Depe.rtment of Superintendenoe--N.E.A. PP• 20-2~. 
TABIB I 
l 
EVAWATI01TS OF PURPOSES AS BERJRTED BY mmcIPALS .A?m S'UFEB~!TENDEN'l'S. 
l 2 5 4 5 6 ? B 9 b.o 11 12 13 14 15 
SP SP SP SP s p. SP SP SP. SP 1 p s p s p B p B p s p 
m l• ,,Atchison. a2 2 s e · 8 2-' S3 3S 33 12 21 l! 3 3 3 l 0 2 1 l 0 2 0 er-« 2~ . CottG~ille a 2 8" l 2 3 a 2 
~· ~ 
2 0 1 1 
~ 3~ Fort cott 22 2 3 1 23 33 22 as 30 13 3 3 a l 3 a 1 1 0 0 t) ~ 
!8 4~· Hutahinaon as a 2 a 32 ·33 33 33 12 33 l 1 2 8 2 s a s 0 0 6~ X.O.(Argentine) 2· 2 2 3 3 a 2 2 3 ·1 2 8 a 1 3 
riJt 6;;. LGavemorth 2 0 22 23 22 32 a a 32 12 nll\2 2 2 3 2 3 3 1 0 0 0 
7~ Parsons a 1 2 3 3 5 3 3 3 l· l 2 3 3 0 2 iii \,1: ;.. a~ Ool• :r.n.s.-Pitt2 l 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 .{ 2 1 3 8 l 3 .,.., 9. Topeka 3 ;2 l 2 2 3 2 2 l a. 2 0 a a R Boswell 0 l 0 0 3 0 3 3 3 l l 2 8 1 1 
Curtis l 1 2 2 2 3 3 l 2 l 1 0 s 1 0 
Oakland 1 1 2 2 3 3 1 l 1 \' 2 1 1 1 0 1 
Roosevelt l 0 l 2 2 2 l 3 3 3 3 2 2 0 0 
10. Salina 3 2' 2 2 ·, 22 as 22 32 32 22 ai 1' 2 3 2 0 l 1 l 0 1 0 0 
11. Wichita 2 2 l 2 2 3 5 2 31 2 3 a 1 0 
AlemDder R• 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 2 3 2 2 3 3 2 3 
Allison 2 0 2 3 2 5 3. 2 2 0 2 a 2 0 2 
Central 2 2 2 3 G 3 3 3 3 1· 2 1 a 1 0 
Roosevelt 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 f 2 1 3 0 1 
~. Arkanm.s-o'iti- 2 - ---- -- -- -- -2 -3 -- ........... -- --- -- --- -y l 3 2 3 3 3 .. 2 3 1 2 l 
l.3~ Omnute . 2 3 3 5 22 22 2 2 32 23 33 23 t:. 2 2 3 2 2 3 3 3 3 8 s 
14. Dodge City 12 22 ll 35 35 2 2 2 2 32 3 5 l 2 2 2 2 3 3 l 1 0 1 
e 15. Emporia 22 3 2 15 3 5 3 2 53 13 3 21 21 !' a 2 2 3 0 3 3 8 0 3 1 16. El Dora.do 13 13 23 32 23 22 23 32 ~ 2 12 l 3 0 a B B 1 1 0 1 
~ 17. Fredonia 3 3 l ,1 l 3 2 5, 2 2 B 1 e 1 0 .,.., 
18. Horton ,1 0 20 32 32 3 2 32 3 2 3 2 ,,.. ~ 2 0 2 0 3 0 a 8 1 0 0 0 0 -.,. ' 
m &:Q 19. Frontenac 2 2 2 ~ 2 2 2 3 3 3 2 8 3 3 a 
.!i §' ~mo Garden City ' 2 2 2 3 •3 3 3 3 tl .l 1 2 3 1 1 
o ~ fll. Holton 1 l l 1 5 l 2 3 3 2 1 1 1 a 0 
'S 22. Independence 2 1 0 2 2 3, 3 2 2 ·,; 2 2 a a 8 3 
o 23. Iola 2 2 12 2 2 33 a 2 33 3 2 22 22 si 1 2 a 2 2 a a 8 8 0 2 
~ 24. J'unction City l 2 ll 01 31 33 2 2 2 2 3 2 21 2f' 2 3 2 2 8 2 8 0 1 0 1 
25. Lawrence l 2 15 22 22 23 13 13 22 2 3 211 2 1 2 2 1 2 a a l 1 1 
2G. Liberal 02 22 ll 21 /3 l 31 2.1 2 2 22 0, 2 3 1 3 a a l 0 3 0 2 
2?. McPherson 23 12 21 2 2 B 2 2 2 a 3:· a 2 r. 1 3 2 1 1'. l ~ 1 1 1 a 1 l 0 0 2e. }8aflhattan 3 l l 5 3 5 2 3 2 3{' 2.# 1 3 0 0 
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!>ruobor ooo otwAa fo'S! nuoot1113 Individt&nl Diff'oronoos of I>up11s ••Enabling Pupil.a to ltolloo tho Linoo of 
Thoir Interest and Abilitvon ?~J:)ar two 1a for the second Of tbeoo 1:nr1xmoo, etc. u~tt ;aooiemteo the votoo 
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TABLE II. STATISTICAL sm~~\W y OF EVALUATIONS lN TABLE I. 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 11 12 
,gROUP A. 
Total. Votes 23 23 S4: 25 24 M 24 .. ~4 24 23 24 24 
Sum of Votes 4.4: 35 4..4: 53: 59 59 60 51 63 39 48 36 
, Avo;r~a of Votef!_. l.913 i.·522' l.633'. 2.~- 2.55 2.55 2offi83 ~.125 2.209 l.695 2 l.5 
Rank of Pu;;eoses • 2 12·" 10· ,. "4 2•5 2•5 . ,, ' l a 6 '11 a 13 
GROUP B• 
Total Votes 33 ·32 ·e3 ·54 34 34 34 34 54 34 34 34 
Sum of Votoa 61 56 5S '16 00 81 78. 82· 74 51 64 54 
Ave:r.i~e of Votea 10849 l.'15 loJ.5~ 2.235 2o5 2.582 2.294 2o4ll 2.1r;cs 1.5 1.888 10580 
Ranlt of ~oaea, 9 10 11 .4 l 3 5 2 6 12 8 13 
" r till 
GROTJP O • ...... . ---Total. Votes 8 'I 9 10 9 10 10 9 'I 9 9 9 
Sum-of Votes 10 . 13 ·23- ··21· 24 ·23. 22 ,, . 23· .. 10 16· 21 21 
.. AvornBS? of Votos l.26 . l.857 2.555 2.1 2.666 2.13 2.2 2.555 2.285 1.??7 2.533 2.333 
Ranlts of ))W?posas 14 ll 3 10 l 5 a 3 9 13 E>.5 6.5 
GR!UID TOTAL . _... __ ,.,,._......... 
Total Votes 64 62 66 67 67 58 ee 67 65 661 67 67 
Sum of. Votoa 115 104 .125 150 l.GS 153 180 156 143 108 133 lll 
..,!...vorage gf Votes l..796 l.677 1.958 2.238 2•507 ~3-398 2~352 2.328 2.2 1.coa 1.985 i.cma 
Purpose 
Rank of eo.ch 10 11 9 5 l 2 3 4 6 13 a 12 
EXPLANATION OF TABL1J! II 
Thia table gives total of votes ot both superintendents and principal.a toaether with sum of votes. 
T".o.e average of· theme votes was obtained by M Viding sum of votes by- tltal votes, and the rank oi' 
purposes by Groups A, B, and c. Those resul.ts are then brought into a Grand. Total which ranks the 
purposes with five, first; six, second; ssven, third, etc. For tbs p.iiposa of s:lm:plifying the 
results, Table IV has been derived by'faking the rankings of the pJ.rposes by Groups A, B• and O 
and the Jtfinal ranking in order. 
13 14 · lfj 
23 24 23 
48 20 10 
2.000 !83 .oa 
7 l-1 lB 
34 34 M 
'12 4G M 
2.117 1.::m2 1. 
7 14, lti 
0 7 9 
23 11 0 
2.m.>5 l.G?l l • 
3 i3 lG 
66 05 GO 
l.t!:3 77 _OL 
2.100 1.lM .u3 
7 1'1 15 
A brief .inspection of Table I indicates that there is not 
entire agreement in t~e opinions of superin.tendent·s and principals 
ot junior high Qohools as to the functioning of t~ese ,special 
pur'poses in our recognized junior high schools ·as at presenti 
organized and adminieter~d. There ate 26 pairs ot superintendents · 
and principals who have made evaluations for these institutions. 
In recording opinions. each pair can agree on the exten~ to which 
a purpose functions or be in disagreement by as much as three 
steps, two steps, or one step, according to the amount of disagreement. 
It one votes O or slight or negligible functioning while the other 
votes 3 or maxhnum tunotioning it ts clear that these administrators 
are not in agreement as to the extent of operation of this special 
purpose. Smaller disagreements show proportionate amounts ot the 
same things, 
From Table I has been .derived Table III as follows; 
TABLE III 




2. Fort Scott 
3. Hutchinson 
4. Leavenworth 
s. Topeka *Boswell J.H.S. 
a. tr Curtis ft 
7. n Oakland n 
a. " Roosevelt 
9. Salina 
lo. Wichita *Alexander H. 
11. " Allison 12. ff Central 
13. ff Roosevelt 
to ta la 
Degree of agreement or disagreement 
Steps of Dif ferenoe 
0 1 2 3 
4 9 2 
8 3 3 
13 2 
7 6 
l 8 3 2 
6 8 1 
4 8 2 
4 5 6 
7 8 
6 a 
6 5 a i a 4 2 
4 7 2 
7s 82 ii 
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20. Junction Oity 
2lci Lawrence 
22, Libere.1 
23, · Ji:wPher•on 




Group O~ (Only two pairs) 
27 • Bird City ·. 2a. Mineral 
fotals..,•Group O 
Totals for.· all Groups 
Total Agr'eements--0. · 
Dif;rerences of one·step--i 
Differences of two stepa••2 
Differences of three stepa••3 
Degree or agreement or disagreement 
Steps ~f Ditferenoe · 

































this table merely shows the.extent of agreement or disagreement 
among those pairs of administrators who are respond.ble for tho stune 
institution in estimating the functioning of eaoh of these special 
purposes in that institution. A pair consists or a. superintendent and 
principal of the same junior high school. 
- To what extent there was oonferonoe and agreement on responses 
before the evaluations were made is ,not known• In the . tvvo pairs 1n 
Group C the :responses were identical on evaluations. This w~u~d suggest 
previous,. oooperativo agreement. It is highly probable that many 
superintendents and principals would not easily. be brought into agree-
ment as to the purposes of the institution, This a.mount of disagreement 
may be quite significant. 
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The material pre~ented in ra.ble II which gives the estimated ranking 
in importance of these special purposes by groups and ·fina.lly·by total 
may be presented in a little olearer,form. 
TABLE zv·· .. 




5, Bridging the Oa.p Bet\veen Elementary 
and Secondary Sohools J Proper · 
Coordination between Lower.@d High~r 
Schools · · · 
6. Development ot Qualities or GOod Citizenship;· 
Preparation of Pupils to Play a Larger Part 
in Community Life. · · 
'1. Providing Opportunity for Profitable Self• 
e.ctivity•Ea.rly Development of Leadership; 
Individuality, and Xnitiative. 




A . B C TOTAL 
2.5 l 1 1 
2.5 3 6 2 
1 5 a 3 
6 2 3 4 
4. Meeting the Needs ot the Early Adolescent Group 4 4 10 5 
9. Continuation of Common Education o~ Regular 
Soholastic or Academic Training. 
13. Stimulation ot Educational Advanoement. 
11. Introduction of New Subjects into the 
Curriculum 
3. Counselling or.Guidanoe-·Bringing Pupils into 
Contact with Influences that Should Give 
Direction and Purpose to their Lives. 
l. Meeting Individual Differences of Pupils--
Enabling Pupils to Follow the Lines ot 
Their Interest and Ability- · 
2, Prevooational Training and Exploration 
Resulting in Wise Choice of Later School 
Courses and Life Work. 
12 • .Affecting Eoononw of !ime in Education 
10. Rounding out a Complete Unit of 'raining 
beyond the Elementary Grades for those 









a· 9 6 
7 3 7 
a a.s 8 
11 3 9 
9 14 . 10 
10 11 11 
13 6.5 12 
12 12 13 
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A B 0 TOTAL-
14. :Beginning .or Definite Occupational Training 
15. Giving Opportunity tor Ea~lier Prepara~ion tor 
College 
14 14 lS 
16 15 16 
14 
15 
fable IV reads:--Special.Purposa Five 1n the Yearbooks "Bridging the Gap 
Between Elementary and Secondary Sohoolst . Prope~ Coordination between 
Lovier and Higher Schools.'' was· ranked in 1mportal\oe 2.6 by Group A, 
l by Group B,. end l by Group c. This made it l £or the· total ra.nki~g • 
. Table lV presents a $Uff1a1ent.basis for some interesting · 
speculations. The people of Kansas have great fe.1th in education. Re.s 
this influenced the opera~ion of our junior high schools or our evaluation 
of our purpo$es ·!n such a way as to ca.use the ranking of this conserving 
principle first? The citizenship principle is ranked second. Ot oourseat 
the recorded judgments or school men me..t1 be in error as to the actual 
purposee operative in their various institutions. Much allOLvanoe must 
b~ ins.de for inadequate evaluations, for errors of judgment. for haste 
in completing the questionnaire• and for erroneous· opinions ot the work 
being done in their own schools~ All these things must be taken into 
account.though to.what extent ·cannot be determined. 
One feels tree to question the ra.nld.ng given to such peculiar 
and characteristic functions of the junior high school as counselling 
or guide.nee, provision for individual differences of pupils• prevocational 
training and exploration for later guidance. etc. · 
Some Additional Purposes Suggeatedi 
1~ 1'o adjust type of activities~ ideals~ and discipline 
appropriate to that age. (P) Curtis J.H.s., Topeka • 
• , ! • ( ,. !II • 
2. Through closer contact with student, but as restricted as 
in. the elementary school. the Junior High School should 
pave the way tor Senior High School. (P) Roosevel.t J.H.s. • Topeka. 
3• Gives Opportunity for Vocational Guidance. (P) Alexander 
Hrunilton Intermediate School, Wichita. 
4. Continuing ot common integrating education. (P) Central 
Intermediate School. Wichita. 
s. Better teaching, better equipment. and more helpful contacts 
with teachers for many- students. (S) ElDorado. 
e. Provides conditione for better teaching. (P) Garden City. 
1. Make possible activities interesting to adolescents without 
self•oonsoiousness due to attitude of older or follcnving 
of younger pupils. (p) Lawrence. 
a. Gives more time to~ moral guidance and character building. 
(P) Liberal-. 
9 • .Be in style. (S) Ma.nh&.ttan. 
1 o. Betteri 1n•truotion. (.s) Winfield. 
l'l. We are getting a better grade of teachers for the J.H.s. · 
than we usually ha.vein the elementary school, (S) Belpre. 
(These eleven additional purposes were suggested by the superin-
tendents (S) or principals (P) of the schools in the cities dasigne.ted 
in the space on the second page of the Xnquiry Sheet. Additional 




THIS T.t\..BLE RE.PREb--m~s THE :RESULTS SF.CURED FROM A CASUAL READDTG OF i ru.cH ClF THESE 
PUBLICATIONS FOR THE PURPOSE OF FmDING IN GE?tm.AL IIOW ~1.rLY Rt\CH OF TllESE SPBJIAL 
PURPOSES WAS MENTIOllED mm CONSIDERABLE SUPPORT OR E.LADoRAT!on. ACCOUNT WAS NOT TAKEN 
OF SEVERAL QUOT'JD PAGES m SOME OF TUE PUBLICATIONS DEALING SPmIFICALI,Y WITH :PUilPOSE!S 
OR OB1EJTIVES. 
PORFOSES limrrIONED AlID SUPPORTED BY SEVEliJ BOOKS. 1 
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DOUGL!!Ss(l} BIUGGS(2) ru.nsC3) DR~(4) Y.&mBOOK(5) SPAULDDlG(a) xooo(7) 
i i. ?Jeeting Individual Differences of Pupils 
Ennblir.&S Pupils to Follow too Lines of 
.~.ne~ Interest and Ability. 
4 4 ·3 3l 4 2 3 
---------------~-j __________________ _ 
2. Prevocational Training and Exporation 
Resul:bing in Wiae Choice of La.tar School 2 6 3 4 3 l 2 
Courses and Life Worko , , · ! 
' ·. ------~-----------------------~-------
:; •. Counsell'illg or Guidance '" llrlngtng l?upil.S · I 
· 'into Oontact v4 th Influence that Should l 3 2 2 ; l 1 1 Give Direction and Purpose to Their tives _ .... ________________ ~ __________________ _ 
4. MeetinS t.ha Nead.a of the Early Adolescent 3 2 2 21 .3 1 1 
Group. 
s. Bridging the Gap Between Elamenta.17 and 
Secondary Schools; Proper Coordinatl on 








6. Develbpment of Qualities ot Good Citjten* : 
ship; 1'repat'ation of Pupil.a to Play e. l 2 l l: 2 1 2 
terser Part in ~he Lit~ of the Oomnunity. •---------- ------ _L_ _________ ----------
7. Providing Opportunity for Profitable 
· Self-Activity-Early Devatopmont ofLeader• - l 2 1 2 3 l l 
ship, Individuality, and Initiative. 
s. Retention ot Pupils Eeyond Oompulmr1 
School Age. · 
$. Continuation ofOonmion Education C11! 
Regular Scholastic or Academic Training. 
. 10. Round.ing out a Oanplete Unit of Train1ng 
Beyond the Elementary Grades for Those 
Who ?rlu.st Leave Early. . 
' 1 l l 2 2 2 
~---------- ... -
2 1 l 3 1 1 
----~---------------------------------
l 2 l 1 1 l 
-~----------------------------------~ 
35. 
Puri>osea Mentioned and Supported by S!x Books {Continued) 
llo Intro:lueti on of· New Subjects into the 
Curriculum. 
12. Attect:l:ng Economy of Time in Education 
13. Stimulation of Educational Advancement 
14. Beginning ot Definite Occupational 
Trnin1118 
nmuGLASS(l) BRIGGS(2) DAvrs<3> ERUNER(4) ?E.ABBoox( 5) SPAULilING(G) xoos< 7> 
4 2 l 4 l 8 
---------------------------------------
2 4 l 2 8 
-- ....... -----·-- ... -- .... ------------ ------------
3 l 2 l 1 ____ .... -..o---·--·--------------------------
l 2 l 8 
----·--------·-·--.-----------------------
15. GiVing Opportunity for Earlier Preparation 
f'or College. · 
1. 2 l l 
----·-·--~ --·----------------------------.. 
16. Better ~Tastary of SUbjaet Matter. .1 3 2 l 3 3 
--- -·.-··-·---· ---------- -- ,_ ----------------
17. Affeatiug Beor&m!Zation o:t Subject Matter 4 3 2 1 3 1 3 
16• Ascertain. and Reasonably Satisfy Pupils' 
· Important !mmediate and Assured FU.tu.re 
Needs. 
19. ·Improving Adm1niatzr.ati ve Features.: 
20. Will Find ~r D~velop Better Teaahers 
and Teaching. · · · 
21. To Sti:mulate Democracy in Education· 
---~-------------~---~----------------
3 1 l 2 2 --- ......... --.... --·-------- - -------- -----------
l ! l l 
. This ~ta 1lllter1 al pages. 4..a-56 of tiuoted opinions. 
--~-~~--~-~-----~---------------------





Purpoo e"S :Menu. onod and supported by Six Books (Continued) 
l. Douglass Aubrey Auguatue 
• ·., • ' •••.• ., ............ < ' , .••••.• ' • ' • ' •• 
2~ Brigg~, Thomas H~ 
3·0 · Davis. ca1Vln 011n 
' 4. Burner~ Herbert B. 
5. Department ··ot ·Superint<;;ndence 
7o Koos, Leonard v. 
The 1Unior IIigb. School~ Part III, 'IDE FIF'l.mlm YE/RBOOX - 1CJ17. 
' ' . .. ~ ' 
T.Em JONIOR. HIGH SCHOOL •. Houghton Mifflin co. -1920. 
roNIOll HIG!I' SCHOOL EDUCATION. ·-World Book Co. -192'. 
· Teachers College, Columbia Un1'\iara1ty-. Oontribut1ona to Elluont1on, 
No. 177,; THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL AT \~orm:. -1925. 
.T!m JUNIOR .HIGH SCHOOL OURRICUJ.,UM, FIFTH YEARBOOK. 
Dept. of Superintondenoa --N.E.A. -1927. 
A study of Its Poas1b111tleo and Limitations; Tl1E SM.All. mn:on 
HIGH mmoL. · · narvard University I'lLGcc --1927. 
'!HE :om:on maa a::moL • .-Ginn & co. -1g27. 
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!ELEGRAPHIO MESSAGES STATING ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES. 
One of the interesting sections ot the Xnquiry Sheet was that 
part which called for information as tollows: 
n1n a telegraphic message state the principal advantage of the 
junior high school over the 8•4 arrangement." 
"In the same way; its disadvantages over, the 8-4 arrangement. n 
The responses to this request v~re arranged in the form in 
which tihey appear b~low. fhose that orune from superintendents were 
designated (s), those from principals (P). Probablt these statements 
a.re fairly indicative of the for and against arguments in regard to 
the junior high school in Kansas. 
' ' ' 
TELEGRAPHIC MESSAGES STATING PRINCIPAL ADVANTAGES 
First Class Olties1 
1. Gives variety as to subjects, content, e.otiv1ties, end teach~rs. 
Fits adolescent pupils. (S) 
2. It serves better the pre•ndolesoent and adolescent youth 
with an enriched course and greater personal and sooia.1 oonti:ol. (P) 
3. E~loratory courses .etteot a widening of interests. ( S) ,,· 
(Two other returns emphasized. certain of the specific purposes) 
' ' . 
4. Better organization and bGtter teaching. (S) 
5. Makes it possible tor a school program. to more nearly reach the 
objectives set up by the,Oommission on Reorganization or Secondary 
Education. (P) 
6. Higher quality of teaching, more flexible pupil' achievement adjust-
ment. (P) 
7. Earlier specialization, sooia.l status better• organization more 
satisfactory., diversifie'd. program, time saved, easier ox-ienta.t1on. (P) 
a. Teaching by specialists. Develops ihdividuality, increases 
opportunity; vision. encl effort'., (S) 
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9. A little exploratol"y work1 introduction to departments; 
· . aooessibilit:; to home ·tor ninth gradersJ better tea.ohers of 
music a.nd art. (P) . . · : ... · . . " ' . · , · · . . · 
10. No carry-over from belaw. ~o doniination from above-•Opportunityl (P) 
" . 
11. Makes it possible for ·pupils 'Coming "in .direct contact with " 
several teachers. (P) . ·. · · · · · · · . · 
12. Students going :f'rom small graded school to a large high school 
too often get lost in the shuffle""'"a junior high school makes 
this transition easier. (P) .. , 
13. Provides for. greater ministration· to individual needs and 
abilities of pupils., '(P) 
14. Better Teaching ( S) 
15. Promotion by subject. vocational training, better opportunities 
for development in school citizenship and scholarship., (P) · 
.· 16 •. Better opportunity to provide what is needed tor children of this 
age. (P) · · . · · · ' 
17. lnoreaaed integration ot pupils$ Exploration possible. Revelation 
of :f'uture'.subjeot-matter. Better suited to adolescent needs~ (P) 
18. Its otter ot a program and.an environment rich in opportunities tor 
.self•:f'inding and selt•expression, and adapted to the particular 
needs of early adolescent, (P) 
Second Class Cities. 
1.- Brings together age-groups--meets need for sooial development. (P) 
2. Widening ot interestsJ· fuller expression of individualitys pupils 
remain in school longer. (S) · . . 
3. Provides tor individual dit:f'erencea. Finding courses touch more 
interests. Develops leadership. ,(P) · 
4. Junior high school leads to greater number of pupils completing 
secondary educations gives wider range o:f' experience than traditional 
organization. (s) · 
5 .. Junior High School bridges gap between elementary and secondary 
schools, provides for individual differences, enriches curriculum, 
offers a greater variety of activities and interests adapted to early 
adolescence. (P) · 
a. The junior high school meets the social needs of its pupils · 
far better than the 8•4 plan. Bis social self finds expression 
and his social vision broadens. (S) · 
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7._Sustaina interesti nevi subjects with g~eater varietyJ bridges 
. the ·gap moro s~t isfo.ctor1ly. (P) · . · 
a. Permits the teacher to be speoie.lizedJ permits a better oourse ot 
study. (S) · 
9. Uniform age•grouping. Bridging the gap bet.reen elementary and 
sooondary schools. · Specio.lization of subject matter. (P) · · ·· 
10. Promotion by aubjeOtJ some freedom of electivesj auditorium,. 
gymnasi'llm .and. library advantage to adolescent children. (S) 
·11. Junior high school is a preparation for living, life here as it 
should be all through the span ot yea.rs. (P) . " . 
12. The junior high school affords an opportunity for self-expression, 
opportunity to discover abilities, and the expression or life 
itself. (P) 
13~ Offers a 'better adaptation of subject matter to pupil needs itldividually 
and collectively.. (P) 
14. It provides greater opportunities tor nall t~e children of all the 
people. tt (P) 
15. Provides fO~iearlier development ot leadership and retain' pupils 
·. longer. (S)" . . 
16. De'Velbpment of initiative end school consciousness on part of pupils. (s) 
I 
17. Avoids considerable useless repetition. Better articulation with 
upper grades. Greater initiative• (P) · 
18. More l'ibera.l ourrioulum, departmental teaching, training in citbenship, 
· retention of more pupils in school. (s) · 
19. Departmental teaching. allowing tor individual difterenoes. better 
oorrela:bion from grade· to grade, enriched ourrioula;i better teachers, 
etc. (P) ., 
20. Flexibil~ty and exploration. (s) 
21. Makes possible special organization and activities to appeal to 
most unsettled period of ohild life without temptation to swagger 
before younger and to ape undesirable practices of older pupils. (P) 
22. Saves time. Broadens·s{;udent•s activity~ Better opportunities to 
develop student self•oontrol. (S) 
23. Student gets longer pei-iods and with a teacher who has speo ial bed 
along these lines. (P) 
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24. Better teaching. · Pupils remain in sohool longer. Supervised Study. 
Homogeneous grouping. (s) 
26. Homogeneous grouping, retention, and better .instruction. (P) 
26. lt is financially possible to oa1"e tor .the individual needs ot . 
seventh and eighth.grade ohild~en bet.tar by offering a ~reater variety 
ot work and by a more . satisfactorily grouping o~ them. ls) . 
27. Caring .for indiv.:lduai d1fferen~es. (P) 
28., Big help to elementary school also hold pupils through ninth grade. (S) 
29. Junior high School equa.'lized Gducatio~al 'oppOrbUnitiE>°S and 
provides sooialidng opportunities. (P) 
30. Better grouping of pupils. Greater holding power. Choice of ~ctivities. 
More natural di vision. ( S) , . 
31. Reorganizes activities on a higher and more :stimulating plane. (S) 
32. Offers easier depa.rtmenta.lization4 extra.-currieular activities,. and 
better units tor administration. (P) · 
Third Ola.as Cities. 
· 1. A be~ter adolescent division. Reta.ins boys in high school. (S) 
2~· Gives vooational training, better teachers., more uniform curriculum, 
individual help, greater opportunity for personality or tea.oh~r 
to carry over. (P) 
3. Makes discipline easy. All continue education. Subjects better 
adapted and more easily correlated ~ith senior high school. (S) 
4. Solves problem of discipline. One hundred percent of our pupils 
have oont1nued through senior high school. Subjects are bett$r 
adapted to needs• (P) . 
5, The name holds several pupils with us. (P) 
a. Tho only two we are able to give are: (l) better trained teachers are 
employed including men, and (2) we a.re ?rorking rapidly toward. the 
introduction or exploratory oouraes. (s) 
7., Coordination or upper grades and high school closing the break, . 
making it possible to retain students longer. '(s) · 
s. Meets needs of early adolescent group and makes poss ibls retention 
ot pupils beyond compulsory school age. · 
9 .. ( 1) Coordination of :lntermedia:be grades with high school., (2) Looe.1 
seleotion ot texts and curricula in seventh and eighth grades. (P) 
lo. More individual attention to the pupil by teaoherJ and placing 
students with 11ke interests together. (S) 
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TELEGRAPHIC MESSAGE S'?ATDiG PRIHCXPAL DISADVANTAGES. 
First Class Cities. 
l. May allow too much "scattering" if not properly organized and 
operated. (S) · . 
2. It throws too mu.oh freedom on some pupils, and takes them trom the 
close personal supervision or a single teacher. (P) · 
> ' ' ' I 
3. Nono it building arrangements are available end program is really 
changed to meet "specific purposes." (S) , . 
4. Outside or cost would mention onne. (P) 
5. Departmental organization ca.uses loss in sympathetic attitude ot 
teacher for pupil. (S) · 
6. Some seventh graders too immature for complete dapartmenta.~be.tion. (P) 
1. Possibility of departmentalized teachers rather than departmentalized 
teaching. (P) 
s. Co'stlier for varied program, building, and teachers. (P) 
9. Loses complete guide.no~ of one teacher. Individual lost in the group. (S) 
lo. _Pupils not responsible enough to one teaoher1 discipline more difficult, 
In order to succeed well stronger teachers than those in grades are 
required. Pupils do not get enough individual attention. (P) 
111 Expensive projeot unless more distinctive oharaoter1atics end results 
a.re shown. ( P) · 
12. High school teachers too often are prejudiced against the j~n~or high. (P) 
13. Junior high school is more expensive. {P} 
14. Longer distance for .pupils to go to school. (P) 
15. Pupils vdthout intimate supervision and care of one responsible teacher. 
Tendency to over-sophistication. (P) 
16. I fail to see any disadvantages save the simple one of probably 
greater distance to school than to the neighborhood elementary 
school (P) 
Seoond Class Cities. 
1., !Ack of close personal contact of pupil and teacher. (P~ 
2. See none. (S) 
3. None. {P) 
' . . ' 
4. Eliminates much of drill 011 fundwnentals. (P) 
. . 
5. Crowds out some time devoted to fundamentals and drill is more 
diftioult to administer effectively. (S) 
G. None (P) 
7 • Distance to travel to schoolJ loss of "mothe1•ing" which the 
younger . childred are used to in .the regular graded system. (s) 
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a, The mothar•teaoher contact, very helpful to some pupils, not so well 
maintained. (S) 
9. Pupil has less t~aoher oare, may lose sight of fundwnentals. (P) 
lo. I know of. no disadvantage. (S) 
11. Costs more. (S) 
12. Laok ot coherence of work in seventh ·and eighth grades a.11d 
oonsequance tendenoy to bewilder pupils. (S) .. . . 
13. Swings too tar from drill in grammar and spelling· and fundamental 
operations in arithmetic. (P) 
14. To get teachers to handle the work from. the viewpoint of the 
real objectives of the junior high school. (s) 
15. Not standardized sufficiently. Students entering or leaving 
(from or to) 8-4 plan school are handicapped. (P) 
16. Spcoialization••two gaps. (s) 
17. More expensive •. Inclined to muddle.through new subjeota with 
little mastery, (P) . . · , 
18. Probably not as thorough in .fundamental subjects •. (S) 
19, Students get an exaggerated opinion of themselves and their ability. (P) 
20. More expensive, more difficult to admin:ister. Loss in influence of 
teacher through lack: or e.dquainta.nce with individual pupil. (S) 
21. The majority of seventh grade students cannot grasp the change of 
manner of instruction e.a quickly as the ninth grade did from the 
eighth grade under the 8·4 plan. ( P) , 
22. Less community of :interest between ninth grade children and those of 
grades 7 and 8 than betv1een ninth grade children and those of grades 
10•11•12. Difficulty of administering a. satisfactory detailed schedule 
to meet the needs of grades seven,. eight. and nine• (S) 
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23. Departmentalization tends to lead to no one teacher being responsible 
· for \·{e lfa.re ot the individual. (P) · · 
24·. Program indefinite and teachers not trS:i?i.ed to tea.oh pupils of junior 
high sohool organization. (P) 
I 
25. There is danger of losing close pupil-teacher contact. (S) 
26. Suffers from fads and exploitation. (P) 
Th.ird Clase Cities. 
l. May be a good place,. to waste time it good teachers are not secured. (P) 
2. Laok of room and equipment. (S) 
3. Higher qualifications mean higher salaries for teachers. (S) 
4. Advance in cost. Life oertifica.te teachers in grades seven and eight., (P) 
5. One superintendent and one principal replied none., 
THE GUIDANCE PROGRAM AND ITS OPERATION. 
Guidance ia a major function ot the junior high school. It is basic 
in the very structure of the lnstitution. Because of the importance 
or this purpose an attempt was made to disoover what is being done in 
the recognized junior high schools. This information was secured from 
principals only. In order to get the information the following things 
~ 
were requested in the Inquiry Sheet: 
nln which grades do you have "fill eduoational guidance 
program, and in which grades do you have a vocational 
guidance program? 
"Is Vocational Guida.nee done in Special Classes or 
coordinated with some regular class work? 
nzn the space below or using the back of the sheet 
it needed, please explain: clearly your educational 
and vocational guidance programs. Mention grades, 
nature of work, and results." 
These responses can best be reported by including brief oQmments, 
short statements, end factual sentences in regard to the work of eaoh 
school reporting. In most of these reports there is included quotations 
copied directly .from the Inquiry Sheet. The total material was not 
of such a nature as to yield itself to tabulation without omitting sane 
rather important comments. The follO'lring pages will serve to give the. 
ideas of those reporting in regard to the guidance program ot Kansas 
junior high s ohools. 
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GUIDANCEt ITS FUNCTION AND OPERATION 
l. Atohisoni 
Educational Gui.dance in all grades but mostly in grade a 8 and 9. Minth 
grade guide.nee in vocations is done ~n regular olasses• 
"Educational guidance is done chiefly through home room activities and 
teaoher•conterences with the home room teacher. It is also accomplished 
by required subjects. Vocational guidance connected with shop, home 
economics. o.ivics, general science, and our general subjects as general. 
mathemntios, general language, general social science, music appreoie.tion 
etc. Our olub activitids also give definite vocational guidance as 
in Vocations' Club, yisual Education Club• Aero Club, etc." 
2. Port Scotts 
Vocational Guida.nee is given every.other day in ninth· grade classes. 
"Ninth Voc~tional Oooupe.tions alternate with physical education. 
Eduoa.tiona.l guidance :ls carriad on in home-room discussions and 
in special assemblies tor the ninth grade." 
3. Hutchinson (Liberty) 
Educational and Vocational Guidance in grade seven done in special 
classes. "Vooational and Educational Guidance is done in a course in 
seventh grade only in special .~lass of 120 minutes e. week. The course 
covers a year, being a study of occupations, etc. needs• and other 
related inf'orxnation," 
4. Leavenworth: 
Educational and Vocational Guidance in ninth grade in both regular and 
special classes. 
· "Courses in Industrial Arts, Junior Business training, Club Work in 
Vocational Guida.nee. Cars ls exercised to see that pupils have an 
understnnding or courses .and so !'orth before electing subjects." 
6, Parsons: 
Educational Guidance it1 ninth grade and Vocational Guidance in. eighth 
grade • 
. ''We have prognostic courses in art, print.ing, meoha.nica.1 drawing. Latin, 
business training. oitbanship which we offer as unit courses or trom 6 
to 12 weeks depen,ding upon the number of sectioos we organize per year. 11 
6. Pittsbutg (College J.H,S.) 
Vocational Guidance in ninth grade coordinated with regular classes. 




No program••inoidental only. 
" 
None offered~ "I think that in a town like 1'opeka which 
has no industrial or at least no clearly defined indus'trie.l 
population, there is not the need of any industrial or 
vocational·guidance or training as there would be in Kansas 
City, Kansas, for instance." 
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a. Salina.: 
Vocational Guidance in the .eighth grade in both speoial and regular 
classes. · · · 
"Vocational Guidance thrdugh finding courses in seventh and eighth 
grades. Girls• hOl!lemaking courses, ·boys• home meohe.nios courses in 
seventh grade• printing one semester 1n eighth grade, and information 
course in vocations one semester ~ eighth gradeoJ 
9. Vliohita: 
Alexander Hamilton: Educational Guidance in the ninth grade -·coordinated 
with other work. "In our eighth grade we make an 
effort· to have pupils think seriously nl;)out their 
adult life and select the studies best suited to 
their needs. If pupils are normal in the seventh 
and eighth grades we do not have to emphasize thb • 
but if over-age we try to map out a possible plan tor 
thmn. ln the ninth · grs.de we m~e e.. special ei'f ort to 
have them shape their work to articulate with the 
senior high program, for oollege~ · busine.ss, or 
industrial studies." · 
Allison: Bone• ... coord1nated with regular work. 
Central; Educational Guidance in all grades 1n regular class work and 
in home rooms. · 
"Constant ·reference made in all subjeot•matters to 
future needs and possibilities in a particular field. 
In vocational subjeots the material itse_lt is exploratory. 
The instructor emphasizes the qualifications of the 
worker, opportunity for.use, and the possibility 
of making a living. Pupils go on to high aohool 
and choose the oourae••vooational, preparatory, or 
otherwise that they think tits them best. n 
Roosevelt: Educational Guidance in grades 7, 81 mid 9 is of general 
nature and done by home-room teacher an~ principal. 
Work is based upon student handbook., Coordinated. 
ttA rather definite and effective program of 
educational guidance :ls aooomplished this year based on 
the Roosevelt Student Handbook. The principal 
meats each class in person. and large numbers ot 
pupils personally. The home•room teachers accept this 
as a definite work also. 0 
10.'Arkansas City: -Educational Guidance in grades 7, a,. and ·9· coordinated 
~\ 
. with regular work. Vooati onal Guidance the same• 
"Seventh grade course set in all. subjeots•-no 
electives. Eighth grade allows one elective, ninth 
grade two e-leotives. Electives are suggested in 
the light or the best judgment of teachers and 
the principal who use standard test records, in• 
tell1genoe ratings and teachers• marks. Attitude 
is el.so considered." 
11. ·Chanute: Educational Guidance in eighth grade for languages, 
eighth and ninth grades for Vocational Guidance. 
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12. Dodge City: . . . . . . 
Reply asserts· nones . ttwith over 800 'students or.owded into a building 
meant for 500 our guidance' program is very slight~ We can attempt 
but little as it is. Next fall the s.H.s. will be in its new 
building. then· I.· expect ·to· put into :ef.t'edt a real guidance programo" 
(Sup~r~ntendent. ). . . . · . 
"Due to the orowded condition 'of our schools here . at present we 
are doing vecy little wca.tional guidance. Later we hope to have 
a vooa"t;ional ·.counselor to visit local homes and industries~ We do 
·some educational. guida.noe. but riot enough. We try to guide pupils 
into courses suited to them but in most instances our work 1s only 
advisory in ~inth grade," (Prinoip~) 
13. Emporia: 
Educational Guidance in seventh and eighth grades. Vocational Guidance 
in special classes in ninth grade. 
"Two courses in ninth grade talce ca.re of vocational guidano()•• 
oooupa.tions course and business training course. In Educational 
Guidance the seventh grade through principal and tee.ohers advise aa 
to courses and subjeots, the eight•A special teachers and principal 
advise as to high school courses." 
, 14. ElDorado: Vocational Guida.nee coordinated· with regular olaases; 
"Se:venth. ·and Eighth grades have no choice but we think we have 
educational guidance. We have Vocational Guidance slightly in the 
ninth grade •. We try to visit: the home, we attempt to understand the 
pupil. we gather personal data.- we give try-out courses in seventh 
grade ~nmanship, art, manual a:rts. sewing,, and music. We gift 
general science. gymnasiu:m1 music- manual arts,, and cooking in the 
eighth grade. · The subjects mentioned oome evety other day." 
16. Fredonia.: nour work along guidance lines not 'Ytell enough organized 
to report.'! 
16 •. Frontene.os . "Both Educational and Vocational Guidance 1n ninth grade." 
Have class. in Oocupat1on$. home economics, and industrial arts. 
Since our teaching force is lbnited we do not ofter any electives 
in grades 7 and a. But having become acquainted with the interests 
and abilities of the children in those grades we are able to help 
. them choose the courses, in 9B tor which they seem best titted and 
in which they are most interested. Thia is done at the time of 
enrollment. our junior high school is a comparatively small one 
and the pupils and teachers are in close contact. Knowing each· 
pupil individually. wa are able to give definite advice. 
"A class in Ocoupations ls offered tor the bo:;1s in 9B,. also 
a o lass in industrial arts i'or 9B and 9Ao ; ' 
·"We .have a cottage, furnished as completely as a modern home, 
in which classes in home eoonomioe are taught to ninth grade girls. 
Thia is an t:'llective but so far every girl has chosen the subject. 
!i'Our junior high is rather young· to· judge nruoh··about permanent 
results, but the students· seem to take a g:reate~ interest 1n their 
work. Wa have very few cases of students quitting school for lack 
of interest and practically none who drop classes. tt 
17. 
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Garden City: Edu:ational Guidance in 7, B, and 9. Vocational Guidanoe 
is emphasized in the ninth. . Guidance is coordinated. 
"Guidance--persona.1, social, moral••largely done through the home• 
room teacher as a counsellor. Eduoationa.l and vocational Guide.nee 
h done through cooperation of all.instructors and the principal. 
u:Means of guida.nee1 Results of tests;physioal or health. record, 
study of J.H.s. courses and electives as to content and objectives. 
Value to pupils o~ all school work. Study or senior high school 
curricula and articulation, also opportunities offered in training 
by ,higher institutions ot learning, program of studies to encourage 
guidance, .try-out opportunities, extra-curricular act1vit1as as 
music- art. school publications, clubs,;· eta •• field trips to 
industries, talks or oonterenoes on oooup. tions•' conferences with 
pa.rents, home•room plan. rf ·. · · 
18. lolat Educational Guidance in eighth and ninth grades though not 
carefully worked out. The Guidance is co.ordinated with regular class 
work.. "We have handled the vocational and educational t:,-uidanoe 
incidentally as need arose. We hope to work them out so that we 
may handle them formally rather than incidentally, I belie-VS they 
rank next in importance or perhaps a.re equally as important as character 
education. n 
19 •. Junction City: !Jo Educational or Vooational .Gu~danoe designated as suoh. 
"Students a~e given choice ot electives,. (One) in ea.ch grade, and a.re 
oouns,eledc \vhen choosing as eaoh is explained carefully. Parents• 
of course·, are interviewed in many cases and approval is a.skad of them 
when student enrolls." 
20. Lav1rencea Educational Guidance begino in eighth grade. Emphasis on both 
types of guidance in the ninth grade. Guidance is coordinated with 
civios and hone-room. 
"Educational Guida.nee begins with choice of one elective in the 
eighth grade based upon exploratory courses •. Two elaetiiives are chosen 
in the ninth grade. Ohiet attention of the ninth home room 1s 
preparation, and guidance toward intelligent aiection ot high school 
course.· Home-rooms have one speaker from some trade or profession 
· once ea.oh week during the ninth grade. Spe~tker is furnished outline 
ot quest~ons he is asked 'to answer. Discussion· in home•room group 
follov1a. Latter pa.rt of 9A semester is uaed in home-room tor 
discussion of organization of senior high, courses ·offered, 'extra-
curricular activities avail~ble. Speakers from senhior high 
present activities. Pupil ta· asked to make tentative ohoioe ot · 
vocational field which appeals to hmm and to make a tentative three-
,year plan for senior high school career. under advisement of home• 
room teacher, who has been with him for three years. and the prinoipal 
of the junior or the ssnior high school. 
"One unit of the 9A civics problems course is given to 
study of the distribution ot workers, analysis ot vocations, and 
self-survey ot adaptability for specific vocations." 
21• Liberal: Educational and Vocational Guida.nee iri ninth grade by 
conferences. 
"General science end manual training help give Vocational Guidance. 
When stu(lent enrolls .in ninth grade· the superintendent and myself 
,give advice. on choice ·or subjects outside ot English and· 
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mathematics. fhe seventh grade ta.lees manual training and smving, eighth 
grade te.kes--.. ·-and cooking, · · The ·ninth grade 'is the firab. grade in 
which the student gets any choice 1n the subjects he wishes to talce. 
\Ve have our junior and senior ·highs both in the same building. 
rhe juniors get many advantageous things from the seniors and · 
many things not so desirable•" · 
22. McPherson: .Industrial arts in all gradea-•Guidance in regula~ class 
work. . 
nThe only vocational guidance program used is in the classes of 
manual training and home economics." 
23. Manha.tta.ne Coordinated vrith regular class work. 
0 Eduoationa.l gttide.11ce is done through cooperation of parents and 
special P. T.A. progi-am la held for this purpose. Vocational 
Guidance is coordinated with regular olaas work. One class in 
ooou~tio:na for ninth grade boys is in .our schedule." (SuperintendantJ 
24. Neodesha: Vocational Guidance in freshman year·in special classes and 
home room. 
"Educational Guida.nee by prinoipal in enrolling, Previous grades, 
intelligence.rating, eto. are bases of guidance •. Iri J.H.s. 
homa~room programs are adapted to this. Vocational Guidance is done 
through homo•rooms and in semester course in freshman year. n 
25. Pratt: Educational Guidance in eighth and ninth grades and Vocational 
Guidance in the ninth grade, special classes are used. 
"Educational Guidance is carried on through the home•room advisory 
system. A semester course in Vocational Civics is required of 
every student in the ninth grade." 
26. Wellington: .Educational Guido.nee and "(ooationa.l Gui.dance in grades 
7, a, and 9. , 
''Grouped into groups a.ocording to ohoioe of vocation and aooorded 
council not only 1n choosing of schedule but in preparation,.n 
27. Winfield: Coordinated Educational Guidance in all grades. Vocational 
OU1danoe in tho ninth grade. Special classes for boys and tor girls• 
"No educational guidance except as a part of our Vocational Guidance 
Program and as taught in our home•room work. our Vocational Guida.nae 
Program is under the direction of two unusually capable people. It 
is more dependent than most any other course upon the teacher. It 
is required ·in our ninth grade and is taught five da.ys a v;eek thirty .. 
six weeks. Boys and girls are in separate ola.ases." 
28. Arnold: Guidance coordinated with other w&rk. 
29. Belpre: n ti ft ff 
30. Bird City: Guidance coordinated with other work. 
31. Bonner Springs: nseveral general assemblies are used ea.oh year to , 
call attention to the problem, !rbe Hi-Y and G.R. roster work in 
this line. Assigners bring up the problem, teachers use it in 
class work."· 
32. Colby: "Prio1 .. to this year we were· organized on the a.3 ... 3 .... plan. 
The .junior high school· was housed in the same building o.s the grade 
school. ?hree-fUll·time and one .. part-time teacher were handling 
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the 7 ... 5 ... 9 grades with an enrollment of 137 pupils. the boa.rd refused 
to add a.ddi tionnl teaching staff• henoe the reorganization on the 8-2-4 
.plan. The 7-8 · grad.,s a.re still housed in the grade building. The 
ninth has become a part ot the s.a,s. While our organization· is very, 
very tar f'~om a smoothly running plan it is. far better than last 
year• s condition. No vooa:biona.l work was offered in the J.Ii •. S. 
until the present year. We now offer manual training• don:estio 
soienca, and a.griculture. · In ti:mo we hope to wo.rk toward some of 
the objectives outline by Glass, tt 
33. Luoa.ss Guidance coordinated with other work. 
34 •. Mineral; Guidance coordinated with other work • 
. Small enrollment. Inadequate facilities make it impossible to 
do much in the way of voca.tiona.l guida.noe. Wort: is offered in 
woo<hvork, sewing,, music, drawing. end sciences., .. Most guidance is 
therefore done through the sympat mtio interest .of teachers." 
35. Trousdale: Guidance coordinated Vlith other '"°rk. 
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WHAT SUBJECTS ARE OFFERED IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOO.LS? 
A junior high school .is a composite of many faotors·and £oroes •. 
Among· the significant elements of the institutions are the subjeot•matter 
offerings. In the .tollov1ing pages an attempt will. be mada to give an·· 
idea of .the offerings ·in terms of subjects with no attempt at &1.n lysia or 
evaluation of the content or tunQtions of these subjects. 
What is being done r,vtith English. me.thematics; manual arts, Frenoh 
and Spanish, pemnanahip6 orchestra.. vocational guidance, scouting. and 
other subject designations? fh.e pre.et ice is extremely varied. From 
reports in tre of.fioe of tho state superintendent from the various schools 
some tables were cornpiledwhioh show the number of schools offering some 
tvtenty•six more or less common subjects and the years in which these 
are available for junior high sohool pupils. 
. Table VI is taken from the first twenty a -vailab le reporta in 
a.lpha.betio order of junior high schools in first and second class cities, 
This table should give a fairly representative idea of subject•of.terings 
and the grade placement of these in the junior high $Ohools in the larger 
cities of Kansas. Nwnerioally tho subjects whioh are in origin somewhat 
traditional and solid hold the major places in the curricula. But, new 
subjects are offered. The cur1 .. iculum has been enriched. The pupil 
fas .. confronted with a more complex variety of subjects,. Prob';.l,~ly an 
analysis of subjeot•oontent and particularly of teaching and educational 
methods would revee.1 more significant . changes thnn are discovered in 




CHECK SHEET ON JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL SUBJECTS. 
(The figures represent the number ot high schools offering that 
subject 1n .the grade.) 
Subject oi'feri~s in twenty Junior High Schools in First and Seoond Class 
C1t1es: . Arkansas City, Ingalls Junior High School .at Atchison,, Chanute, 
Coffeyville'• Dodge City, ElDorado, Lawther Junior High Scb.ool at Emporia, 
Fort Scott, Fredonia•. Frontenno,. Garden City, Holton, Borton, Liberty and 
Sherman Junior High'Sohoola at Hutchinson, Independence, Iola, Junction 





(Geog. Hist. Civics) 
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Check .Sheet on Junior.High School Subjects. (Oontin~ed.) 
SUBJE()TS . SEVENTH GRAJE EIGHTH GRADE •. · ·NINTH GRADE 
Typewriting . ·3 3 
Vooational Ag~iculture l 1 
Scouting 1, 
Commercial Arithmetic 6 
Shorthand 1 
Piano-Violin 1 l 1 
Dramatic Art 1 1 l 
Commercial Geography 1 
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For purposes of· oomparison,, · Table VII wa.a compiled from the reports of 
the ten approximately smallest junio~ high schools on the .recognited list. 
It is eas~ly apparent that in many of these schools there is little change 
in subjeot offering$ from the straight grade plan, Table VI and VII are 
signif ioant. 
TABLE VII 
SUBJECT OFFERINGS IN TEN SMALL CITIES 
Arnold, Belpre. Bird City, Bonner Springs. Cambridge,, Colby, Formoso. 
Luoas. Welborn, and West .:Mineral. . . 
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TABLE VII (Cont,) 






In .Wi~hi ta. the junior high schools are ell led Interme.d1e. te 
Schools·. fbese institutions a.re. well established clearly beyond: 
the try•out stage of developmnnt. From a Statistical Report ot 
that system matei-ial was secured .for the .next tables, VIII,. and 
IX. . These tables show the enrollments and the subject opportunitie$ 
or.pupils in these Intermediate Schools. 
TABLE VIII 
Wichita Public. Schools• W~ohita,,.ltansas.. Bulletin N~ber l~. page 4~ 
Statistical Reports tor 1926-~.26, and 1926~'27. · 
'\ 
ENROLIJAENTS IN INTERMEDIATE SCHOOLS 
1926-1927 
J8lnes Allison• Boys Girls Total 
Seventh Grade 125 138 263 
Eighth Grade 120 136 256 
Ninth Grade 96 197 293 
Total 341 i7T Si2 
Central• 
. Seventh Grade 163 179. 342 
Eighth.Grade 16'7 175 342 
Ninth Gradtt 146 150 296 
Total 476 '·504 980 
Alexander Hamilton• 
Seventh·Grade 110 141 257. 
Eighth Grade 124 123 247 
.Ninth Grade 110 llS · 228 
Total 344 388 732 
Theodore Roosevelt-
Seventh Grade 170 174 344 
Eighth Grade 160 215 376 
Ninth Grade 190 182 372 
Total 520 -571 1091 
Surmnary by Grades• 
Seventh Grade 568 638 1206 
Eighth Grade 571 649 1220 
Ninth Grade 542 64'1 . 1189 
Total 166! 1934 3615. 
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T.ABLE xx •. 
Wichita. Public Sohools• Wichita, Xansas 411 Bulletin Dumber 181 statistioal Reports for 1925-'26 and 1926-'27. P• 5. 
\~!AT DO 'Jlm nrrrrmnmIATE SCHOOL PUPILS Sl'tDY? 
A Distribution by Grades and Schools. 
Grade • • ,~~W!!18a • 9 • 700~~. 9 ~atin-~11"1 •• •• • • • ,f P~llSng. ·9 .1l~11f •' 9 o/1thangt1os 9 •• • • .. ....... ,. t 
Alli eon 48 28 48 82 233 221 154 258 206 148 251 ooa 145• 
Central 92 53 109 36 {(12 5'I 3'1 297 r 291 230 257 283 237 309. 300 221 
Hamilton 102 29 93 42 29 255 219 193 Wi-0 218 100. 246 223 1'19 
Roosevelt 63 25 114 00 72 55 243 323 367 34G 250 305 559 533 305 32& 
Pemna.n- aen. so1. Type-- Elec• History Music .Art . Phys- Geog. Oivioa ?Jen. Tr. 
G:.rade ship {all) a 9 writing tr1oity '1 e 9 All 7~8 l~ •. 7 e 9 7 e g --
.Allis~ o.· 108 89 47 23 140 214 25 560 217 109 25G '79 32 22 24 43 
Central 35 110 28 135 23 196 195 28 562 173 ll2 333 185 2g 70 '17 20 
Hanilton 0 39 137 92 136 226 43 4'15 . 90 96 23G 98 40 47 00 45 
Roosavelt 2G 240 144 34 210 35a 57. 270 196 llS 329 259 6'1 CG 33 -





The development ot the Junior Bigh School in Kansas can 
only be understood when studies in conneotion with t~ local 
setting.where these JUnior High Schools are found. Our find-
ings indicate that the last.i'!tteen yea.rs constitute.the growth 
period of the Junior High School. 1'he resp~nses. in 1ai-ge cttie• 
have, been muoh. more apparent than those in the smaller places. 
In the last Kansas Educational Directory each of the eleven 
first oiass cities and titty six of the second class cd.ties 
reported Junior Bigh School organ:lzations. In November 1927. 
the annual reports of the Superintendents ot tirst and second 
class cities which include Junior High School$ in this study 




City Average Sal.arias Of Tu.ition on A,D.A. A.D.A- per Teacher 
1.11.s. s.H.s. ;;.n.s. 
Prino Prl.no Teachers Elem. J' ,u.s. s.n.s. Elem. ;r .H.s. s.H.s. ......... 
Arkansas 01 ty 2,900 3.500 176.59 5.30 8094 ll.'JO 33. 29. 26. 
Atchison 3;400 3~400 2U.07 7.09 llo64 U.64 2e.1 23.a 23.e 
BolUler ·.Springs 2.r/OO 2,700 140· 5.14 15.97 ie.51 32.72 25.32 18.25 
Chanute 2,soo 2,'750 156.08 ih35 11.10 14.03 31.5 22.36 19.43 
Coffeyville 2,580 3,420 14..a. 6.94 ia.os· 12.27 ea. 22. 2a. 
Dodge City 2,000 2,700 159.eo 'l.21 ·12.49 20•15 2s.oa 211.21 16.85 
ElDorado 3,300 ·3,400 l$6.l6 'l.94 9·93·. 1Zo96 OOo 24. 22. 
:Emporia 21760 3;200 l'?G.42 ~.se 14.20 12082 31.0l '...1> 20.2 22.63 
Fredonia 1,500 2.200 138.25 6.02 s.1'1 :.ll.98 34.,5 21.a 23.7 
. Frontenac l,035 1,600 no.oo 3.85 4e53 13.02 51.l 32.2 19.9 
Garden City i.eoo 3.000 1601107 4.64 ,,.~e 9.44 2900 25.7 19.5 
Horton (Reported 
on Six•aix Plan) 
Hut c hineon ~'000 , 31800 iso,,oo 7•88 l0.13 ~.92 51. 27. 2c: o. 
Ind.epandenoo 4,000 41000 144.4.4 9068 n.73 20.70 28o4 24.6 18. 
Junction 011,7 2,400 2,400 162.74 6.90 :i.o.9a 13 •. 64 29.l 21.1 1a.e 
Kansas 01 ty 3,600 4;500 166.00 7.40 0.21 15.16 32. 32. 23. 
oo. 
TABLE X (Conto) · 
STATISTICS OM SALARIES, TUITJ:ON, ~ID ATTEllOODE. 
' ' 
Oitz Avera~e saiaries of Tait1on onA.D.A A.D.A -r tea".!ha~ 
i:--• J.u.s. · s.11.s. :r .II.s. 
' ... ' .. '; Prino . Pr!n. Teachers ·E1ano :f eH•S• St1Ht1G Elan • r .n.s. s.rr.s. . '' 
Lawrence :;;700 3"'000 174~01 '1.26 i2.oa 16.'12 22.5 19.l 
. . ' . ' ~ ' ~ 
Leavonm rth 2.000 3,200· 155.33 a.04 · li.e'i l2e05 26.7. 23.4 20.7 
Liberal 2;295 2i295 151,91 5e47 a.69 ll.1129 .28~'1 2Go 16.l 
McPherson 2,300 2~400 138.88 7.oo 9el2 ll.59 i m3.9 23.l 23.9 
Pr~sons .. 29 6'15 3,500 163,13 7.50 , 11.~28 13.18 i 32.2 24.1 21. 
Salina 4,000 166.70 9.~e .·.9.84 13oG7 25. 22• 20. 
Topeka 2j380 3~.900 1s2.07 3.84- s.31 11.78 30. 2'1~ ll.'18 
We1 .. lington . a;5oo 2;000 155.26 a.28 .. 7a07 . s.re i 26.4 2G~79 2~.75 
Wichita. 3~160 5:2so • • 202. 9•ll l0o89 1t7 •. 75 33. 301 22. 
; 
Winfield 3~750 38'750 145.00 -· .. 6e99 s. 28 13.4tJ 33. 34.e 18.'1 ·--
TOTALS 64,485· 81,295 3958.74 1G7•77 266,74 342.61 919.91 ez1.1a 520.89 
AVERAGE OF AVERAGES 2;eae 3,252 169.,35 6.71 10.22 15.'ll S9.96 26.48 20.ro 
This table shows that acc&rding to the annual reports ·ot the auperi:ntlindents ot these cities for tha 
school term of ~926·1927; the average of the averages. ot tha f'ollowing1tema are ns tollooe: 
(a) :r .n.s •. r~ncipala~ salaries $2,600; (b) s.n.s. ?rincipals• salaries t>5,252; ( c) J .rr.s. Ta.-iohoro • 
sol.arias $158.35 per month; ( d) Tuitt on on A.D.A. Elementd.17 $e •. 71, :r .H.s. • $10.22, S,H.s. t.13.71; 
(a} J ... n.A, per teacher• Elementary 29.96 pupils, 1 oR.s. · 25.48 pupils, s.n.s. 20083 pupils. 
{.Annual reports had not bean sub.mi ttad from some 01 ties and 1nform.t1on was·· incomplete frcm eaoo othorD.) 
fhe Junior High School opportunity tor Kansas boys and 
girls is not dependent and in some oases not related to the 
paper organization of ma.teri~l. fhe program of studies, the 
statement ot purposes, the plan ot operation, and the activity 
opportunities must tor the purpose of improvement, influence · 
the learning situation in ol~ssroom procedure. Here is the test 
point ot what is being aooompliahed. From the reports ot the City 
Superintendents ot the first ~d second class cities inwhioh are 
located one or more of the recognized Junior High Schools considered 
in this study, vve get the .following tabulation of taots, !n regard 
to subject offerings and enrollments in those subjects :tn the 
various Junior High Schools •. (Annual ~epo:rts were not on file 
for all schools. ·Some ot the reports available did not contain 
all the data requested.) 
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M TABLE XI (Cont•) • 0 
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Lawrence 674 639 223 293 2G9 159 169 39~ 122 77 22e 47 74 17 147 •. 431 
Leavenworth 753 490 465 35C 21.0 45 ltl4 12). 46~ 74 207 3'1 197 
Liberal 
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27401 20507 17090 ·~905 664) 6l9J 6044. ~00 3005 324~ 3031t 2654 ia1r, 136' 688 656 5?7 493 2M 133 
: 
23.4 17.5 14.6 6.6 5.6 6.2 5.1 3.5 3.o B 2.~ 2.5 2~2f 2.2 l.5 l.1 .ea .4'1 .4'3 .41 .oo .u 
I 
Table :x:r was assembled tram the annual repcrts of the suparintendants of .these cities. 
Subject- · 
enrollments were reported in numberao Ene-J.ieh wluoh included Ole.saics0 Liter
ature~ end Readine enrolled 
23.4% of tho total. social Science wM.oh 1nel11ded O:tvics,. II1sto17. Gaoe;ra'.9h1, 
m.'\d Vocational Gt~id.once 
\ms next vtita l?.:;;t. P.robool:;v suoh ru.bjee·ts as-Vocal Music do not oaoup
y relatively as hidt a !)Ost tion 
as the ta~le wotlld indicate due to the fttot that· 1ri man.y schools these class
es meet on.ty- twice a wetk. 
Differencea in reporting, in adininistrntive practices, end in interprateMons
 detract tram the validity 
ot the tableo 
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From the .Juniot Bigh .·school reports 1n State Department 
.of Educa~ion, fr'om appropl of whioh reoogni tion was given 
to the fifty three Junior High Sohoola. the following table 




STATISTICAL SUMMARY OF RECOGNIZED JU'NIOR HIGH SCIDOLS 
... ; I 
City Population Jr!•·· II. s. Teachers Length of 
; Full-Time Pa.rt: Periods 
' ' Tbnei J.R.S. 
.,. 8 9 
I f ! 
,'. 
Arkansas City· 1 j 
I ~ 
29l 
i 'f-t"'• 1s.ooo 27 J 1 j 872• 2BC 301 '60 
. Arnold 75 . l 4 37 4 lS 18 40 
Atchison 1s.soo 10 13 .· 427 132 14~ 152 ·. pO 
l 
~ .. 
Belpre 500 ·2 5' 44 15 . 11 18 . 40 
Bird City 550 2 8 61 14 l~ 34 .. _40 
' 
Bonner Springs 2.osa 2 3 66 42 24 . 40 
Cambridge 300 l 5 45 16 l? 12 .60 
Chanute 10,.022 24 486 173 162 150 . 55 
Coffeyville 19.-000 28 5. '110 232 24E 232 60 
Colby 2;;000 3 3 116 45 31 40 -40 
Dodge City 7~000 lO 13 435· 134 143 161' .. ,, 65 
ElDorado 11.000 23 2 572 177 19~ 202 60 \-
I 
Emporia 13.000 22 a 570 169 169 232 55 
Formoso 37 6 44 14 lS 15 '.40 
Fort Scott 12.ooO 18 3 509 201 171 137 ··so 
Fredonia. 5,000 .8 4 253 16 7~ •, 104 .60 
Frontenac 3-.225 4 4 166 50 5~ 63 . 
Garden City 5.124 10 6 336 109 llE 111 55 
Holton 2.aoo 7 ·1 158 49. 4~ 67 40 
Horton I 4,800 4 2 196 71 5~ 72 4:0 
{Liberty) 
Hutchinson 28,,321 22 l 503 157 17~ 174 60 
(Sherman) : 
Hutchinson • 2a.s21 ; 661 24'7 20E 208 1 $0 
Independence ll.800 19 12 646 201 21J 234 ~o 
i 
: 




60 7,,500 16 s 389 138 12f 123 
~ 
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TABLE XII (Cont.) 
STATISTICAL SUMMARY OF RECOGNIZED JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS. 
.. 
.. _........,_ .. 
City Population Jr~- H.-s .- Teachers Length of 
,, "'' ~·····-
I Full-Time Part ! Periods 
Time '· J.--H.·S• 1: a· 9 \ 
. i ,_ ·~·· ·-· ...... """""' 
402l 120 Kansas City 120,000 5 16 159 132 60 
(Argentine) 
{ ; 
i 4 l 
t , . t Kansas City 120.000 2 li 313 156 157 60 
(Rosedale '· 
Lawrence 15.000 28 4 666 213 215 '238 50 
Leavenworth 200967 18 3 480 164 176 140 55 
Liberal 4.ooo 11.-4 293 96 97 100 60 
l 
McPherson 4_.59~ 9 5 262 60 81 101 60 I 
'. 
Lucas 650 2 4 68 15 20 33 40 
Manhattan 10.000 15 10 550 169 165 216 50 
Neodesha 4.ooo 5 17 329 105 106 118 60 
Oskaloosa 900 2 7 73 21 22 30 43 
: 
Parsons. 11,000 11 '1 330 101 104 125 50 
Pittsburg 20.000 2 i2 86 28 28 . 30 55 
Pratt 4.885 354 122 103 129 35 
Salina 16,.000 22 21 791 275 238 278 40 
Topeka ss.ooo 11 2 
(Boswell) 
Topeka ss.ooo 327 101 93 133 50 
(PJ.nooln) 
Topeka ss.ooo 6 4 143 61 44 48 50 
(Oakl~d) i 
Topek~ 65;,000 9 2 225 69 76 80 50 I 
(Irrlng) 
Topeka. 
(Roosvelt) 65;,000 15 420 120 140 160 
Trousdale 
(No Report) . 
Kansas City 120.000 0 '6 116 34 31 51 45 
(Welborn) 
We.llington 7;,500 14 7 432 127 138 167 60 
West Mineral 700 3 ~ 2 82\ 28 21 30 i 43 
.. 
1 
Wichita so.coo 19 3 ; 610 -258 196 156 ; 60 
(James Allis~n I 
Wichita 90.000 24 2 666 248 225 193; 60 
(Alexander Hami .. ton) 
Wichita 90.000 27 0 825 307 271 247' 60 
(Central) ; 
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TABLE XII (Cont.) 
STATISTICAL SUMMARY OF REORGANIZED JUNIOR HIGH SCIDOLS 
~,..,. ...... ; 
J.H.S. Teachers'· ; Enrollment Length of 




(Theodo1•e RoosE vel't) 90,,000 31 2 1002. 316 365 321 80 
Winf.ield 10_,978 11 16 612 158 195 259 65 
581 .• 4 275 19212 6236 6272 6704 
PERCE:HTAG. ~s . 32.· ~, sa.s . 34.8 Median 56 
AVERAGE .11.a 6.1 
This table shO\VS that the recognized junior high school has on the average 
11.8 full time teachers and s.11 part time teachers, that the total enroll-
ment of those reporti..~g is 19.212 and that this enrollment is found to be 
distributed by grades as follO\vs: Seventh Grade 32.4%, Eighth Grade~32o6%. 
and Ninth Gre.de.M.S%. The length of reoitiation period ranges from 
thirty to aixty•five minutes with the median period 55 minutes. 
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1'ABLE XIII 
STAi'ISTICAL SUMMARY OF THE SMALLER RECOGNIZED JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS 
Popula~ Jr. a.s. Teachers Enrollment Lengtn 
City tion; Full- Part J,.H.S, 7 B 9 of 
i Time I Time ~· i : Periods l 
An1old 75 1 4 37 4 15 18 40 
., ., 
Belpre 500 2 6 44 15 11 18 40 
Bird City 550 2 8 61 14 13 34 40 
Cambrid~e 300 l 5 45 16 17 12 60 
Colby :moo 3 3 116 45 31 40 40 
' 
Formosa. 37 6 44 14 16 15 40 
Luoas 650 2 4 68 15 20. 33 40 
Oskaloosa 900 2 1 73 21 22 30-- 43 
Trousdale 
(No Report I 
\, 
Kansas 'city 120.00) 0 6 116 34 3] 51 45 
(Welborn) 
19 42 604 178 l?f 251 
PERCENTAGES 29,.4 2a.s 41.5 Median 
A~RAGE· 2.1 4 .. 6 40 
4 
For purposes of oompa.rison these ten smaller junior high,sohools 
were.selected from the list of those recognized tor this· table 
(No report for Trousdale.) These schools have an average of 
2.1 full time and 4. 6 pa.rt time teachers, an average enrollment 
of 67 of whioh 29 .• 4% is in Grade Seven.. 28 .• 9% is in Grade 
Eight~ and 41.5% in Grade Nine. The range of length of 
reoitia.t1on period it 40 to 60. minutes with the. median 40 
minutes. 
SUMMARY 0 F CHAPTER IV 4' 
1. Vfhen passing judgment as to the f'unotioning of fifteen specific 
purposes ot the junior high school sixty-eight administrators of Kansas 
junior high sohools registered considerable disagreement• These combined 
judgments gave a. considerably different ranking for these purposes than 
that given by groups of· leading educators~ However •. the administrators 
were jud~ing the i'unctioning of these purposes in their own schools as 
at present organized a.nd operated• The other ranking was made from the 
writings ot those who were treating of the junior high school :ln general• 
2. These Kansas junior high school administrators :.o ndder the 
junior high school a. great advantage over the former 8-4 arrangement. 
Sixty brief.. clear, significant, but soll"Swhat ·over .. lapping reasons a.re 
given in support of the institution. These constitute rather imposing 
"articles ot fa.ith11 1n the idea.. Much less oonvinoing are the responses 
stating briefly the disadvantages. However. the dangers of too much 
pupil freedom, loss of one-teacher contact and responsibility, and tn...: 
creased expense a.re all worthy of careful consideration. 
3. We had guidance before we had the junior high school. But how 
effective was it? The thirty-five included reports are· at lea.at the 
expression of an inspring effort along this line. The field is vast, 
techniques are not well developed, and machinery is inadequate. However, 
more e.nd better work is being done than ever before. One is led to 
question the varieties of practice that exist in both educational and 
vocational guidance and to suggest that Kansas junior high school 
administrators move in the direction of more adequate and more uniform 
praotioes in these lines. 
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4. Subject offerings differ widely., In the larger high schools there 
is evidence of fundamental faith· in English; mathematics, social sciences, 
domestio and manual arts, and physical education., This is equally true 
ot the small high schools except to a diminished extent tor the lasi,two 
subjects• What is the educational value and educational place of ··music? 
It would seem to be worthy of a much higher place in the subject offerings 
of both the small high schools and of. the ln.rga high schools. It is 
' evident that our attempt to build the enriched eurrioulum meets with 
limitations on every hand. Are these purely economic limitations or 
have we failed to cause our pupils to want the variety that pome educational 
enthusiasts.would advocate? 
.The subject offerings ot the ten small cities give little advantage 
in this regard ove~ th~ former straight grade arrangement. 
Wiohi ta has a. £\motioning juni.or high sohool plan. The per-pupil-
subjeot distribution for- four ot the intermediate schools is significant 
and worthy of oaret'ul study. 
5. In recognized junior high schools in first and 'second class cities 
the junior high school principal is on the average paid abou~ $2,686.00 
·. 
or about $600 less than the senior high school principal. Tuition cost 
on average daily attendance tor.these schools is $10.22, and the 
average daily attendance per teacher is 25.48 pupils. 
6. For the ~venty•three first and second olass cities for which 
information was available in the annual reports the order of percent 
of enrollments in subjects is as follows: l, English (classics. titerature, 
and reading), 2. Soo!la.l Soienoe {oivios 1 history,. vocational guidance, 
and geography), s. Ma.thematics, 4. Vocal Music. 5. Spelling, 6. Elementary 
Science, 7. Industrial Arts a. D~mestio Art, 9. Physical Education, 
lo. Domestic Soienoe. 11, Penmanship; 12. Art, 13. Physiology. 
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14. Latin. 15. Comrr:erce• 16~ Typewriting, 17. Show Viork, 18. Instrumental 
Music. 19, Spanish, 20; Agriculture• 21. French. 
7. For the fifty•two recognized junior high schools for which 
information oould be obtained,; each school has an awra.ge of''ll.8 
full time and 6.1 part•time toaohers. or the total enrollment of 
19,2i2-•32.4% is in grade seven, 32.6% in grade eight, and 34.8% 





Kansas is recognized as a leading state in torv1arding the junior 
high sohool movement. 'Why does Kansas have the largest secondary school 
enrollment of any state in the union? Why do Lyman and other educational 
authorities accord Kansas a leading position in junior high sohool 
construction? With no claim to any such institution prior to 1912. we 
have attained this place in fifteen yea.rs. Why? 
This study does not attempt to assign causes for the magnitude 
of the movement. However. it might be in place to suggest that school 
properties have been acquired or built during this period approximating 
fifty millions of dollars in value. This amounts, to about two•thirds 
of' present school property value in the state. This extent or new 
building made possible a more adequate provision tor the junior high 
school in the oo~struotion plans. 
Probably a more important factor in our junior high sohool 
supremacy has been our educational leadership. A substantial group 
of school men early beoa.me interested in the movement and developed faith 
in the idea.. 
Kansas has more thnn 100 junior high schools of which 53 have fully 
compiled with the law and regulatiops of the State Board of Education 
in. such manner as to receive recognition. Following the organization ot 
many junior high schools, a la.vi was passed in 1926 officially authorizing 
the organization of such schools. These recognized junior high schools 
have been used as a basis of this study of the Junior High Sohool 
Movement in Kansas. 
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In this study the writer first attempts to find out the evaluations 
by Kansas junior high school administratots of fifteen specific purposes 
as formulated from the recent writings of leading educators from publioa-
tions dealing with the junior high school. The· administrators were asked 
to register judgment on these purposes £roin the· standpoint of the function-
ing of' these in their·~ schools as at present organized and operated. 
Later seven junior high school publications were oheoked a.a to fre-
quency or mention with support of these fifteen purposes with a few addi• 
tiona.l ones. 
The writer sought to secure telegraphic statements of advantages and 
disadvantages of the present junior high school organization when compared 
with the tanner B-4 plan of operation. It was desired to receive a central 
idea from each administrator of about ten words in length which would 
characterize causes tor support and promotion as well as causes tor 
opposttion to the junior high school idea. 
From the annual reports of superintendents of cities of the first 
and of the second class information was taken as to salaries, tuition. 
average daily attendance per teacher .. nnd enrollments in all subjects. 
From the annual reports of principals information was secured tor a 
oheok on subject-offerings in twenty of the larger junior high school 
cities and a similar check for ten of the small junior high school cities. 
Comparison or these from the viewpoint or enriched curricula is invited. 
A per•pupil-subject distribution is given tor four Wichita lnter-
mwdiate schools for the purpose of showing subject-distribution tendencies _ 
in a city with a modern and praotioable junior high school plan in operation. 
From the responses of the pr1no1pals of these schools. a summary 
was made or the placement, the plans. and the practices in guidance in 
some 35 of the cities. 
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. "'CONCLUSIONS . 
1. In a fift~en~year period.(1912•1927) Kansas has become a leading junior 
high: school ~te.te with ioa officially reported and 53 offioi~lly recognized 
junior. high schools. Approxim8.teiy one.;.third, at lee.st, of the senior 
·high school enrollment \vill ha.Ve come through some· form of junior high 
school• The extent of the movement in Kansas has brou.ght us favorable 
national recognition.· 
2. we .have. as yet,. no adequate detinitio~· of the junior high school •. 
3. Administrators of these recognized junior high schools are in neither 
entire agreement nor disagreement as to the t\tnotioning of certain 
specific purposes 0£ the instituti0ns as now organized and operated. 
Some,of the specific purposes placed near the top of the list in 
functioning in these schools would not' be so placed by some leading 
educational writers inoonsider1ng junior high sc,hools in general. Some 
accepted and traditionally important purposes of the junior high school 
are not evaluated by these administrators as functioning near the top 
ot the list. 
4. Administrators of the recognized Kansas junior high schools assert 
that the advantages of the junior high school are muoh greater than it·s 
disadvantages. 
5. The plan and amount of guidance varies greatly with the. institution. 
A brief summary of plans or comments for 35 cities is given. 
a. Tho evidenoe of subject-offerings is :rnuob. more favorable for the 
larger high schools than for the smaller ones. While our program ot 
studies seems to be somev1hat enriched• it is still limited particularly 
in the smaller schools. Are we limited bi· our sense of values, o~r 
.finances. or our wants? A perusal of Table XI and others will indicate 
how largely we still rely upon the traditional or solid subjects. 
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APPEiiDIX A 
ARTICLES FROM THE FILES OF THE KANSAS TEACHER 
THE JUNIOR SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL MOVEMENT IN KANSAS. By Supt. H.P. S-tudy, 
Neodesha. 
The Kansas Teacher••Ja.nuary. 1917~ 
I oan summarize this article in one brief sentence•• 
"Although there•s much to talk about 
There's little to report."· 
In the first place I have discovered that many educators are ben-
evolent liars. We cl~im to be suooesstullydoing this, that and the 
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other thing in the way ot an educational experiment, when a. rigid question• 
na.ire will bring out more apologies than information and more opinions 
than tact. · · 
Secondly, there :1.s no definite body or information on the Junior• 
Senior High School Movement in Kansas, either at the State Superintend• 
ent•s office or at any of the State Eduoa.t1ona.l Institutions. 
Third, there is no unity of understanding concerning the meaning 
and significance of terms used• suoh as "Junior Bigh School," "Differ-
entiation." nsocia.Ueation," etc. · 
Finally, I have neither the authority nor the machinery vtith which 
to gather the necessary facts e.nd statistics relating to this movement. 
Therefore, I cannot expect to write an article on' this subject that will 
b~ worth 1vhile as a source of information, but if I oan stimulate some• 
one in authority, like the State Superintendent of Instruction. to pilot 
this movement rather than let it drift,, I shall have accomplished some-
thing worthwhile. We need a clearance house of ideas on the Junior-Sen• 
ior High School Movement in Kansas. Some constituted authority to 
furnish information and discriminate between the school systems that are 
doing something worth while- and the ones that are only advertising. 
~here is danger.ahead. in the progress ot this new type of school 
organization, not for Topeka, but for Podunk. Topeka has a wise and 
experienced educator at the he.ad of its school system, while Podunk's 
superintendent is a layman in the school business, a mere imitator. 
possibly full of enthusiasm for a change and nothing else. 
In order to gain information I made the following questionnaire, 
addressed to thirty or more Kansas school men. I shall now turn to a· 
oonsidr:? ration of a.bout a dozen contradiotory and evasive replies. The 
questions were as follows: 
1. As to when and how your Junior High School was organized. 
2. Nature and extent of curriculum differentiation. 
3. Extent of departmentalization. 
4. Change in standard of teachers. 
5. Change in teaching methods. 
6. Phys~cal equipment. Adaptation of. 
7. State whether in your opinion your Junior .High School is 
meeting ·with the approval of your school patrons. 
a. Does your Junior High School fulfill the essential requirements 
ot a complete Junior High School organization! If not. wherein 
do'es it .fall short and how long will it take you to perfect your 
organization? · · · 
9. Give me the names of any other flchools in your section of the 
state operating a re~l or nominal Junior High School:. 
If I had taken more time' to frame these questions they could have 
been made m'ore searching. However, in replying to the quest'ionnaire, 
Superintendent Pearson of ltansas Oity, Kansns, was kind enough to say 
that he thought they went to nfhe very heart of the matter. n I C;\n 
only say in reply to Superintendent Pearson that they didn't bring forth 
mttoh genuine informa.t .. ion. 
No one replied to the ninth question, so it is impossible to make 
up a list ot the school systems in Kansas operating under the Junior• 
Senior High School plan. Furthermore, Mr. c.c. Brown, one ot the two 
Sta.te High School Inspectors, was unable to furnish a list of schools 
operating in this basi,.s. 
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In answer to question eight, Superintendent Gift of Manhattan. 
frankly acknowledges that he does not know what the essential require• 
. ments of a complete Junior High School are. which answer dQas not manifest 
as muoh ignornaoe as the author probably thought it did •. A group' of 
sohool men attending Columbia. University tried to_ get together on this 
topic during the past su:mmer and broke up without getting anywhere. 
Superintendent Moore of Leavenworth declares that it will take him two 
yea.rs to complete the Junior•Senior High School organization .. Superinten~ent 
Heusner of Salina. makes the following statement, "If I run able to work 
out the details of such an organization to a. reasonably, satisfactory extent 
in the next. two years, I shall be happy. ". Superintend~nt, Lo\l'.ri;her ot 
Emporia writes that his Junior Sigh School is minus a seventh grade. It 
he were down in New England he might be claiming that he had the 
essentials of a Junior High Sohool'with only the eighth grade included 
in the organization. ' 
I haven't opportunity here to list the problems that will have to 
be overoome in organizing on the new basis1 anyway I want to save some 
of nry thunder for another article. But the naive faith or these tv10· 
big Kansas educators in a. tvTo year period reconstruction is very 
interesting, for they have just opened the door of opportunity, that' a 
all. Bµt perhaps they have faith ttto move mountains." , 
Nearly all Kansas school men who a.re trying the Junior-senior High 
School experiment are optimistio, with the possible exception of Superintendent 
Gift of Manhattan, who says., "Xho work does not meet with the entire 
approval of the oommun:ity, but it is growing in favor." In Chanute, 
Neodesha., Winfield, Topeka~ Hutchinson, Newton• Emporia, Leavem.rorth, 
Concordia, Fort Soott, and other places, the nevi organization has met 
with almost universal favor. 
At present Chanute has the beat physical equipment.of a.ny·oity in 
the State of Ka.nsa$, This.docs not necessarily refer to the one item of 
ooet, but to adaptation to the community needs. Winfield may rank ahead 
of Chanute in this· regard in another year. Salina. dnd Kansas City, 
Kansas, are building splendid Juni9r High. Schools•· tho.roughly modern 
. in every respect., which will. be rea..dy for oocupany this FaU. t4ewton 
. and Hutohinaon both have splendid physica.l equipments in the way ot . 
buildings .a.nd grounds and physical apparatus. Neodesha expects to put 
up another· b.Uilding ;Within a year.. · 
. In regard to change in . teaching methods• the .answers a.re. various. 
Superintendent. Martin ot Hewton answers, "Longer periods, study, .. 
recitation, tt Superintendent Moore of Leavenv1orth, "Fro~ text book to 
Library methods. F:romthe inflexible methods of a grade room to the 
flexible meth0d1;1 that always £oll!)tv when one gets· away !'tom a grade 
room program and pursues a. subject instead or a program. · Much outside 
work is. now done whereas before there was none done. tt · · 
Superintendent Heusner ot Salina, "I think, I can answer this 
question better after a year• s experience. · I have some theories, but 
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I run beginning to realize that iay biggest problem.will be to get teachers 
. to work out these theories., n Superintendent Lowther of Emporia, 
·"From ordinary .. grade class room methods to uaual High School Methods•" 
·Superintendent Wilson of Topeka makes this signlfioa.nt statement, "the 
teaching methods approximate those· by good high school teachers who 
remember that they are teaching children rather than subjects. ft 
Superintendent Gitt states that "~e methods used in llia.nhatt"-n are 
probably halt way between the ordinary grade methods and those used in 
the high school." 
The teaching methods employed in the Junior High School is a vital 
matter. Some of the replies to this question 'display great vrea.kness on 
.the part· of the supervisory force.,. l oan•t report much progress here. 
The situation is loaded with d.yxlam1te~ If the Junior High School were 
only tool proof, but it isn•tt · 
In rega.r.d to change .in ·a.tandard of teachers, Newton reports, "Same 
as High Sohool•" Salina, nwe have retained praatioally all ot our 
former Grammar School. teachers but our policy in the future shall be to 
hire only such teachers for the Junior Bigh School as have an. A.B. . 
degree." Emporia has the same standard as .. obtains in. the High School. · 
In Manhattan. "No toaoher. is employed in the Junior High School who has 
not had ·some college work and some teaching experience." tn Topeka1 . 
the Junior High School teachers approximate the standard of the Notth 
Central Association for High School teachers. ·only Normal trained 
teachers are nmv emplol18d in Concordia. In Leaven\vroth, 
l. "Xeaohera who have made good in our syatem.n 
2. "Graduates of Uorma.l Schools,.n 
Practically the same standards for teachers obtain in Neodes.ha that 
obtain in Chanute. 
1. "Teachers who have made good within the system. u 
2. "Graduates of Nonnal Schools, oolleges or 'U.nilmrsities, 
preferably those \Vho havo had elementary sohool experience.•• 
The teacher is .a thousand times more vital than the· course of study. 
Junior High School boys '.and girls .demand teachers who are mature men 
and women. ·who teach many things wellj who understand ·boy and girl 
nature, ''who exercise foresight and sympathy in guiding them through 
the ugly duckling age. teaohing them the self-control that manhood and 
v1om.anhood demandEJ of them• No school is greater than the personality or its toaahers.n 
Depe.rtmentalbation ia practically colnplete in every Junior-Senior 
High School in. the State, · · ·· 
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In regard to the nature and extent of' differentiation. Superinten• 
dent l{oore . of' Leavenworth mnkes the most interesting contribution. as 
follows1 "The 13 class has always been organized on more general prin• 
oiplea than the A olass and the nicer details have never been required 
from the B pupils. Those who go easily and. fast in the.B class are soon 
promoted into the A class vrhere they may find work more suited to them. 
Likewise for those who may be demoted from the A class into the B class. 
We have not been able to establish courses any more widely differentiated 
than as indicated above-... that is. what might be called for example. an 
industrial oourse~ or a oommeroial course. I am not fully convinced that 
our plan. though it is not .. a.11 that we desire, is not even.better than 
that or establishing three distinetly differentiated ooursef). our 
differentiation is one or degree of sub-division or subjeot•matter. rather 
than one of kind,, and for pupils of this age- I am not sure but that . 
this principle should not largely obtain in differentiation. .However. 
when lite get our 't\·10. new Junior High School buildings for whioh we are now 
planning \ve expect to put in . three courses, preparatory• industrial and 
commercial. Many ot ·the subjects of all three. hov:ever,, will be 
identical." 
Others give a stereotyped answer to this question, indicating that 
they offer e. narrow range of elective~. It is useless to quote these . 
replies. Chanute offers three courses. in the Junior High School a.swell 
as in the Senior. High School# the aame as does Neodesha:. lleodesha. 
however, has attempted to differentiate according to the ability of' pupils 
the aewnth and eighth grades having been organized into SlO\·r • normal 
and fast moving. groups. this is regarded here na the most important 
form of differentiation. 
In. answer to tho first questi 1'".rl• it is evid~nt that Chanute and 
Neodesha were the first to adopt the Junior-Senior High School plan in 
Kansas by formal action of their respootive Boards of Education in , 
February-, 1913. Neodesha. put the new system into etfedt in a preliminary 
fashion in the Fall of 1913, with both Junior, and Senior High School in 
the so:me building. Chanute waited until the Fall ot 1914 to inqugurate the 
new system., in the meantime having built and equipped the first Junior 
High Sohool building a.nd the first Senior High School building in Kansas. 
Superintendent Hughes deserves great credit for not only being a man 
of vision in ta.king advantage or the local situation whioh in eVE)ry way 
favored the inqugurat:lon of the new system,, but for the careful 
· study he has made ot the details of the new organization. lt is only 
fair to Superintendent Hughes to say that while the physical equipment in 
Chanute is ideal, the curriculum problem there as elsewhere is only in 
prooeas of solution. Neodesha. claims to have done more to solve the 
teacher problem in oonnection with the Junior B1gh School than any 
other sohool system in Kansas. Her Junior High School teachers a.re paid 
as high sa.le.rie$ as her Senior High School tee.chers.. and. a corresponding 
degree ot. teaching Skill .and profea,s1onal insight is required of them• 
While Ohenute and Neode·sha have pioneered in this movement, they have 
., been followed s1noe 1911. by a great many other school aystema, only e. few 
of which can be mentioned in this paper. Probably Great Bend, Fredonia., 
and Ya.tea. Center ought to be included in this list,· while it is said 
that Fort Scott enjoyed some of .the essentials ot the new organization 
many yea.rs a.go. 
fbe Junior High School is here to stay, not so much. as. a result 
of the stoek arguments that have been ma.de in its favor, or because 
it is an educational eu:re•a.ll, but because 1t can be made the moGt 
effective agency for educationnl reform. It may not be possible at 
the present time to niake o. detiniteata.tement of the principles upon 
whioh the Junior-Senior High School movement is based. Xt will have to 
grmv through a.process of trial and error~ Probably the moat important 
principle of differentiation is that of differentiating according to the 
extant of ditrerentiation or subject matter, but should conoe.m it-
self' largely with the teacher problem. with adrninistriative problems 
and :most important of all,,. there should be a preliminary adjustment 
period, a year or tvro ot "training for the teachers in rnethods ot 
procedure and point or . vievr. tt 
There is great interest in the Junior-Senior High.School movement 
throughout Xa.nsas, but so.far it is quite superficial in its meaning 
and signifionnoe. Somebody's blutf is sure to be called one of these 
days so build your house on solid rockw for the day of accounting 
in pupil achievement and financial oost is night at hand, and remember, 
the public imdw.rs very little about the one end and is very sensitive 
to the other. 
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THE .JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL •. By Prot. V.L. ·stri~kland, Kansas State Agricultural 
· Co.Hege. · 
The . Kansas Teacher.• ·October .191811 
The Junior High Soho.ol is the result of a comparatively new move• 
mcnt and is as yet in the experimental state of development. 'There is 
very naturally, ·therefore. considerable misunderstanding as to the 
meaning or the movement and a wide difference of opinion is found among 
the educator$ or the country oonoe~ning the best method of organi~ation. 
There are, however• a few principles upon whio h .those who have 
given the subject a discriminative study agree. In the first place 
there is no longer appreoia.ble dissension foom the· opinion that the 
Junior High School ahould:be for both boys .and girls and should include 
the seventh, eighth, e.nd ninth grade$. True. there a.re here and there 
over the country departmental organizations of the seventh and eighth 
grades which are called Junior High: ~chools" but their. sponsors are 
missing a· large pa.rt of the philosophy un<brlying the movement. 
Educators a.re now pretty well agree,d tha.t the ·end of the sixth 
rath~r than of 'the eighth year of sohool is the logical point. 
psyohologioaily and physiologically, f:or the tra.nsi-tion from the ele-
mentary to the secondary school. The old 8-4 plan ia merely a historical 
aocident. It· came during the . development of a fr~ school system rather 
than as.a. result·of a definite analysis of the elements involved~ 
A comparative study of education shov1a that in most other countries 
with a well developed educational system the end of the sixth year is 
ta.ken.as the transition point. This is true· in England; France. 
Gennany, and Japan. The logic or the plan becomes evident when we 
remember that ·the tweltth year of the ohild•s growth usually marks the 
beginning of adolescenc&, the accompanying change in physical and mental · 
nature, and the beginning of. individuality. · 
An appreoiation of this tact· has tor sometime been growing upon 
the educators of the oountry. As. far back as the ao•a, President Eliot 
0£ Harvard University recommend.ad that the high school dip down into 
the tvro:iyears of elementary schools. In 1893 the Committee of Ten ot 
the l~atione.l Educational Association and 1n 1896 the Comm! ttee of Fif· 
teen tro:w i:.he. same orgar1ba.tion advooated a readjustment of the courses 
of study for the seventh, and eighth grades. In 1902 Kansas City in• 
troduced the 7-4 plan. thereby reduoing by one the number of years in 
the elementary school. Economy or ti:m.e waa discussed in the National 
Educational Association in 1905 by President Harper of Chica.go Uni• 
varsity and in the same year by Professors Pette and Hanuse1 About the 
same time Dewey·begnn preaching the same gospel, and in recent years 
Hanus and Snedden have added muoh to the li tera.ture of the subject. 
In 1908 and 1909 ~he 6-3•3 plan appeared and since 1912 the movement 
has commonly ~een called the Junior High School.movement. 
It has been argued from various quarters that six years are 
sufficient to give the average pupil a mastery of the tools or edu• 
cation and that at the end of this period there should be a transaction 
after which a distinctly vooational trend may be given the work or if 
the pupil plans to attend more advanced institutions the more advanced 
studies may be taken up. such as the languages, algebra, elementary 
sciences. 
It is suggested that the 6•3•3 plan will greatly reduce the loss of 
pupils in the eighth and ninth years, ~eoause it gives better oppor-
tunity to fit the work to the pupil and make the school work worth 
their while. Furthermore, it puts the end of a unified period or school 
work one year past the usual age of compulsory education, tour.teen, and 
thus minimizes rather than emphasises the idea of disoontinuing· school 
work at that time. 
Statistics have been quoted from various sources to indicate that 
this idea actually workd out. As typical of such statistics :may be 
taken the follovring enrollment given by Superintendent Simmons ¢f 
Lelviston, Idaho, a few years after the Junior High School idea had been 
initiated into his school. 
1913-14 14.-15 15-15 
7th Grade '18 94 115 
8th Grade 60 88 102 
9th Grade 54 89 96. 
Total J.92 m 313 
It goes without saying that the Junior High Bohool will be organized 
on the department plan. Departmental teaching will very naturally be 
better and more inspirational. Even with teachers of the same training 
pupils would be able to specialize and develop more strongly in special 
lines or work. · 
It is hoped, .and experience has demonstrated that it does work out, 
that better trained teachers may be secured under the Junior High School 
organization and that the standard may soon be set so as to require 
· college trained teachers here as well as in the Senior High School. 
Undoubtedly better equipment can be provided, because there the 
duplication which oooure where grades of the same kind are scattered 
about over the oity in various buildings will not be necessary. 
Better.physical conditions will also exist. By.the time the pupils 
reaoh the seventh grade they are getting old enough to do really consis-
tent a.nd serious student work. Where this work is all done '\vith:ln the 
walls of one room. unless very special care is taken, there will not be 
sufficient provision for the ohildren•s moving about during the session 
and getting the relaxation necessary for good health and good work. 
In the Junior High School organization, where the pupil passes about 
from room to room as he goes to different classes. this matter to a large 
degree will be automatically adjusted. 
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... ~tis further demanded on the part ·or those \vho he.ire thought the 
· question through that there must be a good contingent of men in the 
teaching corps,.· at least hal:t. of the ·entire number~ We are· reminded 
, that the 'f'e.ther• 8 work ta.lees him more and more . from the home life of 
tho. child that the teachers in the elementary school are a.11 women• 
and that during the adolescent ·period of development coverEJd by· the 
Junior High School there 1s a real demand tor the child's having a chance 
to come.in contact .with_ a viri~e.type or_~n·t~aoher • 
. · · The J~1or High School is an 'intennediate school. It must be con-
stantly keptin mind that ,.t is' this type of an organi r.a.tion and not the 
High School pushed down two grades• All children of proper age are to · 
be adm1ttad1 rich or poor, accelerated or retarded. Soma ot ·the moat 
· advanced thinkers have championed with considerable vigor this latter 
point, namely· of, admitting retarded pupils when they hnve rea.ohed the 
proper age whether they have done entirely successfully the work of the 
previous grades or not. They maintain that if the child. is at· all 
normal he is· no, longer physically· or mentally suited to the elementary 
regime and he will have a muoh better chance of finding himself 1n the 
.J~1or High School. · 
The Junior High School is not a voe at ional or a prevooationa.l 
sohool, but is designed to offer a. period of sampling and self discovery, 
a period during whioh the pupil will be encouraged to look about the 
"taste," as it \.,rere1 or try himself out in various lines of activity 
so that he may under the oe.retul direot1on of a tea.char, finally settle 
upon some voo~tion to which he is suited .. and tor which he .finds a liking. 
Another way of putting this same thing is to say that ind:J. vidua.l 
'differences among the students must be recognized. This can,. of course, 
~e· suooessfully done only by ottering different courses., 
It. is clearly evident that in a school or any size vrhere the pupils 
·ot the seventh,· eighth, and ninth grade$ are assembled in one group and 
organized into a school on the depart'"menta.l plan, there ls · a .much better 
opportunity to differ.entiate the work under the direction of speo1ally 
trained teachers. Thia manifestly cannot be done under the grade, plan 
or organization, where one teacher is responsible for the entire work ot 
the pupil. It is the deliberate purpose, a.a now, generally accepted, 
or the Junior High School to make the 1n0st of this advuntage so as to 
give the pupil' a cha.nee at a variety of \vork, thus enabling him to dis• 
cover himself, so·to speak. It 1s deliberately planned to discover and 
emphasize· special aptitudes, ln' this manne·r a foundation: may be laid 
·for a vat"iejiy of life interests and we shall find it muoh easier to break 
away from the restrictions of the high school course looking tawa.rd 
college entrance· alone. · 
The xnere fact that the student will. be grought in contact lvith a 
greater number· of teachers who mus·t necessarily vary in their make up, 
must un.doubtedly add to the ri~hness · ot his experience and training. 
<"' 
~ain. the Junior High School makes it possible to begin using ad• 
vantages at just the time they should enter the ohild•s life• which 
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are ordinarily recognized as legitimate only tor the High School, such as 
libroa.ry and laboratory £a.oil1t1es, gymnasium and the like. It has already 
been suggested that the Junior High. Schoo]. offera opportunities for the 
pursuit of a.dn.nced studies which it has for sometlme been recognized 
should be begun earlier in tho child•s life; but which the organbation 
of the eighth grades as an elementary school did not favor. 
·x,tthe ·first six years of. the childts school lite a.~ devoted to the 
acquirements or the tools of educ~tion and this .can be effectively eom• 
pleted during the time, it ls readily seen that a marked saving ot time 
is efrectod,. because beginning with the seventh year ot work the c'hild 
' can begin to. look more directly tomrd the specific lines· and oocu• 
pation most suited to him• Another saving appears· 1n the fa:ot that the 
opportunity for.trying out and sampling various lines ot activity 
offered will enable the. pupil to settle upon a definite line or v1ork and 
to have made. an appreciable 'start in it by the time he enters the senior 
hig~ school• He can thus turn his whole energy in the desired direction 
and the chances' or his finding him.self on the wrong track v~ithout a pur-
pose upon completion of the high school course will be greatly reduced. 
0£ late we ha,i.s ·heard a great deal of democracy. Sinoe. the be• 
.ginning of the Republic we have talk.ad about equal opporturi:lties being 
an essential of democracy but we have made the very grave mistake ot 
·assuming that the same opportunity for everybody is equal opportunity. 
As a matter. of faot, vte shall not have reached a de.moora.tio basis of 
organization until we reoognite the wide,Vtll"iaty of ind!~idual abilities and . .make provision for their diverse development. Simply making it 
possible·:cfor ~11. children to talce an academia high school oours~ end. 
get ready to go to college with the a.Etsurance that the college is open 
to them. 1£ they wish to attend, is the farthest thing from democracy. 
It must be recognized that not. everybody ldshes ·to go to college and 
that· mny o:re not so si tua.ted as to make this a possibilityJ that a. 
very large percent of children could be directed more profitably :ln 
their education tm~1ard the work which they must soon take up, rather 
than be prepared. for. college which they will never attend, these are 
just the things which the Junior High SchoQl plan reoognizee·and seeks 
to adjust. 
A further element of demooraoy in the Junior High Sohool 'is .the 
re.ct that it is deliberately planned to put all classes of pupils to~ 
gather into one general organization. !here a.re clearly many advantages 
in this sort of plan. because it our pupils are to live together and 
assume the duties and responelb1l1ties of citizens ot a dc,mooraotio 
government,, they cannot begin too soon to become acquainted with ea.oh 
other• s mannerisms. ways of thinld.ng. plans and aspirations, and. to ad• 
-just themselves to them. We have only just begun to appreciate the im• 
portanoe ot this sooia.U.dng process, of fitting htman1ty to live to-
gether to the best advantage. This is recognized as one of the bigges~ 
objectives of the. Junior High School.. It can certainly be more readily 
acoomplished under such an organization where pupils of al.l classes and 
abilities are associated together and find ample opportunity for the 
utilization and development of ·their' abilities to v1ork together. 
In this connection the point should not ba lost .sight of that the 
Junior High School also offers a·muoh. better' opportunity tor a variety 
of r1oh ·experience by faoiU.ta.ting a bette1• o~go.nbat1on or the various 
secondary activities, auoh as Qlubs, orchestras. societies, the value of 
which we are coming to appreciate more and more. Some will object that 
suoh things will detract from the pupil• s regular work. Xt is true that 
a reasonable balance will have ·to· be ·maintained. but v1ho shall say 
that these things a.re ot less importance then the so•called regular 
school vrork? As ~ matter or taot, experience in various quarter& 
shows that in a; general way: pupils show a better standing in their school 
work under a well diversified ·Junior High School organization and that 
there is leas retardation of pupils mainly because there is o. cha.nee for 
ea.oh to ma.'1..re some seleotion or his wo .. k,. thus applying his best ability • 
.-It goes without saying that with the enlarged. freedom of choice pro• 
vided in such an ol"ganization, thete will be a better development of 
initiative on the part of the pupil" starting at just the time \vhen his 
initiative tendenoiea are nasoent. 
It has been argued that discipline will also be less of a problem 
under the Junior High School orga.nize.tion and it seems quite possible 
that such should be the case because the plan provides a. change of view .. 
point in the pupil and enooUrf\ges rather tha.n represses the development 
and individuality •. 
The differentiation of which we have spoken does not mmn., of course, 
that oe1~ain essential constants in the training of the pupils• such as 
Engliah and those things :ma.king for effective citizenship., shall not be 
recognized. On the contrary,, an effective development of the idea 
neoessitates. a careful study of the whole field of education as applied 
to pupils or this age., the eliminating of non-essentials.- and the em• 
phasizing of vital const~nts. 
There are five general groups of vocational activities into which 
the Junior·· High School should ma.ke it p<?Sa.ible for the pupil to· gtd.n in• 
sight~ namely. the professional, the commercial. the agricultural, the 
· industria.11 the household. In some places a sixth is added .. the marine. 
In arranging tho curriculum practice pretty generally confirms the plan 
of me.king at lea.st the first b.alf year practically: .'-dentical 1n subject 
matter for all the pupils, and then providing fol' 'a gradually widening 
differentiation till at the beginning -of the Seniot• High Sohool course 
the pupil is definitely settled upon entrance into one of thec2a.bove 
named fields. 
Ot oourse, the. relative stress upon the different types of activities 
named w111 ··ne13essarily vary v1ith the community •. ·A vital factor. in the 
prino1ple of differentiation must be round in the ahn.to f'it the 
curriculum to looa.l conditions and objectives. This must to a large 
degree prove the vitalizing factor in the whole scheme and will make 
necessary a careful study of looal conditions together with a constant 
close touch with the ·developments in the community. 
Under the influence of the well ditferentiated and carefully 
organized curriculum· as the pupil pursues the try-outs presented, ha 
idll acquire an understanding and appreoi'1tion of the variious fields of 
. activity and in.formation v1hioh mu$t unquestionably prove invaluable to 
a. contented and useful life. For example,, in a well organized Junior 
High School shop the boy is given an opportunity to srunple or "taste" 
~rious lines of industrial activities. He will in tl'ds manner without 
question gain an insight• and a.ppreoiation which will not only help 
him in deciding whether or not suoh fields are attractive to him but will 
a.lso prove invaluable in his later life asa basis· of judging oommere:l.a.1 
and life values. 
For the la.at fevr decades we have talked a great deal a.bout 
' efficiency and the conservation of natural resources. · 1~ is clearly 
evident that suoh a program as that torwhioh the Junior High School 
sta.n~s will fa.ll in direct line with this movement. As before pointed 
out -:there will assuredly be a. saving of time by shortening the ele•. 
mentary school period and earlier enabling the pupil to drive . direct 
at his U.fe purpose. In doing this the Junia~ High Sohool gives promise 
of being instrumental in assisting boys and girls to settle definitely 
without extensive loss of time upon a ohoeen life v1ork £or which their 
individual characters fit th:em. If this can be accomplished the number 
of misfits· and vocational tramps in our social make up <:rnn be greatly 
diminished. and the vast reduoation of human misery.and s.Ving of h'tlmB.n 
energy thus effected will certainly justify all effort expended in the 
development of the pla.n •. 
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· KAHSAS JUNIOR .HlGii SCHOOLS 
Ka.nano fenoher. March, 1922. 
·.By Principal w.w. McConnell. Ueodesha. Kansas. 
' . .. . . 
]!an' s supremacy o,-er .the other animAla is probably founded upon his 
ability to build institutions. · These., the home.· the church. the sohool, 
the sta.te. industry,, eociety, and numerous others, oonstit:ute his great 
provision for the future. His ·:forethought for e. better oncoming civilization 
is .thua expressed. But a thing . tnstitutionalized tends to become rued and un-
progressi ve. Institutions yield but slowly ta .the urge of progress. The 
Intermediate School or the Junior High School represents a, victory of n 
persistent progress, a break from repressive :methods of' the past to a 
more natural and adequate provision for the development of a·larger number 
of the desirable tendencies ot the child. 
If' the future is to be secure., the present :must above everything else, 
produce great people. Great citizens are more important than great machines. 
Consequently, our institutions must consider the material from.which ite 
products results. This h'Ull'lrul material needs definite a.:J.a.lys!s and ~:oter­
pretation. A recent book (The Casual La.borer and other Essa.ya by 
Carleton H. Parker) contains material· that is pertb1ent to -this aggumant. 
· The two follow1nlf genera.liiations about hum.an life certainly apply to 
educational theorios1 
"That human life is synam~c, that ohang;e., movement., ·evolution. are 
its basic characteristics. 
*'~hat self expre$don, and. therefore freedom of choice and mowment • 
. a.re prerequisite• to &. sa.tiaf'ying hl.tman s'tate. tr 
A quotation from Cannon, the· Harvard Physiologist supports this 
thesis: "More and more it is appearing that in men of all races, and in 
most of the higher animals the springs of ·action are· to be found. in the 
influences of 'certain emotions which express themselves hi cha.re.cteristio 
instinctive acts.-" 
And the following quotation leads d1rectly_to "the catalogue of 
0Unlearnod tendencies to action" which a.re the deductions of .this author• 
"All human activity then is untiringly actuated by the demand for 
realization of the instinot v1ants. u .. · 
Here is the tabulation of instinota: 
1. Instinct of gregariousness, 
2. tnstinot of pa.rental bent; motherly bahaviorj kindliness. 
s. Instinct of ouriosityj ·manipulation; ·workmanship.,· 
4. Instinct of acquisition; collecting.; tnvnership. 
s. Instinct or fear and flight. 
s. Instinct.of mental aotivityJ thought. 
7. The housing or· settling instinct. 
a. Instinct of migrationi homing. 
9. Instinct of hunting. 
10. Instinot of anger) pugnacity.· 
11. Instinct of revolt at confinement; a.t being limited in 
·liberty of action end choice., 
12. Instinct of leader a hip and mastery~ 
13. Instinct of revulsion. 
14. Instinct of subordinationJ submission. 
15. Instinct of display1 vanity. ostentation. 
16. Instinct or sex. 
these instincts properly interpreted and elaborated, give a. 
comprehensive explanat~on of human motive. 
These tendencies ~o a.otion must have· ·recognitio~ in a modern 
educational program if we are tq tu.rn out normal beings as the product 
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of our institutions. The Junior.High School problem~·involve many of 
those tendanoies, ~ften at a very critical stage or qevelopment. For that 
reason the tru~. Intermediate School must possess at ~east the foll0;'ling 
ohnraoteristios: 
· 1. A. separate organization or the 7•8•9 grades, or at least 8-9. 
· .2. A separate building ·in 'whioh to ·house ,these grades. 
3. A distinct education.al aim, unlike th~t for other grades. 
4. A very mue,h modified program of studi~s. 
5. A distinct sohoql spirit, Unlike that, for other grades. 
a. A distinct school,disoipline, unlike that for other grades. 
7. Methods of study and instruction adapted to these grades. 
a. A special organization of social, and oollatera.l activities. 
9. A departmental organization of subject matter. 
10. Promotion by subject. 
11. Some pupil•eleotion of subjects. 
12. A distinot administration of the internal problems .·of the 
sohool. 
13. The inclusion of new s~udiea in these grades. 
14. A. recognition of the contest spirit .• 
While in praotioe there is no agreement as to whether an institution 
with these cha.raoteristios should be oo.lledan lntermedia.te Sohool or a 
Junior High.School there seems to baa growing satiment in ta.vor ot the 
f'oriner and tlle North Central Association defines it a.a: "A-school in which 
'the seventh, eighth, 'and ninth grades are segregated in a building ( or a 
portion of a building) by themselves, possessing a separate.· organization 
tha.t is distinct from the grades above and the grades below, and '.taught 
by a separate. oorps of, teachers•" , 
nhat does this institution seek to do? Authorities make the follov11ng 
claims for it: 
1. It has greater holding power. "This ia due to more interesting 
material, better organization and administration work and by 
methods. more in keeping with modern educational aims. 
2. It recognizes to a much greater extent, the principle or in-
dividual differences. ~lJiile recognition is given to all types 
of differences, tidolescent differences. are given special 
attention. 
3. The pupil is given assistance in discovering his own interests 
and ·capacities. At the same time "that this is taking place, 
every attempt is made to have the pupil explore the v1orld with-
out and to establish proper relations betlvaen his inner world 
and.the outwe world. "This should result in a. proper economic 
and social adjustment for later life. 
4. An attempt is made to remove or minimize danger arising from 
a~olescenoe. This is done by inculcating dynamic ideals of 
citizenship. 
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6., This sohool affords e. sooial. moral, intellectuil. and physical 
environment that is 'stimulating. Activity rather than 
repression $eems to be its. oharaoteristio. 
e •. An attempt is made to shorten. somewhat the time or 
training of those looking to professions • 
. 7. ·An argument of ·realism. in education is presented on the 
basis of' the increased vitality of the instruction and a. 
training adapted to· the· complete nature of the ohild. 
a •.. There is an interweaving· of the pra.;.voca.tiona.1 and cultural 
education that tends to strengthen both. 
Kansas is moving rapidly forward in the matter ot Junior High Schools. 
The 1920 report of Secretary a.o. Davia shov1s Kan..~as.tied on 3 and 4 plac$ 
\vith Iowa and led by Ohio o.nd Michigan in order from the standpoint or 
numbers in the· ?forth Central Association. , Kansa.s then had 19 Junior High 
Schools. From the somev1ha.t U.m1ted information that -the v.riter has been 
able to eolleot it seems fair to conclude that oome of the more common 
features of Kansas Junior High Schools just n01N a.re: (1) Unusual activity 
in the matter of reorganization of subject matter. This applies particularly 
to mathematics, l!..nglish. and social science. (2) An effort to broaden th$ 
oourses by· the i:nclusion of e.s many new studies as looe.l conditions and the 
plan of administration will permit. (3) A rapidly inoreasing appreciation 
of the eduoa tional value or mueio. offered as a . diatinot part of school 
work. (4) A spirit of investigat.ion in regard to the proper place of foreign 
languages in the Junior High School. (5) An a.oceptanoe of the tv1entieth 
century challenge of weakness in social eoienoe. (6) Unusual activity 
1s :manifested in an effort to promote social functions as n means of building 
a proper institutional pride. Evolution is much in evidence in nearly all 
phases of Junior High Sohool work in Kansas. 
In his book 11Eduoational Values,." w.o. Bagley undoubtedly gave a view 
point of education that robbed static subject matter .. or its sacredness. ?his 
inonocolasm v1ns probably inoreased by the rather clear definitions of the 
ma.in objectives of education contained in the pamphlet "Cardinal Principles 
of Secondary Education." which is Bulletin, 1918, No. 35 Department of the 
Interior. This booklet enumerates the main objectives of education ns: 
1. Health •. 2. Command of Fundamental Processes. 3• Worthy Iiome-m$mbership. 
4. Vocation. 5. Citizenship. 6. Worthy Use of Leisure liours. 7. Ethioa.l 
Character. Refinement o.nd,rcorganiza.tion are imperative if our subject 
matter is to meet these modern aims or education and .. Kansas Junior High 
Schools are ma..~ing some rather radical changes in th~s line. 
Nearly every school mentions an attack on the s'Qbject matter of' the older 
subjeots. Winfield and Neodesha have introduced this year the new Junior 
High School series in English by Briggs, MoKinneYii .and Skeffington. A few 
of the bolder ones a.re trying out the nev.r arrangement of m athema.tios such as 
the Wentworth, Smith and Brown or the Lingquist series ot books. Equal 
aotivity is apparent in social soienoes. The second point above refers 
particularly to the addition of language. music~ printing. more manual 
subjects, oommeroial work, arts, and scouting. Music is very popular in 
the Junior High School. .Parsons, Snlina 1 Pratt, Chanute, Fort Scott. 
ElDora.do, Wiohita. Holton. Lawrence, Kansas City, Winfield• and Neodesha, 
all report orchestras a.nd most or them choruses and g:.Lee clubs. In moat 
ca.sos these organizations a.re trained as part of the regular school work. 
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These reports were, very' incomplete and it is only, fair to assume that 
, any number. of other, towns are, equalling the musical programs of the tovms 
enumerated. , · 
' Foreign languages are on,trial in the Junior High ~chool. Chrulute 
requires three yea.rs of Spanish in the language course. Wichita offers 
La.tin-English a.s . did Neodesha until the present term. , Pratt offers La.tin 
as an eleptive in. the eighth grade. and .Atchison offers both French and 
Lo.tin as electives in the eighth grade~ Topeka· offers French as an 
elective but most sohools seem to make no provision for a study of foreign 
languages be.tore the pupil reaches the ninth gra.da. 
Social Soience has a very large place in Junior High School programs. 
In the seventh grade the offerings are usually &eography and histor-J• This 
is extended in tho eighth and ninth, grades to include Citizenship a.nd 
Vocational Guidance.. Vooational GuidanQe is gaining rapidly in favor as is 
indioe.ted by the fact tha.t Parsons• Salina, Fo rb So ott, ElDorado, Bonner 
Springs, Kansas City, and Meodesha, nov.r have. definite courses in which 
vocationul intelligence is eapecially stressed. Thia is usually offered 
in the ninth grade. Fort Scott reports four troops of boy scouts and an 
equal number of troops ot girl scouts. The scout movement is gaining 
rapidly and like many of the other nev;er courses, is naN, being dignified 
vlith a definite place on the daily schedule. Tha production of oitbenship 
ia receiving proper consideration. 
The Junior High School is not an elementary school without institutional 
solidarity, nor yet ,a high school with full contest programs which bring a 
solid group .spirit. Pratt reports desirable results obtained by the tlse of 
ten or more clubs to one of whioh a student nn.tat belong. The hope or most 
of' the administrators of Kansas Junior High Schools it to build a distinct 
Junior High School spirit by means ot student activities. assemblies, 
athletio programs. picnios• forensic contests. etc. Im attitude or maturity 
is being urged as a part of the .administrational policy for this institution. 
Salina gives the community good lectures and picture shows in the Junior 
High School building. Ark~"lsas City gi-res a matinee lecture oourso. Fort 
Scott has done a variety of printing. A1any schools are obtaining surprising 
results in oommeroial work. Wichita leads in enrollment and reports 
2,500 students in four buildings with 97 tea.ohers, Hutehinson is seoond 
with 1125 students and 39:tea.ohers, and Salina is third of those reporting 
with 825 pupils a.nd 30 tea.ohers. 
The oa.rly paragraphs of this article would seem to· set forth.the general 
principles whioh are to govern the Junior High School• Nearly every administrator 
in Kansas is follaning a different path to what will amount to a somwhat 
individual though nearly ooamon goal. The great problem seems to be to 
establish for the pupils freedom of conduct, or election of subjeets in many 
cases, ot activity about the institution, and or study or preparation• and 
yet. inculcate a. sense of responsibility that will insure efficient citizenship 
under all conditions. Freedom is desirable, but freedom without responsibility 
spells disaster. The Kansas Educator is wisely striving in the Junior 
High to produce the citizen who ·will fulfill the hope of American demooraoy, 
that great ideal whioh men.t\S (1) an open road to talent. and (2) a government 
responsive to a responsible citizenry. 
A GENERAL ADMINISTRATIVE STUDY OF FORTY JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL SYSTEMS OF 
KANSAS. By J.H. Clement, Superintendent of Schools, Junction City, 
Ke.nsa.s--J.A. Clement, Secondary Education, Northwester~ Univarsityo· 
The Kansas Teaoher•Maroh, 1922. 
l. PRELIMINARY STATEMENT. During the Spring of 1921 a questionnaire rel-
ative to Junior High Schools was sent out over the State of Kansas to 85 
sohool i:1yatems, f'ifty•five replies were returned., ~he facts reported by 
forty of these school systems are herewith tabulated. This study is con-
fined to non•ourrioular aspects of the Junio~ High School. 
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In the opinion of the authors of the following discussion. it would 
be profitable to make a. d·eta.:i.led investigation of the nature of Junior High 
School curricula a.lone in the State as a whole. It seems obvious that the 
time has come when we ought to limit ourselves, ln some instances. to a 
study of a single a.speot, and then carry this out in detail. In the event 
of the ourrioulUT) this is particularly true. Thia one aspect alone ia 
ot sufficient importance, and of large enough proportions to engage one for 
some time. A request was made that printed programs of studies be returned 
lvi·bh the··:repliea to the blanks sent out, but not enough were received to 
justify a tabulation of representative results and practices. One attempt 
in the summary tables and discussions which rollov1, in this report, is to 
suggest a study of significant, special problems of the Junior High School 
in considerable detail. 
Table I-Date of Organization or J.n.s. 
Number or 1911 1912 1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 1918 1919 1920 1921 No 
School Ans. 
Systems 
40 2 l 2 6 l 3 5 7 6 3 2 
II. ADMINISTRATIVE PROBLEMS. Three out of the forty school systems reply• 
ing to this questionnaire did not g1ve the date of organization, Of the 
other thirty seven sohools, two were rounded in 1911/ one in 19121 two in 
l913J five in 19141 one in 19161 three in 1916J five in 19171 seven in l91SJ 
six in 1919; three in 1920J and two in 1921. Based upon the thirty-seven 
schools the median year or organization is 1917. Just one decade is 
covered by the dates of organization represented. Since the total number 
of Junior High Schools in Kansas is not included in this study, this ·median 
year of 1917 is not wholly an aooura.te statement. Junior High Schools 
during the last two years no doubt have increased, too, wome\•1hat more rapid• 
ly than the last two years of above facts would indicate. It. is known that 
some sohoola have reorganized within the state from which no returns were re-
ceived in this study. Returns from one aohool looated in a oity or 150 000 
population, and having the 6•3w3• plann; established in 1919, were received 
too late to be included in this suxmnary report. The tendency for Junior High 
Sohoola to increase rapidly in number in this state is apparent from the fact 
3 
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that ns many we:re organized in the last four yea.rs as \Vere organized in the 
six ye~rs preceding. · 
The blank sent out called. for city population instead of school census, 
unfortunately. Had returns on the sohool census been available, some state-
ment of the percent or the school census in relation to total Junior High 
School enrollment'oould have been made. As it was, facts simply had to be 
tabulated only on the basis of the peroent of the total city population en• 
rolled in Junior H~gh Sohoola. 
In eleven cities having the 6-3·3 plan, and having populations ranging 
from 2,703 to 101,177, t\qo and six•tentha percent, of tho population of the 
city was enrolled.in the Junior High Sohools. In twenty-five cities having 
the 6·2-4 plan, and having populations ranging from 1#626 to 16,912, three 
and'four-tenths percent of the population ot the city was enrolled in the 
Junior High Schools. If aohool qensua be substituted for sohool'popula.tion, 
it would be possible to find the. peroent or pupils included in the school 
census who are enrolled in Junior High Schools. The same thing could be 
done in case of cities having 8•4 plans. the results of these two find• 
ings when oompared would be of considerable eduoational and administrative 
·value. When the two facts a.bwa are added, it means, however. that three 
pupils out of every hundred population are in attendance in Junior High 
Sohoola. this is a large enough group to demand serious consideration, in 





TABLE II-Distribution of Junior High School Population. 
Section A-Schools ii1ith 6•3•3 Plan. 
Percentage Distribution ol 
students by grades. 
Boys Girls 
Percentage Distribution 
by grades for both boys 
.and girls. 
7 a ·9 1 a 9 1 a 9 

























Section A of the above table shows that 35.9 percent of the pupils in 
eight Junior High School systems is enrolled in the 7thJ 35.5 in the 8thJ 
and 28.4.in the.9th Grade •. The ·distribution of boys in the 7th. 8th, and 
9th grades, respeoti;rely1 ·.is 36.8, 36.3, and 26.9 percent.· The distribution or girls in the 7th, 8th, and 9th grades is 35,l. 34.9 o.nd 29.8 percent. 
Seotion B of the table indicates that 53.2 percent of the pupils in 
tlqenty•ona Junior High Schools .having the 6~2-4 plan is ~ the 7th, and 
46.8 in the 8th grades. The. dia·tribtttion of boys in the 7th and 8th grades 
is,. respeotively- 52.2 and 47.8 percent~ The distribution of girls in the 
7th a.nd 8th grades is 54,2 and 45.8 percent, respectively, 
The distribution of the above enrollments does not measura retention 
directly. but indirectly, this does throw some light on the number of pupils 
who continue on in school. The fact that the eighth grade shovta a smaller 
enrollment in the 8•2•4 type than does the seventh grade, as is true in 
Table B raises a problem in terms of mor~ality of students. In Table A 
the enrollment shoVl:e. for the ninth grade ·is less than the eighth. One 0£ 
the widely made ola.ims·ror the different types of reorganized schools 1s 
that they reduce noticeably mortality of students. The above results do not 
offer .a basis for any valid conclusions. on the point involved. But a study 
of the facts on the matter in point oould'be made, and a comparison be made 
between the ·s-4 plan and bet\veen .the reorganized types of secondary sohools, 
on the problem of distribution of pupils, and also of retention in a more 
eliaot way. · 
Twenty~seven•fortieths. or sixty•eight perdent or the schools studied 
have the 6·2•4 type of external organbation. {If a. sohool answered,. 
"next year we•ll have suoh and such a type,n then the up-to-date fa.ct was 
reoorded. rather than past organization.) ~velve-fortieths 1 or. thirty percent 
have the 6-3•3 plan. and two•fortietha, or five peroent the 6•6 plan. 1\vo 
other fo~s reported were 7-1-4 and 6-2?3·3~. The sixty percent. consisting 
ot the 6-2·4 types does not necessarily represent the present tendency., 
This probably is due, in part, to the fa.ct that the seventh nna eighth 
grades had previously existed within the 8•4 scheme of organization and 
administration. Only one school out of' the forty does not make the first 
break at the end of the first six grades of the elementary school. Ten 
sehools out of the twelve listed as having the 6•3•3 plan used the name 
Junior High Sohool. one used Intermediate, and one Departmental. Sixta.en 
schools out of the twenty-four having the 6-2-4 plan used the name Juniort 
High School, seven used Departmental. and one Intermediate. The tendency 
·to use the appellation.Junior High• rather than Departmental., even in the 
6-2-4 plan indicates clearly that in this state the name Junior High School 
is decidedly in the majority. In terms of a general summary. 67.5 percent 
of all schools studied prefer the appellation Junior High and 25 percent, 
Departmental. · 
Promotion by subject is the practice in 60 percent of the schools, and 
by grade in 22.s percent. It was not possible to determine the exact 
pra.otioe for the other 17.5 percent of the sohdls whioh reported both 
grade and subject. In 12.5 percent of the schools sub-normals are pro-
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moted before completing the previous grade, and in 80 percent of the schools 
super•noi"'!nals are promoted before completing the previous grade. The facts 
here presented are not as complete as the questionnaire should have called 
for. It would be valuable to know the details of th~ various methods of 
promotion used in the instance or both sub-normals and super-normals in the 
sohools herein involved. At any rate the results indicate in the table 
tha.t the look•step in eduoation is being gradually broken relative to mere 
promotion by grade within Junior High Schools 0 In order to evaluate fully 
the practice of promoting sub-normals ~n over 70 percent of these schools. 
a.nd of promoting super .. norma.ls in 80 percent of these schools, one ought · 
to knaw in addition to the above. tabulated tacts. the exact manner of these 
promotions, irregular of any sort such as for example,, double promotion 
and so forth. A d~tailed investigation concerning the exact nature and 
frequency of promotions is worthy of further consideration in Ju11ior High 
School praotioes or these sohools. In 1916 the North Central Asaooiation 
advised that superior pupils who have spent t~10 years in the Junior High 
School, and that ove.r-age pupils., when to the e.dvantage, should be promoted 
to the Senior High School. 
fable III·-Plan ot.Orga.niza.tion and Appellation Used. 
Number of 
School Syat!3ms 
External form of Organization 
Other Forms 
Appellation Used 
6-5-3 6·2-4 G-6 7-1-4 6-2~·-3-i: Jr. High Int. Dept. Jr. Soh. 
40 24 2 l l 27 2 10 1 . 
Tabl.e,IV-Peroentage of Schools Promoting by Grade or Subject,, and Percent-
























No. Ans. .075 





· Percentage of Schools r'ecording by 
Subject Units Subject & Units 
75% 17.5~ 7.5% 
Peroenta.ge ot Schools Classi-
fying ty Intelligence Tests. 
Yes No In Combination with 
Teachers• ratings 
15% 37.5% 27.5% 
Seventy-five percent of the schools record credits by subjeot, 17.5 
percent by units_ and 7.5 percent by both methods. Further information 
as to the practice or giving credit for quality would be invaluable in 
connection with the above item of recording credit by subject or units. 
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and this matter would easily relate itself to the problem of promotion dealt 
with in a previous table. 
The classification of students through the use of intelligence tests 
is a.lso closely related to the problem of promotion as 'vell as to the pro-
blem of credit-recording. 35 percent use intelligence tests to classify 
pupils, and 37 .5 peroent do not· use them. Tvrenty-seven and five-tenth per-
cent of the schools use these teats combined vlith te~chers• ratings and 
judgments. Hovr significant the abQve practice of classifying Junior 
High School pupils by tests has been in these schools could be determined 
by follov1Mup work. and by further analysis of ·facts during the next few 
years. As soon as reliable facts are available in sufficient number to 
be representative in these, and in other Kansas.Junior High Schools a de-
tailod study ought to be made relative to the use of intelligence tests 
for the purpose of classifying pupils. and relative to the use of these 
tests for other purposes within the school system as, for example, edu-
cational and vocational guide.nee of pupils. 
table VI Teaoher Period Per Day, Division of Teachers• Xime in Above, 
and Below J.H.S. and Salary. 
Number of Number of periods taught 
School by teachers 
Number of Teachers 
teaching in 










Yea ?Jo . Ho Ans. 
40 11 236 73~7 11 ~5 42 26 3 l i 376 82 7 8 26 
Eleven out of the total of 338 aoademio teachers teach leas than five 
periods per day, and 91 teachers or about 27 percent teach more than five 
periods. A little more than 60 percent, tea.oh five periods per day. In 
oase of the vooa.tiona.l teachers, out of a. total of 77 there are 5:·:who teach 
less than five periods per dey and 30 or about 40 percent who tea.oh more 
than five and 52 or about 55 percent who tea.ch rive periods par da.y. It is 
apparent that the majority of these schools are meeting the North Central 
Association standards in this ~_atter. Of course in order to evaluate i'ully 
the facts of the above table one ought to know what was the length of the 
eight -periods taught per day by the 11 te·achers in order to compare it 
with the other teachers teaching reoitiation periGds of varying lengths. 
4 
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The above tabla indicates that a large proportion of the teachers, 
nru:nely 375 teaoh in the Junior High.School only. 82 also teaoh in the 
Senior High School. e.nd a relatively small number of 1. in the grades 
belmv. It will be noted that the total number of teachers included under 
the item teaching periods per day ia 415• •hereas, the total number in-
vluded under the item teaching in. Junior High only, and so forth is 464. 
In spite of the apparent inconsistency of these two items based on returns 
the .tendency for teachers to.teach only in the Junior High School is quite 
dominately represented. 
Perhaps salary and qu9.lifioation of teaohers really. should be 
discussed together. In thia table, hov1ever. only the salary is included. 
The indication is that in quite the majotity 0£ the Junior High School 
systems they do not pay equal salaries to Junior and Senior High School 
teachers. That is to say, 28 school systems or 70 percent, do not, 
20 percent do, and one percent, did not ansvrer. The question may be 
pertinently raised a.a to whether the practice of paying Junior High School 
teachers less than is paid to ~enior High School teachers will not 
eventually work an injustice on Junior High Sohool efficiency of teaching. 
Hmvever, some amends may be found in the fact of lower payment to Junior 
High School teachers than to Senior, in another item covered in this study 
which shows that comparatively fmv inexperienced teachers are employed 
in the Junior High Schools of the state. Of course this is on the 
assumption that amount of experience tends to inorease teaching efficiency 
which is not always neoeaaarily true. It is conceded that Senior High 
School teachers must prepare more thoroughly and extensively on the 
adademio subject-matter taught than does the Junior High School teaoher. 
Since the Senior High Sohool teacher's preparation in methodology must at 
least equal that of the Junior High School teacher, too, it does seem 
justifiable, in general, to pay the Senior High School teacher a. better 
salary. However, when a Junior High School teacher in training and 
experience is equal to"a Senior High School toaoher. then, perhaps, salaries 
. should be equal. · 
Ta ::le VII-Number, Experience and Training of Teachers. 
Aoa.de:mic Vocational In- Experienced Having :Humber of 
School 
Systems 
experi- Bach. Deg. 
enced 
Men Women Total Men Women Tot. Lovl Grados Aoa.d. Voo. 
Gr. Above 
40 42 314 356 63 51 104 22 212 118 162 39 
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Out of. a total of 460 (this total of 460 does not check \dth all of 
the previous totals made out on the basis of the returns, but the variation 
of totals is not sufficient to vitiate the results materially) teachers 
employed, in the adademic and voof-tional work oo:mbined. there are 365 
women teachers, and 96 men teachers, or approximately 80 peroent 6 women. 
and 20 percent. men in the Junior High School systems. As would be 
expected, the proportionate number of men is higher in the vocational 
work than in the academia at present. 
The· total number of inexperienced teaeh~rs employed was 22. These 
were represented by nine different school systems, 6 being the highest 
number of inexperienced teachers used by any single sohool S"Jstem, and 
four other systems used one ea.oh of the inexperienced teachers, 212 
toaohers had had experience in the' la.ver grades and 118 in the grades above. 
What proportion of these toaohers had previously been teaching in 7th and 
8th grades could not be determined from the returns. Hovi much experience 
these persona had had in the lower grades and grades above was not called 
tor by the blanks to be tilled out. The fact, however., tha.t comparatively 
fmv inexperienced teachers hnve been used in the Junior High Sohools 
guarantees, somewhat, the suooessful instructional work in the schools. 
Of course, the suooess in previous experience aa well as the training of 
teaohers needs to be taken into account in conjunction with the mere fact 
of the number of inexperienced and tuperi~nced teachers in the schools in 
any real evaluation to be made. 
The blank called for the number of persons having B.A. degrees. 
Perhaps .. the percentage would have been a little higher tha.n. the table 
above shows had the question ,called simply for the number having 
bachelor• a degrees,. including B.A. ts and other equivalent degrees. 162 
teachers in e.ca.demio work,. and 39 in vocational work were recorded as hr.ving 
B.A. degrees. Over 45 percent of the academia teachers~ and over 57 
percent of the vocational teachers possess degrees. 
'!'Nelve schools have a. reoitiation period of 60 minutes, and 10 n period 
of 40 minutes each. No doubt the length of the reoitiation period has been 
somewhat influenced by the introduction of some plan of supervised study. 
Over half' of the schools have a period of 60 minutes or longer. 
It will be recognized that the length 0£ recitation. periods as round in 
over half these schools meets the standa.r'da of the North Central Association. 
tSiiilbar of School 
0ystems. 
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Table VIII-Length of Recitations and Nature of Plan of Supervised 
StudY; 
Length of Recitation Nature of Supervised Study 
Periods ·in Minutes. 
30 40 45 50 55 60 67 70 No. Ans. ·i\-f Part 30• 40... 25• 35- No ~a.n 
And 40 30 15 30 
Part 
14 
3 10 3 3 4 12 l 3 3 17 14 l l l 1 3 
Under the tabulation or supervised study6 it is likely that in most 
instances the caption, part and part, is similar in praotice to the item 
labeled, half nnd halt. If we group these tv.ro, then, this would total 31 
out of the 40 schools which have a divided period. A large percent of 
these appear to have the fifty-fifty basis of recitiation and study. 
From the above facts there is 'no way or knowing anythi1ig of the real 
teohnique of supervised study used by each school. Many other details 
essential to a good technique invol'\red in supervised study ought to be 
known in order to evaluate properly the practices in these forty aohools. 
The four listed as 30-40, 40·30, 25-15~ and 35·30 respeotivaly,. perhaps, · 
with fairness. could have been included under the caption part and pa.rt. 
There is evidence in the.results of this table of ohnotic conditions which 
exist rather generally in supervised study practices, at present. There 
seems to be a growing conviction among school men that we have not lived 
up to our clnims for supervised study as yet. and that therefore we need 
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to work strenuously at improving whatever we have been inclined to name 
supervised study. The characteristics of the technique of sup'. rvised study 
in the respective subjects taught in the Junior High School OUi:-ht to be much 
more thoroughly investigated and standardized, than we have done it 
up to the present time. 
It is apparent from the above table, that in Kansas the average 
city maintains but one Junior High School. The only exception re~orted 
here is the oase of four Junior High Schools in one. city (Wichita)~ 
35 percent ot the Junior High Sohools are housed separately from the 
Senior High School. 25 percent are housed with the Senior High School 
and 25 peroent with either tho Senior High School or with the lower 
·grades_. or ·with both. Two sohool systems did not answer. It is diffi-
cult to determine whether this really states the truth of the si tua.tion 
since it was not clear .from the questionnaire hmv tar Junior High School 
end Senior High School pupils are segregated within the same buildings. 
There is a. separate Junior Sigh Sohool P1·inc1pal in GO percent of the· 
schools• as compared v1ith 60 percent also· in the 293 schools of the 
North Central Association in tho report in 1916, by Davis. It is not 
easy to reoonoile the ·tiuo facts that only 35 percent of tho schools 
have separate buildings, and yot 60 percent report that they have separ-
ate Junior High School principals. or course, there are probably some 
insta11oes in which the Junior High School is housed with other grades 
a."'ld o.lso have a separate Junior ,High School principal. The discussion 
a.t this pointe.guin furnishes an opportunity to say that a ,great 
denl of ambiguity is always likely to be found in answers to question-
naires,. especially when the atte1llpt is ma.de to cover the whole field 
rather than to deal with a limitod number of speoifio phases in clearer 
detail. 
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, The mE1dinn Junior liighSohool enrollment for the 40 schools 
is247. (One of the oity school systems reported more than one Junior 
High Scl1ool. So in finding tho median enrollment these schools were 
en.Oh counted separa.toly for that oity•) · The median enrollment for the 
s~hoola having the 5.3 .... 3 plan is 579; and for the sohools having the 
6--2·4 plan is 132 pupils" 512 pupils is the number representing the 
median enrollment for the ten Jm1ior High School systems having the 
largest' number of pupils• and 99 pupils for the ten aohools having tha 
s1nallest enrollments. 
III. GEHERAL UESUME OF RESUVrs. · The results may very briefly be summar-
ized. Aa is true in most states• there is evidence of a good deal ot 
chaos in many respeots in the school systems studiede Schools ha.va 
multiplied rapidly during the lo.at daoade. Enrollments show a de· .. 
ere as a in. ea.ch auooeed:t11g grade. The a ... 2 ... 4 and tho 5 ... 3.3 plans (U'e 
mat nun¢'e1·ous at present. Prornotion by subject, and of subnorr..ia.ls and 
superno1T!lals ·nre frequent. The ma.jo:rity of the schools record 
by subject, m1d :t1..any use intelligence tests for the cla.ssif'ioat1on or 
students. Women teachers predominate. The .JriS.jority of both men and 
women aro experienced it1hon entering tho Junior High School to teach. 
In the majority of instances the number of reoitiations taught per teaoher 
and the length of recitation periods meet the standards of the ?forth 
Central Association. Supervised study he.a been widely introduced. Segre• 
ga.tion of: Jm1ior High School pupils in separate building a and oontrol 
of the Junior High School through a 'separate principal is practiced 
in a rather large p1•oportion of the school systems. 
Table IX-Enrollment, housing and Control of J.u.s. 
Uumber Med:la.n Number· of Hou sad Housed Separate principal 
of J.u.s. J.H.S. Separately with 
School Enroll• in ea.oh 
S;!stema ment eitl 
40 247 4 l Mo 1'..ns. Sr. Grado a sr. Ho Yes no 
Below and Ans. 
Grades 





SOME PROBLEMS OF THE CHANUTE JU!UOR HIGH SCHOOL. By Supt. J.B. Hughes 
Chanute, Kansas. Kansas Tea.oher, Ma.roh 1922. 
One of the bast features of the Elementary School pla.~ is the close 
association of one teaoher with a. group of students and the consequent 
relationship often designated the "mother teacher" relationship. A close 
personal touoh of some teaoher greatly assists many Senior High School 
students. It·is essential in properly guiding many Junior High School 
students. 
We have maintained ainoe our organization confa:renoe groups wlioh 
meet for twenty minutes, three times per iveek. Pupils are assigned to the 
various teachers of the school on the basis of speoial interests and 
olo.sa:tfica.tion. These groups :craintain something or wh';.tt tends to be lost 
in -'che ohange to the Jtn1ior High School departmental method of' oonduot, 
but leaves much to be desired in this field., This year we a.re trying to 
establish a closer personal touoh of each other with each pupil through 
acquainting teacher s nith the parents by means or a Parent-Tae.ohers 
Association. We consider th0 problem st;ill far trom solved. 
INDIVIDUAL DIF'FERENCES. One of the ehief values of the Junior High 
School is the facilities afforded to suit school work to the interests, 
capacity and needs of' individuals. It is ideal to group students on a 
basis of each o.f these elements and in most sohools an effort is being 
ma.de to do something along each of these lines. The capacity group, 
the ·special subjeots and the program so often aonfliot and limit the 
ideal., that every device to bring a.bout the desil-ed end should be of' 
interest. One of Preoident Elliott• s chief a.rgum.en.ts for a roorgo.niza.tion 
0£ the seventh and eighth grades was that students might oom.pleta tha 
secondary course earlier and enter colleg;e., 
In our seventh grade studeii~s or demonstrated superior attainment 
can carry e.n extra subject for one semester• In the eighth grade a regular 
course cnn be aooompliahed in five periods of tif~J·minutes eaoh, leaving a 
sixt:h period for study. The· regular ooursa in the ninth grade is four 
aubjeota and physical training. In the study period the superior group 
are permitted to earry an extra subject •. 
Students of superior ability oa.n shorten their Junior and Senior 
High School courses by one year when Eble to take advantage of these 
opportunitiose .Among our superior group are :many who have received speoial 
promotion in the elementary schools. The grade teachers are constantly 
on the alert tur such opportunity. Our experience has been that these 
students permitted the special promotion and speo1al work only after 
demonstrated superior c~paoity0 remain among the superior group in most 
oases to graduation from the Sonior High School. 
STVDY HALL,. PROBLEM. We use, the supervi1Jed. study method of twenty-five 
m.inutes study and twenty•f'ive minutes recitation in the seventh and eighth 
grades,. but in the eighth and ninth grades many students have one study 
period per day in a.dditiori. 'lhese study periods have formerly been· con-
ducted by a different teacher for each period and have constituted a renl 
problem in nohool control. The results in study have not been of the beat. 
This year one tca.oher devotes a.11 or her time to the general study hall, 
and the work in the hall is muoh more satisfactory •. 
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· THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL SITUATION IN KA.lfSAS. By Supt. A. D. Catlin., 
The Kansas Tea.oher; April. 1923. Wellington. 
The last dirootory issued by the State Teaohers• Association lists 
sixteen Junior High School principals in the cities of the first class 
and forty-two Junior High School principals in cities of the second class. 
The list did not indicate the Junior High School principals in cities ot 
the third class, but doubtless there are among the larger cities or the 
third class, a oonsidera.ble number of school systems that have more or 
less definitely organized Junior High Sohools• or. have the seventh and 
eighth grades departmentalized with the high school. giving the elements 
of the Junior High School to these systems. This development has been 
takinG place through a period of ,some eight or ten years. 
. ' ' ' 
Tb.a Junior lligh Sohoola listed for the first class cities and for 
the larger second class cities practically all have separate buildings and 
distinct administrative organbation,,.so that from this standpoint they 
cnn clearly be recognized as typical Junior High Schools. Most of these 
independently organized sehools include grades seven, eight and nine, 
although there are a fev1 that include the seventh and eighth gr~dea. The 
form that a good many use in the smaller second class cities and in a large 
number of the third class cities in the state is the combined Junior-
Senior High School• including the six upper grades. being administrated in 
a building also acoomodating lo-ner grade pupils. 
There has been no recognition of the Junior High School as a separate 
and distinct administrative school unit by the State Board of Education,. 
so the Junior High School has ~en developed largely aooording to the notion 
of the . Superintendent and Prine ipal . in charge• This laok of definite 
recognition ha.a bean in some respeo.ts a handioap to the organization end in 
same respects an advantage. · 
It has bean a handios.p in the respect that a good many superintennente 
hnve hesitated to make any considerable departure from the conventional 
type of organization because of the fact that the schools did not have 
any legal status and no recognition from the State Department. This lack 
of recognition has been .an advan*age in that when st~ndards and recognitions 
begin to be imposed it necessitates with it a considerable amount of 
limitation in the scope of activities possible. Those Junior High Schools 
that ho.ve been organized have exercised, with the sufferance of the State 
Board of Education, eo?rse latitude in the matter or planning theb· courses. 
so that a study of a fully organized Junior High School in the State of 
Kansas will show a. very interesting range of experiments in possible 
aotivit5.es and some very excellent results a.ooomplished. 
. The movement now has arrivod at suoh a stage of common use that.there 
is en imperative need for the establishment of standards covering the 
organization and administration of this aohool. The o.corediting standards 
for the high school proper have been very definitely set forth for years 
by the Sta.to Department and the larger Aoorediting Asaoo1ntion, This has 
a.oted as a very definite stimulus to bring the work in the high school up 
to a high StJ\lldard of equipment. personnel. and operation. · The time has 
oome when this snivne type of supervision should be extended to the graded 
inoluded in the Junior High Sohool. Some fifteen states in tho Union have 
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made more or less d~£inite recognition of the Junior High School as an 
ndnli.nistrative tmit• either by statute or by 1•ecogn1tion through the State 
Department. · Some of these states h..9.ve gone to the extent of defird.te re• 
cognition by statute and definite formulation of a. course of study super-, 
vised by the a.gent of the State· Department of Education. In other states 
the Stnte Board.of Education has recognized the Junior High School as a 
distinct administrative organization but has allovred considerable latitude 
to the individual school in the matter of develop-m.ent of their particular 
type of organization and course of study. 
One of the first aots of the State Board of Eduoution under the ad-
ministration of our new State Superintendent was a resolution definitely 
recognizing the Junior High School· ,as a distinct organization and author-
izing the State Department to prooeedwith such definitions and regulations 
a.a will give the· Junior High School definite eduoatione.l status in Kansas. 
This definite rooognition should oover such important foatu1"es as a state~ 
ment or the purpose and opportunities of' the Junior High School and define 
whn.t t:ytpes of organizations shall be recognized as Junior High Schools. In 
other words a definite set or a.ocrediting standards should be prescribed. 
Thia should include .the questions of the type of building, and suoh 
minL""nums as: Assembly hall. laborato~J and library equipment, nnd pro-
vision for physical education. It should also establish definite standards 
pertaining to the personnel of the $Ohool 1 including educational prepar-
ation end experience required of the principal and teachers, und establish 
a reasonable pupil-teacher ratio, which should in the ma.in, conform to the 
standards established for the high school. 
The development of the departmental plan or organization and the 
recogriition of the differentiation between the type of work done in the 
Junior High Schools and the ~radea belcw• has led to a considerable amount 
of research and experiment in the matter of developing nets of text books 
for the various subjects taught through these grades. There has not been . 
any recognition of the Junior High School in the matter of text book ad-
opta.tions in Kansas. up to tbia time,, because of the fact tha.t the Junior 
High School has not been recognized by the State Board or Eduoo.tion. But 
with the recognition by the State Board of Education that hno rccontly been 
granted, there will be up for consideration the question of suitable text 
books f~or these schools. A number of so called Junior High Sohool courses 
in English. Mathematics, Sciences. and Foreign Languages have been issued. 
recently by- the various text book publishers. Some of these aho11 very 
careful editorial preparation, while others seem to have been prepared 
tmder pressure in order to have something bearing the Junior High School 
name on the market. The experimental use of these various to:tt books has 
not received a sufficient tl"Y•out to date to warrant the adoption of nny 
one or these text for exclusive use in the Junior High Schools of Kansas, 
1'he thing that should ba dona would be to include in a list of approvals 
by tho State Sohool Book Commission at least three different series ot 
toxts in each of the mo.jor subjects. and to give experimental use of o.11 
texts in each of the rnajor subjeots 1 an.fl.her than ha.VE) a. largo number of the 
sohools use the same text.· This would stimulate· the editors of the 
Junior High School texts to give very careful consideration to the•tmportant 
work or preparing these text books. Under suoh latitude in the use ot 
these various texts there will be ample opportunity for a careful try-out 
of the texts ncnv on the market. 
Another of the difficulties besetting the Junior High School movement, 
not only in Kansas but in all the states, is the difficulty of formulating 
a satisfactory type of statistioal report tor these schools. Educational 
statistics have been based8 up to the present time, on eight years of 
elementary sohool and four years in the secondary or high school,, but the 
organization of the Junior High Sohool, including the two upper grades 
of the elementary group and the first year of the secondary group• has com• 
plioated the question or separating these statistical reports. Examination 
or the Junior High Schools in Kansas reveals that we hQva all of the va.r-
ietie a of organization. We have a large number of systems organized on the 
6•6 plan; a. considerable number on the 6•4•2, another group on the 6•3•3 
basis and fe'/1 reporting the 6-3-4. The difficulty of developing a set 
of statistical reports that will allov1 for the accurate listing of all 
these various types ia quite a complicated probiem. 
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An inquiry, hov1evar, as to the grades included., covering all of the states in 
the United States, shows a. very definite recognition of the sixth grade as a 
dividing point betwveen the elementary grades and the various types or Junior 
.High Schools above. It would soem feasible then, to organize a. set of reports 
covering the first six grades, and develop a series of reports on the 3·3 
or 2•4# or 6 year unit., above the sixth grade. Xhis is a question 1n ·which 
the leadership of the United States Bureau of Education is desirable inas-muoh 
as the statistical reports of the various states should report according 
to the type of report that the United Sta.tea Bureau of Education requires. A 
number of states are working at the basis or having the statistical reports 
come in on the old 8•4 division plan. with a supplementary report cover-
ing the Junior High Sohool on whatever basis it is organized. Thia is a 
temporary makeshift# however, and not a real solution to the difficulty. 
These are soma of the problems confronting the further progress of 
the Junior High School in Kansas. It vdll be some time before a sttia-
faotory basis of handling all of these various items will be developed, 
but with the definite encouragement of the State Board of Education and 
with the aotive. earnest cooperation of a large number of city superintend• 
enta who have Junior High Schools under their supervision~ there ia promise 
ot a very bright future for the development or this key-stone organization 
of our public school system. 
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'£HE FUNCTIOM OF THE JUlUOR HIGH SCHOOL. l3y L.A. Clark, Allison Inter-
mediate school, Wichita, Kansas. August-Sept., 1923. 
The chief educational function or the Junior High School is conceived 
e.a the exploitation. by means of subject matter, in itself worth while, or 
the interests, aptitudes and capacities ot the pupils and at the same time 
tor the pupils 0£ the possibilities in the major fields of learning and 
activity. 
Our children expect the school system to fit them for the many duties 
ot life and it is up to the ·school system to see that they a.r.e not dia-
e.ppointed. To this end we must construct such educational policies and 
employ such materials and methods as shall make the school a true picture 
ot life outside in all its essential activities. fo accomplish this we 
must, in the· intermediate schools, incorporate these studies whioh shall 
be not along pedagogic in their influence but also give the child prof'essional 
skill and creative energy. 
It is to be noted vri. th praise that many sohoola a1•e putting in voo-
ational courses. In the past courses have been planned for the few who 
expect to take college work with but little reference to the masses who 
drop by the vmyside. If we ·are to achieve the highest results. ·we must 
recognize the natural difference in students. both qur1litatively and' 
quantitively and while our system of education trains the brightest and 
beet for positions of trust and honor, it must so shape its policy that 
those who. for any reason., cannot or do not remain to the limit or time~ 
or whose work is mediocce sha.11 find a ple.ce in the ·world which hns some 
aspeot of familiarity., Only in this way sha.~l we be consistent and live 
up to our educational pol~oy to be universal. 
Now while it ia very essential to intooduae ·vocational interests, we 
must not mving to the other extreme. We must offer courses or instruction 
in many subjects, soma voca.tiona.1 1 others notJ so that when a boy or girl 
oomea 1n contact with our school system at any point, even fo1· a short 
period of time, ~e or she will find something vocational and also something 
· not. vocational. 
No system of euucation, hov:ever good in itself, can claim to be or 
hope to become universal if it does not toucl1 and benefit all classes of 
men and all legitimate branches or their activity. Universal education 
if it means anything, means the education of all sorts of men tor all sorts 
of purposes and in all sorts of subjects that can contribute to his 
professional and personal e£ficienoy. 
The existing system or Intermediate Schools. though universal in its 
invitations to students, is still re·atrioted by old policies. They appeal 
to a small class and not to the masses when they ignore the inunediate and 
personal interests 0£ the individual. If the boy is to be educated that 
education must touch him first of all at the point of his daily activities. 
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Not only must we recognize the fact of many interests and activities 
but we must not lay undue stress upon any one of the needful tasks, and a 
system of universal education must touoh them all and enrich them else the 
system will ta.11. Professor James has. shown ua that v;hat we term as .men-
ial labor or drudgery ia not drudgery but only seems drudgery to him who 
participates with no love for the task.· Given a motive and the drudgery 
is gone. 
The growing child works hard but enjoys each moment of play because 
.it unconsciously realizes the \~ork as a needful mee.ns to an end. We must 
instill' into the fertile mind of the Ju..~ior High School student this fnotJ 
. there is no. calling but that has its price of unremitting and exhausting 
toil, against whioh education is no insuranoa whatever and that this toil, 
it faithfully followed, shall have its adequate and sure reward, The child 
must be taught in these yeara that while education is no relief from 
drudgery it does tend to liberate the human machine from the mechanical 
drudgery-drudger;/" that is born of' ignoranea. which sees no endpoint in 
its oooupa.tion. 
Education will have missed its aim if it does not teach hov1 to lessen 
totality of useless drudgery by further utilization of mechanical energy 
and the more eoonomio and intelligent direction of humtU1 effort. Measured 
by this standard,, farming has the same claims upon education as have le.n• 
gungo and U. tere.ture nnd all things v1i thin the range of ht.nnan eapaoity are 
useful. 
Now, while it is important to recognize that there are separate and 
distinct fields. we must observe such methods as shall prevent social 
olea.vage along vocational lines,. We must educate all classes to common 
ideals of individual effioienoy and publio service a.long ~eedf'ul lines. 
To this end ea.oh boy and . ea.oh girl must have vocational traning and also 
humanist training. 
Then finally we must not forget that what one boy chooses as his life's 
vocation might be to e.nother merely a sideline. , That which is technical ,. 
and professional to one is humanistic to the other. There is no suoh thing 
as a ngenera.1" education except that education ivhich fits a man for nothing 
in pa~ioula.r. 
We have svrung a.round absolutely. A few years ago a boy worked two1 
three and four yea.rs or more as an apprentice to a man, on la« pay. it any, 
and mastered a trade with little reference to the liberal arts. Today we 
give an education which does little to ua except broaden our views. We 
are only gradually beginning to learn that every useful ~, educated 
or uneducated, has a calling and that the line betwoen the technical and the 
non-technical, between the narrow and the liberal. runs aoross individuals 
not bet~1een them. Every properly educated man is trained both vocationally 
and liberllly. 
To this end we must inthe Intermediate grades begin to instill into 
the minds and habits or youth, the difference between subjects, and at the 
same time show them that all labor is i'Orthy; that they may look at all 
fields and find out 1trhat field beat. meets their aptitudes a.nd the one to 
whioh they aan give their best. They must knmv the major fields of use• 
fulness and be made to feel that in whatever'field they enter it is worthy 
of their best efforts and that they not only get a technical but also a 
liberal education. 
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OBJECTIVES IM EXTRA CURRICULAR WORK IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL. By J. Oo 
Loevenguth, Principal James Allison Sohool1 Wiohita.1 Kansas. 
Kansas, Teacher• June-July• 1924. · 
Extra-curricular activities have rapidly ta.ken a place of importance 
in tha field of 1Jeoonda.ry eduontion during the past few years. Not many 
years a.go praotioally all the_a.otivity of the pupils was oonfiiled to their 
regular classroom work. All school impressions vrhioh inf'luonoe the pupil 
were made through the regular classroom reoitintion and instniction. Te• 
day'we have had demonstrated to us many other helpful linos of activity 
which tend to socialize the school and make the training more adequate 
for proper living. It is questionable, however. whether we appreoiate 
fully, even now. the opportunity which· the activities olasaod as extra 
ourrioula.r.offer in the training of children,. especially of the Junior 
High Sohool nge. 
We must understand at the outset that no word in this discussion is 
intended to minimize the value and importance of high ola.ss intellectual 
work. This .must not be made secondary. ~here is no sub~titute for it. 
Extra curricular work cannot take the place of the curricular subjects but 
it onn supplement them and make their learning more effeotiva. Someone 
has said6 "Teaohing the subject is only an excuse to give opportunity to 
develop ideals and principles of oharaoter • n Every agency• then, which 
will contribute to oha.ra.otar development is vrorthy of consideration. To 
be sure, we still have folks who say• ttrle didn't .have none of them nEn<v-
fangled notions v;hen l \vcmt to· sohool and I got along all right. 0 The 
least efficient man you know is the most likely one to mo.lee such a remark. 
At least he considers hia getting along 1n terms of dollars only. Did he 
really get along all right even in his day? Besides, times have changed. 
We do not want less high class scholarship but v.re do want more whole-
some sooia.lidng 1.nfluenoe and more pra.cticar living in our sohools. In 
his book, ftu:orale,, and Education,. 0 G.. Stanley Hnll says, "the mttd of the 
child should determine everything." I:U we accept this ohnllenge- to what 
extent must we recognize the extra curricular activities in our Junior 
High Schools? Dr. Hall further states, "there are wonderful fields, 
qtti te unourricular 1 that are tanked 1-vith eduoa.tional possibilitieo. u Be 
further adds, "the boundless enthusiasm tor physical perfection and 
achievement should be made to irrigate both life and study." · 
Granting the importa.noa of.the activities under discussion, let us 
analyze somewhat in detail, the speoifio results whiohwe may reasonably 
expect from "the proper e.dministra.t1on or these activities in the Junior 
High School. Just what might be our more or less definite objectives, 
which would contribute to the training of the adolescent boys and girls? 
BETTER SCHOOL UNITY• Some means must 'be provided for unifying a 
school 1£ tha.t school is to have the group oonseiouaness and the group 
rasponsbility so essential in sohool lifo. The consoiousness of oommon 
feeling and common responsibility always brings that intangible and in• 
dispensable something ealled school splr-it. How are we to bring a.bout 
this common feeling? The e.ssooia.tion in the regular classroom work is not 
adequate• SOl?le other oha.nne 1 must be provided. 
The pupils of the Junior High School are very responsive, They 
represent a responsive age. They are ready and willing to a.ct. The 
problem is to provide some means for getting common response. 
The aohool assembly has proved to be an effective medium for uni-
fying a aohool. Through the assembly the oommon purposes of the school 
ea.n be. ma.de k:novm to all in the p1·eaenoe or all, It is through this 
medium that the .highest ideals and espka.tions for unified a.ction may be 
realized., · · · 
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Athletic and other contests offer another ~nue through which school 
unity may be strengthened. The adolescent age is a contest-loving age. 
The extre.•curricula.r aotivitea within the school give opportunity for 
unifying . certain groups through contests, and whm the opponent is another 
. school he ls a common "enemy". "Our team" then .. becomes the one to be 
supported by the vrl1ole school. ·The result is greater unity. The viotory 
of the team is felt by the whole sohool. Praotioal lessons are learned 
not only as individuals but as a school. through these oommon responses. 
extra ourrioular activities unify a sohool to a degree not possible without 
them. 
GREATER INTEREST IM SCHOOLo It is one matter to speak of our schools 
a.nd the opportunities whioh they of'fera it is quite another matter to make 
the ·boy and the girl want to take advantage of such opportunities. One of 
the avowed reasons gi von fol.• the establishment of the Junior High Sohool 
is that it will hold pupils in school longer, lf this purpose ia boing 
realized {and vv-e are told that it is). there xnust be some reason for it. 
What is the virture in this type of school that should have a greater hold-
ing· power on the pupiU 
. It is n.01r1 al.moat universally recognized and accepted as a faot, that 
because of J:>syohologioal and physiological dli"£erenoes, pupils of the 
Junior High School age do not belong· with the lower grades and also not 
vdth the high· sohoal pupils~ fhe explanation ie that boys and girls of 
that age a.re nmv beings.o have ne-v7 tendencies, new· likings. mw enthusiasms 
new emotions. These beings have just become self-oonso1ous 1 and are struggling 
to express their ovm personalities. they are "restless.,. irresponsible. 
e.nd self-centered. n They require a "!la.ried program in order to have 
opportunity for expressions. The Junior High School came into being to 
fulfill this special mission of mini$tering to the ohild at this partioular 
period of life• 
Dr. Briggs speakG o.f this new school aa a "new· opportunity". Without 
question. the "opportunity" is to pro--i de channels for normal ex-
pression and development in a wholesome atmosphere. Any Junior High Sohool 
will fail in its mission if this new opportunity is not recognized. 
The training of the adolescent boy represents problems unkncwni to the grade 
school or the high school. A new mode of procedure as well as nev; and 
varied aotivities are necessary. Something must be offered whiohwill appeal 
to his, instincts a.nd be adapted to his nature. 
The Junior High Sohool, through its extra curricular program 
can provide can provide contests, parties, clubs and other activities 
which offer the opportunity £or free and natural expression in a 
wholesome atmosphere. Many of the .immediate needs of the pupils of 
this age ar-e detei-roined by the inatinots peculiar to this period of 
life. Aa these instincts are provided for, the needs are also 
,provided for• and the boy or the girl baoomea satisfied and 
oonsequontly, he remains in school instead or going out to seek for 
~otivity whioh will antisf'y hia instincts and his needs. Providing 
for the instincts of the pupil then1 increases the interest in sohool 
and is therefore a worthy objective for the extra-curricular activities. 
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ESTABLISHING CLOSER RELATIOM BETWEEN THE SCHOOL AHD THE COMMIDUTY • 
Hoirrever. much we might wish it, patrons do not. ordinarily, become actively 
interested in our schools through the ourrieulnr work. The public is often 
uninformed about the sohoola 1n its own community. Much of' the information 
which the publio does reoeivea is the result or irresponsible gossip. 
People who give this information. are often both ignorant and unconcerned 
e.bout the facts. The result, quite f1 .. equently,, is a distorted view or 
complete unconcern on the pert of the publio. 
The most sreoioua asset of any community are the children. The,sohool 
and the cormn.un1ty ahoul.d strive to give each child a. fnir cha.nee. In order 
to do this and to proporly look after the interests or all the children, 
~;he sohool and the comm.unity which it .serves. must cooperate. This cooper• 
ation :1s hardly possible unless the public oan• in some way, be interested 
in the sa!10ol. Some one has said,. "If you oan mnke public opinion right. 
the schools will be right." If the 'community will not. of its own 
aeaol'•d, come to the school, it is necessary,, in scme way, to truce 'the sohool 
to the community so that a greater interest will be stimulated. Some of 
the o,;:i;ro. cur~ioular activities furnish nn excellent medium for oonneoting 
the sohool and the community. 
A. good school pa.par is one of the best rnediana for the dissemination 
of school news among the PJ.,trons of the school. Athletio and other con-
tests, musical oonoerts, and other entertainments, parent ... tea.oher 
meetings. apecinl assemblies and speoial days bring the patrons to the 
school ant\ in this way a closer relation can l)e established. 
At no other age mo~e than that represented by the Junior High School, 
is a close nnd sympathetio relationship be~een the sohool and the 
community desirable and neoesaary. Any aotivity whioh ln e.ny ':.ay fosters 
this closer relationship is therefore, a. worthy activity. 
FAOIL!TATION OF DISCIPLINE. Every teacher nnd administrator who has 
had experience in the Junior High School. kno1vs that the discipline pro-
blem at this age is !?".a.de more difficult because of the prominence of 
certain instincts at this period of life. fhe instinct of grego.riousness 
results in difficulties which a.re not easy ·to solve. The instinct of 
acquisition brings still another difficulty. Fighting seems to be second 
nature and consequently adds to the difficulties of discipline. Subord-
ii-intion a.s a result of the ·desire to o.ssert himself, often means that a 
boy beo<r..nos "unmnnageable. ·" When we add to these the display instinct. 
sex instinot a.nd others, we can unders"';a.11d in pa.rt at least why someone 
ha.a said- noaoh boy is a problem and each girl is nn enigma." 
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Experience hns partly taught many of us· and is still teaching us, that 
a. purely nogativo polioy is never dasirable in any sohOol. This eapeainlly 
is true in the Junior High School. Evan if one were to suooeed i.?J. having an 
o:rdorly school by follmdng suoh a method# the policy vrould have to be 
olaoaed as a faulty one because proper e:~pression with resultant growth• 
would ba impossible under such n policy. The methods and aotivitios em-
ployed mu'at make for i11tollige11t self-direction. Liberty under oontrol, 
rather than domination., will facilitate the diaoipli11e problem of this age, 
and still alla;; oppo1--tunity for development. This liberty oa.n be given by 
providing worth-while outlets for the normal desires for activity, thereby 
developing self-governing beings. Proper substituion and direction rathe~ 
than inhibition is the nn.tural way. Someone has said, «sohool-keeping 
is ha:rd because the way we go nt it is umw.tural." It ha.s a.lao been oo.id 
that ''Much of tho so .. oa.llad ouaaedness is only a natural desire for 
a.ci·bivity. 0 Muoh of the solution of the discipline problem lies in the field 
of er~ra. curricular activities because through them tiw pupil can beat be 
givon opportuni-t;y for e:Arpression. If a boy wants to fight, it is not 
always desirable to inhibit that de$ire. A batter way is to direct his 
desire to fight into proper channels, showing him that there are v1orth-
t·1hiie thi~1gs for whioh one may honorably fight. The gregarious instinct 
oan be sati~fied in part 11 by providing for properly supernsod gatherings 
of pupils. 
i'he sex instinot dom:Lnds sympathetic. intelligent direction. 
The final solution is to so inspire boys and girls with the idea of the 
sacredness of their bodies. that purity of thought and life will result. 
Suoh organizations a.s tho Gi1"l Reserves and the H1-Y Clubs must lead into 
this field. All organizations, properly sponsored$ will furnish an 
opportunity for the ex:pressio11 of the sdoleseent youth 1s not adequate 
in the regular class room work. Training for freedom of life without 
license, oan ba secured thi.·ough vdse administration or the extra ourrioular 
activities. The discipline will be lessened in proportion to the suooess 
of thia training. 
DEVELOPMENT OF SUCH QUAUTIES AS nLE.AlimSHIP. IMI'l1IATIVE6 CO-OPERATION 
AlID IHTELLIGEH1i ODEDIFJWE TO .AUTilORITY11 " These quali'ties are recognized 
as among the most important ones tQ be developed in the Junio:t.• High School. 
Upon their proper developmen·b will depend, in a. large measure 1 tho 
character of the boy and the girl. This development of character is., 
ai~tel.1 all,, the chief goal of education nnd furnishaa the real foundation 
for suooesaful livinge 
The !'e.ot that the period of life represented by the Junior High School 
is such a for.math-a period in the life o.f the boy and the girl makes 
productive aotivities almost indispensable at this period it pupils are 
to develop properly and normally. Proper grovvth along all lines will 
depend upon free expx•ession in word a.nd action. 1'he extra ottrrioula.r 
activities are expecially adapted to offer the freedom or expression in 
the various lines. all of which will zosult in the development of the 
qualities which are desirable. 
The different organ1m.tions throughwhioh muoh of the extra 
curricular work of the school is administeded offer an unusual 
opportunity for developing leadership and initiative. Also. these 
activities furnish an opportunity for cooperation, which is not 
possible in the regular ola.ssroom subjects. 1i'V'orking together tor 
the oomnon good can result only from group action. These activities 
offer the best opportunity for group action and cooperation. Important 
as is the leadership. there is and will always be a large portion ot 
the people who must be followers rather than leaders. This quality ot 
intelligent obedience to authority or of' following wisely cannot be 
too muoh emphasized at this periotl ot 11fe. The extra curricular 
activities ·have a worthy objective in developing in pupils thesQ 
important qualities. Properly talcing their part in the game or life 
demands tra.ning along this line for the adolescent boy a.nd girl. 
MOTIVATION OF CURRICULAR WORK. It cannot be denied that our pupils 
too frequently do not have the interest 1n ourrioular work that we might 
vriSh them to have. Vie need. greater interest. The extra curricular , 
activities are not in any sense to be considered as taking the place or 
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the regular classroom subjects but they ofter the opportunity to impress, 
supplement and make more praotioal, the curricular work. The socialized 
recitation and the pro3eot method have done something toward making the 
curricular v1ork more interesting by utilizing to· an extent the extra. curri-
cular methods. These methods a.re diftarentjt and through them the play and 
contest spirit is brought into the schoolroom. Soma of the extra 
curricular aotivities offer opportunity for adding incentive for doing 
rsgular classroom work. 
English is motivated when the writing is done for the school paper. 
Many a boy and girl will work ha.rd ln order to produce something worth 
while if it is to be published so his fellow olaasmates can read it. 
Debate offers an excellent opportunity for giving added interest in 
different subjects. The school assembly is often utilized as a medium 
through which to motivate ourrioula.r work. Portions of regular classroom 
work are presented before the v1hole student body. 
Through others as wall a.s the activities mentioned" there are greater 
possibilities tor motivating work than we have yet realized. Interest in 
school work ie always increased. when there is an evident reason for doing 
suohwork. 
PROVIDING FOR THE SATISFYING OF THE GREGARIOUS INSTINCT. On every 
hand we aae evidonoe ot the desire of people to associate with others. 
The pupils of the Junior High School age are no exception, only that the 
instinct is espeoially strong. The desi~e or instinct for social inter-
course is not or itself v.irong or harmful. In faot. 1t xntty result in al-
most unlimited good, However, the results or improperly directed• 
expression of this instinct may be very far from desirable. Secret 
soo1~ties. social clique~. questionable clubs and street gangs, are a few 
of the questionable products resulting from self-directed exp~ession ot 
this perfectly normal instinct. Since the instinct is a natural one, 
the remedy manifestly is not arbitrary suppression. 
"The perverted taste tor the unv1holesome outside interest is not 
corrected through the denial of its _gratification but through substi-
tution of a taGte for the wholesome." The school must recognize its 
obligations. It must supply the opportUJ:?,ity for the whol.esome activity 
which will satisfy the natural instinct. I£ this opportunity is not pro-
vided, the pupil will not only seek to sa.tisfy_his instinct by association 
with the questi~nable organizations and gangs outside. but ha will lose 
much valuable training. The aohool ~at recognize the desire, recognize 
it as e. natural one.e and accept the obligation of satisfying it. The 
extra. curricular activities offer the greatest opportunity for proper 
expression tor the adolescent child in the ?Ohool. Principal Buck, Nichols 
Fenn High School., Chicago. once saidt . "Until the interest in school 
activities can predominate over the interest in out of s~hool activities, 
students cannot hope to get full value from. attention in the school room." 
Certain,ly the ·interest in ourrioular work does not always predominate over 
the intere~t 1n out of sohool activities. t.l'he extra curricular activities 
must come to our rescue at this point. 
J.E. Burke 1 Superintendent of Schools• Boston, Massa.ohusetts, once 
said, nDemooraoy in education will never really .be achieved until every 
school child in American is served better in the school than he oa.n 
.. possibly be served any.vhere else at that period or life." Such a 
condition cannot be raa.ohed unless every possible agency or our schools 
is :ma.de to function in the interests of the child. our only competition 
trom outside is along extra curricular lines and because of the na.tura.1 
desire for associating with others, the child finds attravtion outside. 
The school cannot possibly serve the pupils better unless it pro• 
'rides an outlet for ~.heir gregarious instinct. fhe school must provide 
tor the social life of .the children because it is alm.ost wholly this side 
or their nriture which ia so frequently oomneroialized,. and too .frequently 
by unscrupulous men and women. It is true, as someone bas so.id. "Pupils 
have a. right to anything of the~ro own if' that is better than we oa.n give 
them.w 
The eohoo1 oanno~ esoape responsibility. It. must reoogni~a that all 
phases of life of a student concern the school. It :must supply the 
wholesome to ta.lee the ple.oe of the unwholesome. It must provide for 
aotivities which will give the pupil the training he needs and at the same 
tim~ gu.a.rd the social life of the school. Dewey says, "The school cannot 
be a preparation for adult sot)ial life,, except ~s it repomiaoes within it• 
self, situations typioa.l of social life-purit:ted and idealized. n The 
extra ourrioular activities offer the means with which to meet this 
oha.1 lenge. ft 
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DIRECT CONTRI.BtTTION TO THE GENERAL OBJ&!TIVES OF EDUCATION. In its 
report, "Cardinal Principles of Education, •1 the Committee on the Reorgan-
ization of Seoon<,\ary Education set forth the following objectives of 
Education: Health_ Command of the Fundamental Processes, Worthy Home 
Membership, Vooat:t.on, Citizenship, Worthy Use of Leisure time and Ethical 
Character. It is the judgment of the ·committee that education must provide 
training along these lines 1n order to prepare en individual for proper 
living. 
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The apeoifio results which we have set up £or the extra curricular 
activities will help toward providing this training. More specifically, 
however- the ,extra ourrioulnr activities may help realize these general 
objectives of education, by promoting tho health of pupils through ath-
letics, hikes, health clubs, and 'other aotivitiesi by providing training 
in citizenship through the various organizations or the s'ohoolJ by offer-
ing an opportunity for training and development along the higher and lnore 
ideal side of life. . In these dlys when the desire for unwholesome pleasure 
is so prevalenti when the authority of the home seems to be barely more 
than a relic of the pa.st. and when respect and reverence a.re conspicuous 
only for their absence~ it :ts indeed desirable to have organization.a such 
as the Hi-Y e.nd the Girl Reserves ·and· other organizations which put 
emphasis on ethical ohara.oter and those finer qu lities and ideals which 
a.f'ter all must constitute the basis .of the thing$ that are worth while and 
lasting. We 'do not have an adequate opportunity in the school for empha.• 
sizing this objective of education. The extra. curricular activities offer 
the best opportunit~. 
After all, if our goal is ever to be reached,. we must recognize a. 
greater school responsibility and this must come through greater school 
unity. We must make our pupils want to be in sohool, and this requires 
greater interest. We must join our forces with those of the community and 
cooperate for the good of the boys arid tho girls in our schools. We must 
mkke pupils want to do right rather than have to compel them not to do 
'V1rong. We must train our pupils to understand that whether they lead or 
foll~Na they should do so intelligently. We must make pupils find reasons 
for doing school work6 and we must provide not only school subjects but also 
a complete school organization, so that a boy o:r a girl. can live a. normal 
life 1n school ·and be less ausceptible to Vlrong influences wherever he may 
meet them. · 
Finnlly" we must center our whole aim toward developing a. healthy being 
who shall have high ideals and who shall so ntte his time while occupied 
at work or in leisure, as to make him a good member of his home, a worthy 
citizen of his aommunity. and one who recognizes that he owes something to 
his fella.~ beings. In reaching this high aim, the extra curricular 
e..otivities of a properly organized aohool have no small part• 
APPEND1X B 
ARTICLES FROM VARIOUS MAGAZI!fES DEALillG WITH THE JUIUOR HIGH SCHOOL 
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l. Gladfelter• liovrard A.--Supervising Principal. :Ma.nayunk Publio School. 
Philadelphia. Pennsylvania. 
De.E:Jio Purposes and Functions of the Junior High Sohool.•Eduoo.tion 46 139-
44 N'25 States that the Junior High School has been organized primarily 
to give the best educational opportunity to adolescent, pre~adoleaoent. 
and post-adolescent ohildren. It is comprised chiefly of grades 7-8-9 
or aome deviation from this arrangement. ~he five'basie purposes and 
functions of the junior high sohoo.l as given by Briggs are then 
elaborated and supported. · 
2. Creutz. L.R ....... superintendent of Schools• :Monroe• Wisconsin. 
Five years of 'the Junior High Schooi Idea in a Small City.-SR 33; 
139•46 F'25. 
This article describes the early 11.fumbling and suooessn efforts to 
build a junior high sohool from an uncertain bunching of grades 
7 .. a .• 9 with departmentalized tea.ohing. Gradually the idea. gained 
momentum and spirit. After five years the argument tor the 
junior high school idea is given under these tour points: 
a. We , have a.n enriohed curriculum for the seventh, eighth, 
and ninth grade boys and girls. 
b. ~he Junior High School idea has furnished a strong stimulus 
for the improvement of instruction. 
c. Beoauaa of its emphasis on the right of youth to •u:plore the 
field or hun1an knowledge in the effort 'to determine its 
aptitudes and interests,. the junior high school has brought 
about a gradual democratization or. perhaps._· socialization 
of our school organization• · 
4. A result of the attempt to interpret the junior high school 
idea in :Monroe has been the retention in school of nearly 
o.11 of the 6hildren through the high school years. 
3. Holding Potirer of the Rochester J.B.S.••SR 32J 726•9 D'24. 
Editorial comment on a Board of Education Bulleting of Rochester 
entitled; The Junior High School., 
The editorial sets some supported claims to holding pov1er, 
nThe varied cur:riculums, the helpfulness of gllidance • and the 
opportunity to prepare tor some definite and desirable ooeupation 
makes an appeal to boys and girls who have formerly shcnvn little 
interest i11 going to school. The pupils nav1 desire to go to 
sohool. and their parents are willing to make almost any 
saorifice necessary to this end." 
4. Gla.as, J.M.-Pre$1mt Status ot the· Junior li:lgh School in Cities of 
1001000 Population.•-SR 32J 598-602 0124. 
A summary of reports, mostly favorable, on status of the junior 
high sohool in the 68 cities of u.s. of 100,000 or more population. 
Sixty-four cities reported. Thirty-five have J.H.S. in operation, 
nine others have them under construotion, and tour h~!.W them 
authorized. 
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s. Ballou. F.W.•·Junior High Schools in Washington••N.E.A. Prooeedinga ·. 
. . 1924-416-423. 
"Educational authorities assert that.the first junior 'high school 
was established in 1909. According ~o the u.s •. Census Bureau of 
Education, thirteen years later, i.e., in 1922• 456 different cities 
reported 733 junior high.schools." 
Washington ha.s adopted the junior high ·aohool idea for the entire 
system. The article relates the incidents of the development of plans. 
6. Lyman, R.L. (U. of C.) the Junior Bigh Schools ot Atlanta, Georgia. 
SR 33•278-93-0'25. 
11The author mentions the establishment or the junior high school 
as a. feature of "a. city'$ educational avrakening." A survey 
in 1920 by Professors GoD• Strayer and u.L. Englehardt revealed 
deplorable oonditiona and was the basis or reconnnendations for 
the expenditure of $4,,000,000,. the amount received from an 
authorized bond issue. 
After detailing sol.tW facts revealed by the eurvey the author 
discusses ao:me growth improvements including the launching of the · 
junior high aohool program. In turn the teaching staff, the program 
of studies, correlation or subjoots, ability grouping, guidance--
education and vooatinnal-.... differentiating instruotion. provisions 
for retarded pupils, student self-government,, physical eduontion and 
athletics, and avocational interests are treated. 
"One cititen or Atlanta remarked to the writer,, •we cannot 
think of our aehool system nov1 without our junior high schools.' 0 
7. Lyman6 R.L. -.-Junior High Schools of Chiea.go-~SR 32J 733-45 D'25 •. 
Under the leadership of Superintendent William McAndr·ew • Chioago, 
entered in 1925 into a vigorous movement for junior high sohools. 
The ,experts oontempla.te new elementary, new junior high schools, 
Rnd new senior high schools vhonever necessary., The new Junior 
lligh Schools seem to offer relief to the grades below and above. 
up1a.r1s of the building survey as they are being carried forward 
by Homer Davis• involve three major oonsidarations. First, the · 
school building~ in a large city should be so located that no 
el1ild: vtill be' compelled to, vmlk-,more,;than a. half-mile to an 
elementary sohooJ,, more than one mile to e. junior high school• 
more than tv:o miles to a senior high school. Second, the 
buildings should be designed· on the unit e~panaible plan; ·that is, 
the major error or the past. by VThioh e. building is .once and for 
all compDted, should be avoided. Third, the eohool building should 
be planned from the begirining to aerve the varied interest both 
or the school and ot the eonununity as ·a who lie." . 
There is good ma.terial 011 tha teaching staff, ourriculttm, eto. 
a. Powers, J.O.•-Legal Provisions and Regulations of State Department of 
Education Affecting Junior High Sohoola.--SR 33 280-91 
April. '25. 
The article developea the implioations of the title. School codes of 
25 states make reference to the junior high school. Table 1 summarizes 
the types of legislation. No ata.te law provides for a separate junior 
high sohool district. 
"Approval or ~ecogni tion by the sta.to department of education gives 
the junior· high school definite legal standing in twenty atates.n 
A summary and conoluai:ons are given on page 285 as follO?rs: 
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a. A considerable amount of' legislation with regard to junior 
high schools has appeared in the various states. Thia leg-
islation tends to break away from the 8-4 plan of school 
organization o.nd to facilitate tho eA"'iiension of secondary 
education into the upper grades of the common school. 
b. The state departments of education and the ohief executive 
officers of education in the various states are in a position, 
by vlrtue of the power of recognition and approval, to 
influence notably the development of the junior high sohool. 
c~ ~here is little. ii o.ny. tendency to make the organization of 
junior high schools mandatory upon local districts. 
d. There is a tendency to recognize the division bat~veen 
elementary education and secondary education at the 
beginning or the seventh grade. 
~. In general the privileges extended to other types of 
schools are extended to junior high schools. 
·£ •. There is little indication of a tendency to raise the 
requirements for certification of junior high school 
teachers above the requirements for certification or 
elementary school teachers. 
g. ?here is a tendency to permit the organization of junior 
. high schools by existing high school districts. 
h0 The·tendenoy to recognize the traditional distinction 
betvveen elementary education and secondary education at 
the end of the eighth grade persists in some of the 
school laws. 
i. There is a tendonoy to centralize the control of the 
junior high sohools through the p~ver of recognition 
of the state departments 'of education. 
j. There are few provisions or state laws that influence 
the size of schools that may be organized as junior high 
schools. 
k. School laws make taw provisions directly regarding the 
content of the courses of study in the junior high schools. 
Later, in Table. II• ... Frequenoy of Subjects bf Study by 
grad.as in the Recommended Junio~ High School Programs of 
Study of Eleven States-•English is required by all, physical 
training by nine, and social science by seven. The 
presentation would suggest a. definite reorganization of 
curriculum materials. 
9. Ayer, Fred a., University of Washington•-Objeotives, Types, and 
Advantages of Upper Grade Organization.--Ele. Soh. J.' 25J 442• 
250 1 F.'25. . . 
The writer found from a questionnaire that thirteen educators out 
of sixteen favor the junior high school organization, two favor 
the platoon organization. and one favors the industrial type. The 
author oon~iders the.four types of organizations namely, academic, 
industrial. platoon. and junior high school. 
The following sta.ndnrds were adopted for the purpose of measuring 
the suocess of the four types of orgnnization1 a. Attendance, 
b. Progress, o. 'Achievement. d. Curriculum, t. Instruction. 
r. Supervision• g. Administration. h. Guidance# i. Socialization, 
j. Low cont or economy. Findings were very favorable to the 
junior high school and platoon types or organizations. 
10. Lyme.n, R. L. ·-The Rural Junior High Schools of lk~w Hampshi:re--SR 
34& 175•84•-M •26. 
"The rural junior high sohools of Mew Hampshire are a p~t ·of 
a state-wide campaign made by agrioultural communities to prevent 
the migration of their young people to the larger cities." 
The movement for better eduoation in Weare ia then described. 
This presents clearly the power and possibility of education. 
The be~ter sohools idea 1a effective. 
11. Renwick, Albert--Critioal Examination or the Prinoiples Underlying 
the JUnior High Sehool••Education 43J 604-19-June 1923. 
The author treats the following;•An outline of the Oharaotar-
istics and Principles underlying the Junior or Intermediate 
School, (after Inglis.) 
A. Provisi'on for gradual transition: 
a. The close articulation of each successive grade with the 
preceding grade,. as far as teaching method and material 
are concerned. 
b·. The gradual change from the one-teacher plan 0£ the 
elementary school,, i.e., the gradual introduction of the 
departmental organization, 
c. The gradual change from largely supervised work to 
relatively independent work involving initiative. 
self-reliance. and responsibility. 
d. The gradual change from largely supervised l1ork to 
relatively independent work involving initiative, 
self•relia.noa, and responsibility. 
e. The gradual introduction of nav1 subje ct•matter. 
f. The gradual introduction of election. 
g. The gradual change of teaching method and trentnent of 
children. 
B. Provision to meet the need of individual differences and the 
different needs or society: 
a. The introduction of elective stibjects. 
b. Promotion by subjects rather than by grades. 
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c. Increased flexibility in the schedule and its administration. 
d. Educational diagnosis, exploration, and direction. 
e. Reoognition o £ the needs of those leaving before the 
close of' the course. 
f. Provision for the economy of time in the case of brighter 
pupils. 
c. Flexibility of Organization and Administration: this is in a 
large degree affected by the above provisions •. It may be noted, 
· h0"1rever • that the i'orma.l separation of the work of' the junior 
high school into distinct curricula interferes seriously vrith 
the flexibility of the school. 
Do Provision for educational diagnosis. exploration. and direotionJ 
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a. The introduction of certain subjects which acquaint pupils 
with the several phases or activity end test his capacities 
and interest. 
b, The introduction of some ~~rk designed to givo the pupil 
'educational and vooational informatio~ and enlightment. 
c. The administrative recognition of this function and the 
arrangement of administrative machinery to provide advioe 
and direction. 
E. Provision for Some Prevocational Training: 
a. The establishment 0£ a course designed to give the pupil 
some kno:;ledge of vocational opportunities and requirements. 
b. Prevocational courses designed but to develop skill in 
specific trades or processes, but some kn.owledge and skill 
in the underlying processes common to .. several vocations. 
F. Provision fo~ the Reorganization of Teaching Material and MethodsJ 
a. The organization of Subjeot•Matter primarily with reference 
to the capacities and needs of the pupils and with reference 
to the aotivitiea in life after sohoolb not primarily in 
terms of the logical organization demanded by the subject 
as a. naoienoe., tJ e.g. general soienoe. community oivios. 
b. The organization of teaching method to conform,vith the 
reorganization of material. 
12. ~'hitney0 F.P.•-Culture and Utility-·Sohool end Sooiety-19J 627-34 
May 31-'24. 
Thia article renews the ancient controversy of Culture vs. Utility. 
lt seeks in sane measure to join the t\vo oonoepts. 0Any occupation or 
art or study" so.id Aristotle, ttdeaerves to be oalled mechanical if it 
renders the body or soul or intellect of free persons unfit for the 
exeroiae and practice of exoellenoa." 
"As John Devrey has pointed out, Aristotle is •permanently right 
it gninful pursuits as a matter or £aat deprive the intellect or the 
conditions 0£ its exercise nnd of its dignity." 
11The presuppositions w'ith which I enter this argument for a. 
synthesis or the notions of culture a.nd utility may be stated without 
comment 1n the form of four propositionso Eaoh of these propositions 
may be debatable but. for the purpose.of this discussion. I run here 
assuming their aooeptance. 
· 1. The aim of the junior high sohool is to give 
all children a general or liberal training. 
2. Progressive differentiation but not specialization 
should ohara.oterize the junior high school. 
3. Vocational Training as suoh is not within the 
province of the junior high school. 
4. Instruction in all subjects in junior high school 
inoluding the practical arts should be funds.mentally 
correct and scientifically sound as far as it goes. 
"Our schools are stnndardhed like the rest of our machines until 
self-direction and initiative end genuine originnlity at'e swamped. 
A timid demand for the free play of creative effort is met with the 
deafening retort from a million protagonists of the machine. that 
creative effort is# for all but a.n insignificant majority, a mere 
illusion, the figment of' a. drea.m .... : ..... -But to the junior high school, 
through which nll the ohildren pass, comes in e. peculiar way the 
ohullonge to open wide the doors or life. The school subjects must 
bo treated not merely as means to.PTard uniformity but as avenues 
tov.rard diversity. tt 
13. Olander,, Viotor·-1'he Junior High Schools from the Ohher Side--
Educational Review 68: 86·94 - 8 1 24. 
(Stenographio report of address made to Chicago Board of Education 
by Mr. Victor ~r the Illinois Federation of Labor.) 
Opposed the introduction of the junior high school system into 
Chicago on the grounda that the name is not true, the reoord 
of the institution is not good• its utility is uncertain. 
His analysis ia colored with a alear attitude of opposition. 
The artiol~ is 11vorth reading as an aid to the analysis of 
certain types of' educational misunderstandings all too 
frequ~ntly found and promoted. 
14. McGregor, A.L.--Preparing Teachers for the Junior High Sohool--
Eduoational Revievr--69J 140·2-Maroh 1 25. 
The author explains a plan of trnining teachers in the 
Washington Junior High School of Hoohester. 
"I·t is the ambition 0£ the fa.cul ty of Washington Junior High School 
to be so thoroughly acquainted with every member of the student body 
that each one will be assured a real opportunity to dovelop in 
health, mental a.nd manual powers personality. and oharaoter." 
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